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Abstract
The isolated spin of the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre in diamond, which is formed from
a vacancy and an adjacent nitrogen atom replacing carbon atoms in the diamond lattice,
provides a highly promising system to realise non-invasive high-sensitivity magnetometry,
even at room temperatures. The combination of the atomically sized detection volume,
which for a single NV centre is defined by the spatial extent of the wavefunction, and high
magnetic field sensitivity makes the NV centre a highly promising sensor to investigate
magnetism on the nanoscale. In recent years NV centres have been used to produce 2D
maps of magnetic fields with nanoscale resolution by affixing single or small numbers of NV
centres to the very tip of a scanning probe. To date, scanning probe NV magnetometers
have produced images with some of the smallest probe-sample distances seen in magnetic
field sensing, with probe-sample distances of the order 50 nm routinely achieved.
Scanning probe NV magnetometry utilises two established scientific techniques; atomic
force microscopy, which provides the scanning probe element required for the formation
of 2D images, and confocal microscopy for magnetic field readout out via measurement
of the NV centre’s magnetically sensitive photoluminescence. Therefore, an instrument
designed for scanning probe NV magnetometry will feature both optical instrumentation
optimised to collect luminescence from atomically sized sources, in particular NV centres
fixed to functionalised AFM probes, and an atomic force microscope that can be operated
while simultaneously making optical measurements. In addition to the established imaging
techniques of confocal microscopy and AFM, an instrument focusing on NV centre mag-
netometry requires a method of applying a high-frequency magnetic field for spin state
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manipulation and a variable strength, variable orientation bias magnetic field. While a
prerequisite for NV magnetometry, these final components extend an NV magnetometer’s
functionality, enabling the study of other species that exhibit magnetically sensitive pho-
toluminescence. As such, an instrument based on a scanning probe NV magnetometer will
not only be able to perform high-resolution magnetometry, but also operate in a wide range
of imaging modalities, providing a versatile tool for sub-micron sample characterisation.
This thesis presents the design, assembly and performance of a custom-built sub-micron
characterisation tool based on a scanning probe NV magnetometer.
This research project’s main output is the instrument itself, with the key results the
figures of merit for each imaging modality. A sample of nanodiamonds deposited onto
a silicon/silicon dioxide wafer serves as the test target for most of the imaging modes.
The optical imaging modes’ performance is presented through diffraction-limited spatial
maps, both where photoluminescence and backscattered laser light provide the dominant
signal. To demonstrate this instrument’s capability to measure the temporal and spectral
characteristics from diffraction-limited luminescent sources, time-correlated single photon
counting measurements and emission spectra from sources on the nanodiamond sample are
presented. The performance of custom-built AFM is demonstrated through the measure-
ment of a calibration sample and then the suitability for NV magnetometry demonstrated
by presenting simultaneously recorded AFM confocal microscope measurements. This
instrument’s capability for NV centre magnetometry is presented by showing optically de-
tected magnetic resonances from photoluminescent sources in nanodiamonds. Finally, the
progress towards NV centre magnetometry in this instrument is reviewed.
The recent discovery of photoluminescence originating from single-photon sources in 2D
materials, in particular from emitters in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) which have shown
such behaviour at room temperatures, has led to an active area of research investigating the
structure and potential applications of point defects in 2D materials. To demonstrate this
instrument’s versatility and its potential to perform cutting-edge research in this emerging
field, preliminary results characterising the nature of photoluminescence in a thin hBN film
on a silicon carbide substrate are presented.
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Advances in scientific instrumentation drive cutting edge science with the invention of
novel instruments enabling the study of fundamental physics previously impossible with
existing technologies. For example, the invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope
(STM) in 1981 enabled the first topographical studies of samples with nanoscale resolu-
tion, with this achievement was recognised with the 1986 Nobel prize for Physics. While
the improvements in instrumentation are not always as profound as the invention of en-
tirely novel technologies, there is a constant drive to improve the performance of scientific
instruments, motivated by the potential to investigate phenomena currently inaccessible
to established techniques in a given field. This project focuses on the design, assembly
and testing of a multimode imaging tool to characterise a wide range of samples on the
sub-micron scale. Throughout this thesis, the developed multimode tool will be referred
to as the ’instrument’ for simplicity
The main goal of this project was to develop a high-spatial-resolution, high sensitivity
magnetometer operating in ambient conditions, based on the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre
in diamond. To realise NV centre magnetometry, a means to read out the magnetically
sensitive photoluminescence from the NV centre is required, along with a method to scan
the NV centre above a magnetic field source. Commonly, the optical readout is performed
using confocal microscopy, while the probe is scanned using an atomic force microscope,
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both established techniques for imaging samples on sub-micron length scales in their own
right. Therefore, an instrument was designed that could not only operate as a scanning
probe magnetometer but also feature multiple imaging modalities that could be operated
simultaneously or sequentially for the study of samples on the nanoscale. This project
has focused on developing and optimising the constituent components of a scanning probe
NV magnetometer, optimising the performance of each imaging mode as a standalone tool
while working towards the development of a scanning probe magnetometer.
A key feature of this instrument is flexibility, with the instrument designed to inves-
tigate microscopic properties of samples of inherently varied samples, from flakes of 2D
materials through to micron-fabricated arrays of conductors with experimental contact
structures. In particular, this instrument has been developed to measure the spatial, tem-
poral and spectral characteristics from optically active point-like sources emitting in the
600-750 nm range for NV magnetometry and the study of other sources of localised lumi-
nescence. Firstly, the motivation for constructing a high-sensitivity high spatial resolution
magnetometer is presented.
1.0.1 Statement of Contributions
This design and construction project was supervised by Dr Christopher Mellor and while I
focused on the development of the optical instrumentation and automation of processes, a
second PhD student, Russell Vanhouse, led the construction of the atomic force microscope
side of the project. Russell Vanhouse also modelled and produced the microwave antenna
for the delivery of high-frequency magnetic fields required for magnetometry with NV
centres. All data are my own unless otherwise stated.
1.1 Motivation
The investigation of magnetism is an active area of research with a wide range of appli-
cations and motivations. On the length scales of ∼ 1 cm vapour cell magnetometers have
8
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enabled the detection of biological currents associated with neuron action potentials [1].
Magnetic fields associated with currents have also been probed on the nanoscale, through
the use of scanning probe techniques. For example, single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre
magnetometry has enabled non-invasive magnetic imaging of the current density in metal-
lic wires and carbon nanotubes with much greater spatial resolution possible than with
conventional resistance-based measurements [2]. This thesis focuses on the development of
an instrument to perform scanning probe magnetometry with small numbers of NV cen-
tres, motivated by their potential to measure magnetic fields with high spatial resolution.
In particular, this instrument has been designed to measure the magnetic fields generated
by micron-scale conductors designed to generate magnetic trapping potentials to localise
clouds of cold atoms, known as atom chips.
1.2 Atom Chips
The invention of the atom chip was an essential step in ’lab-on-a-chip’ type experiments
aiming to miniaturise quantum optics experiments both for the study of fundamental
physics and metrological applications. To date, clouds of cold atoms on chips have been
utilised as inertial sensors, atomic clocks and magnetometers, and have also shown promise
for quantum information applications (see the review by Keil et al. [3]).
A key component of both atom chip technology and early cold atoms experiments,
which utilised macroscopic coils, is the production of a spatially varying magnetic potential
generated by current-carrying wires, which acts to spatially confine and manipulate the
cold atom clouds. Atoms can only be spatially confined once they have been cooled to
ultra-low temperatures and their thermal energy becomes comparable to the interaction
energy between the atom and electric, optical or magnetic fields. In general, cold atoms
experiments utilise magnetic fields produced by the currents either in macroscopic coils or,
in the case of atom chips, microscope wires, to produce magnetic trapping potentials. The
condition for spatial confinement of cold atoms using a magnetic field is therefore given by
9
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V = −µ ·B > kBT (1.1)
where µ is the magnetic moment of the atom, kB is the Boltzmann constant, B is the
magnetic field and T is the temperature of the atom cloud [4]. Classically, the angle between
the magnetic moment of the atom and the external field is constant due to the rapid
precession of µ about the magnetic field axis. In the quantum picture, the energy levels of
a particle with quantum number, F , which corresponds to total angular momentum, and
g factor, g are given by
V = gµBmFB (1.2)
where mF is the quantum number of the component F along the direction of the external
magnetic field [4]. Depending on the orientation of the dipole moment relative to the
magnetic field, which is given by the sign of gmF , an atom either experiences a magnetic
force towards minima in the field (gmF > 0, referred to as weak-field seeking states) or
towards maxima (gmF < 0, referred to as strong-field seeking states). Since a three-
dimensional magnetic maximum can not be produced [5], only weak-field seeking states
can be trapped, by producing spatially varying magnetic potentials with local minima.
In addition to producing a strong magnetic field sufficient to trap cold clouds, the
gradient and curvature of the potential near the local minimum are also key parameters
for devices that produce confining potentials for cold atoms experiments. For example,
the magnetic force exerted on atom is proportional to the magnetic field gradient and this
must produce sufficient force to compensate for gravity. The curvature of the magnetic
field defines the spatial extent of the trapping potential [4], with tight spatial confinement
being highly desirable. When potentials can be miniaturised to length scales below 1 µm,
arrays of potentials can be utilised for atom interferometry experiments, as the coupling
between atoms trapped in adjacent sites in the array is no longer negligible [6].
To summarise, the requirements for a trapping potential for cold atoms experiments are
10
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as follows: a large magnitude field to produce deep traps, a large gradient to produce large
magnetic forces which compensate for gravity and a high curvature to tightly confine the
atoms. In early cold atoms experiments, such as the first observation of a Bose-Einstein
Condensate (BEC), the trapping potential was produced by macroscopically sized coil pairs
in an anti-Helmholtz configuration [7]. However, the use of atom chips, which produce
trapping potentials, using planar arrangements of microscopically sized conductors, can,
at lower electrical power, produce larger fields, gradients and curvatures than macroscopic
coils. The principle of atom chip operation can be illustrated by considering the magnetic
field produced by an infinitely long thin wire. Such a wire, carrying current, I0, in the
















where z, is the perpendicular distance from the wire axis [4]. The wire produces a field with
a strong gradient and curvature but by itself does not produce a local minimum required
for trapping atoms. To produce a minimum, a homogeneous external bias field of strength
B̃ is applied perpendicular to the wire axis. The bias field will cancel the field produced
by the wire on a line parallel to the wire at a distance z0 above the wire axis, this principle








In the vicinity of the line above the wire the total field is well approximated by a two







The single wire and bias field arrangement discussed so far produces a magnetic po-
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Figure 1.1: Principle of creating a 2D trap using a wire and homogenous bias field. Top:
wire, central: bias field, bottom: resulting total field. The left column shows the magnetic
field lines while the right column gives the magnitude of the magnetic field for a wire
current I = 2 A. Image sourced from [4].
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tential that enables the confinement of a cold atom cloud in a plane orthogonal to the
current flow, but not along the wire axis. In real devices, which require the capability to
confine clouds of cold atoms for sensing applications, the spatial confinement must be in
3 dimensions. To produce 3D confinement, the wire can be bent, with both ’U’ and ’Z’
shapes commonly used to produce confinement along the trap axis, which corresponds to
the x-axis in the simple wire-bias example discussed earlier. Both ’U’ and ’Z’ shaped wires
are approximations of the ideal ’H’ shaped wire, which uses the two orthogonal currents in
the ’vertical wires’ of the H to produce a magnetic potential minimum orthogonal to the
minimum produced by the combination of ’horizontal wire’ and the bias field perpendicular
to this wire, leading to 3D confinement. A complete theoretical description of multiwire
layouts to produce potentials enabling 3D spatial confinement, including the ’H’, ’Z’ and
’U’ wires is available in Chapter 2 of the book ’Atom Chips’ by Reichel and Vuletic [4].
Whether discussing 3D ’Z’ or ’U’ traps or single wire 1D traps, to create a tight trap
with a given current, I0, the strength of the bias field, B̃ must be increased and as shown
in equation 1.4, increasing the strength of the bias field decreases the distance between the
wire surface and the magnetic field minimum. Therefore, producing trapping potentials
with a minimum very close to the wire surface can produce atom chips with very favourable
properties, i.e deep traps with large gradients and curvatures. However, there is a lower
limit to how close an atom cloud can be brought to the surface of an atom chip to produce
tightly confined trapping potentials. When the distance between the atom cloud becomes
comparable to the geometry of the wires producing the trapping potential the interaction
between the atom chip surface and the atom cloud become significant. The local properties
of the wires produce deviations in the current density from the ideal case and this has been
shown to produce corrugations in the potential [8, 9]. In real devices, which build on the
simple principle illustrated by the wire and bias field to both confine the atoms in 3
dimensions (typical atom chip dimension and component sizes shown in Figure 1.2), and
also generate the bias field using on chip currents, the fragmentation effect has led to the
use of cold atom clouds as highly sensitive surface probes. As the current density in the
wire deviates from the ideal case the cloud of trapped atoms above the chip fragments,
13
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Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic showing typical dimensions of microfabricated current arrays
that form atom chips, Image sourced from [11]. Images showing typical feature size in
atom chips. (b), (c), (d) show scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing resist
structure used in fabrication, a single wire and the complete atom chip respectively. AFM
image showing the granular structure of the gold shown in the devices in (b) and (c) is
shown in (e), Imaged source [12].
which can be detected optically through the change in absorption of a probe laser. The
modification of the trapping potential produced by a target current placed between an atom
chip with a known response and the atom cloud, forms the basis of magnetometry with
atom chips, which has been demonstrated with a spatial resolution of 3 µm and sensitivity
of 4 nT [10].
While providing a means to detect surface effects, generally, the disordered potential
experienced by atoms trapped with short wire-atom distances represents a challenge for
manufacturers looking to repeatedly fabricate devices with a known response and provides
one of the main obstacles to further miniaturisation of the potential landscape. The origins
of the disorder in the potential are the deviations in the local current density in the wire
producing the trapping field [8, 9]. It has been suggested that the local deviations in the
current density are highly dependent upon the fabrication process involved in producing the
wires generating the trapping field and that they arise due to; fabrication inhomogeneities,
the roughness of both the surface [13, 14] and the edges of the fabricated wires [15], the
14
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residual roughness of wire borders [16] and the grain structure in polycrystalline metal films
[17]. The current deviation from the ideal path produces an inhomogenous component of
the magnetic field, ∆B, and a measure of the quality of an atom chip is the ratio of
the inhomogenous component, ∆B to the magnetic field produced by the wire at that
distance, B, with Figure 1.3 comparing the measured potential roughness measured by a
range of research groups fabricating atom chips. One study by Kruger et al [18] showed
that the magnitude of disorder potentials could be reduced by two orders of magnitude
in lithographically fabricated evaporated metals as compared to devices fabricated using
an electroplating technique. However, even with the improved fabrication technique the
ratio of the inhomogenous component compared to the trapping field was found to be
∆B/B = 3 x 10−5, when measured by probing the optical density of a BEC 10 µm above
the wire surface [18]. In general, a requirement for successful atom chip operation is that
the potential energy of the confining potential is much greater than associated with the
trapped atom and the inhomogenous magnetic field component, which can be expressed
as ~ω >> gµBmFB. In this expression, ω is the trap frequency, which is proportional to
the curvature of the trapping potential and quantifies the spatial confinement of the trap.
Commonly atom chips are developed using an iterative approach, with each atom chip
loaded into a cold atoms setup and the potential disorder measured by probing the optical
density of either a thermal cloud of atoms or BEC localised within the trapping potential
generated by the device under investigation. Firstly, this approach is time inefficient, as
the newly fabricated devices must first be loaded into an ultra-high vacuum and the atoms
need to be trapped, cooled and loaded into the trapping potential of the chip, with such
an experiment easily taking several weeks. The local deviations in the current densities,
introduced by imperfections in the fabrication, can then be detected by probing the optical
density of the trapped atoms. While this technique can be highly sensitive, the spatial res-
olution is limited, theoretically by the diffraction limit (≈ 300 nm), but in practice by the
distance between the atoms and the wire generating the potential (typically above 1 µm).
An alternative approach to characterising the performance of novel atom chips would be
more time-efficient, enabling rapid feedback to fabricators, and have a greater spatial reso-
15
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of different atom chip potential roughness measurements with the
image sourced from [4], the references to the origin data sources shown in the figure can
also be found in [4] . The filled symbols denote rms values and data open symbols peak-
to-valley maximum height of the roughness. The dimensions in the legend, where stated,
correspond to the width of the wires. MIT denotes Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
WIS denotes Wiezmann Institue of Science, BGU denotes Ben-Gurion University and HD
denotes Heidelberg University. The dot, dash and solid lines represent the expected scaling




lution in the magnetic field measurement by locating a probe far closer to the wire surface.
Using a magnetic field sensor with a wire-probe distance of less than 1 µm would provide
both a stronger measurement signal and also enable the investigation of very short length-
scale deviations, which can be averaged out when measuring the potential with trapped
atoms at large distances above the conductor [15]. To investigate the modification of the
trapping potential introduced by fabrication effects in atom chips, this thesis focuses on the
development of a magnetometer with nanoscale probe-source separation and spatial resolu-
tion designed to operate in ambient conditions, based on the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre
in diamond. The spatial resolution a single scanning NV magnetometer can achieve is lim-
ited only by the separation between the magnetic field source and the NV centre[19], which
is routinely as low as 50 nm. In addition to achieving the desired high-spatial resolution
magnetic field measurements required for atom chip investigations, the constituent com-
ponents of a scanning probe NV magnetometer provide complementary imaging modes for
sub-micron-scale sample characterisation. These include high-resolution optical imaging
via confocal microscopy and topographical imaging via atomic force microscopy without
requiring substantial hardware reconfiguration. The multiple imaging modes developed
in this instrument can be used on a single sample either sequentially or simultaneously
depending on the application.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is divided is divided into 8 chapters:
Chapter 2 - The 2nd chapter of this thesis introduces the NV centre as a magnetic field
sensor. The NV centre is first discussed in terms of its optical properties and electronic
structure. The influence of external magnetic fields on NV centres is described, and how NV
centres can be utilised as highly sensitive magnetometers discussed. The performance of
the NV centre magnetometers is discussed and compared to other state-of-the-art magnetic
field sensors. Finally, how NV centres can be utilised in combination with scanning probe
technology to produce a scanning probe magnetometer, achieving nanoscale resolution in
17
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ambient conditions, is discussed.
Chapter 3 - The third chapter discusses the principle of operation of the optical imag-
ing techniques used in this instrument. The custom design of each component in this
instrument and its performance in this instrument is then presented. The primary optical
technique discussed is confocal microscopy, developed for the collection of NV centre pho-
toluminescence (PL) for magnetometry. Confocal performance is presented in PL mode
but also an additional imaging mode using backscattered. How the confocal microscope
has been modified to enable the measurement of spectral and temporal characteristics from
diffraction-limited PL sources is discussed and performance demonstrated by presenting
results from suitable test samples. The design and performance of a diffraction-limited
wide-field microscope is also presented.
Chapter 4 - To produce 2D magnetic field maps using a small number of NV centres,
the NVs must be raster-scanned close to the magnetic source. Chapter 4 focuses on the
development of a custom atomic force microscope (AFM), both for the control of the AFM
probes functionalised with NV centres for scanning probe magnetometry and as a stan-
dalone sub-micron imaging tool. The principle of operation of atomic force microscopy is
introduced, and how this system has been optimised for combined optical/AFM experi-
ments discussed. Finally, the performance of the AFM is presented as a separate imaging
modality of this instrument.
Chapter 5 - The final hardware components required to realise magnetic field sensing using
NV centres are introduced in Chapter 5 - a microwave circuit and resonator for NV centre
spin state manipulation and a method to generate a bias magnetic field. Optically detected
resonances from nanodiamonds are presented to demonstrate this instrument’s capability
to perform ODMR experiments at the frequencies required for NV centre magnetometry.
Chapter 6 - Chapter 6 demonstrates the progress made with this instrument towards
scanning probe NV magnetometry. The principle of operation of a commercially available
AFM probe designed specifically for scanning NV magnetometry and its performance in
this instrument is discussed. The magnetic field imaging modes available in this instru-
18
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ment are discussed. Finally, test samples are discussed both in terms of fabrication and
preparation and the expected response of this instrument.
Chapter 7 - Measurements on localised emitters in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) are pre-
sented, showing this instrument’s ability to characterise the spectral, spatial and temporal
characteristics of emitters on the sub-micron scale.
Chapter 8 - Summarises this thesis by reviewing the key results and performance of this
instrument in a variety of imaging modalities. Finally, future work is considered, both in
terms of continued instrumental development and potential applications.
19
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The Nitrogen Vacancy Centre
2.1 Introduction
Diamond is a wide bandgap material (5.47 eV) that consists purely of carbon atoms and
has traditionally been of interest due to its macroscopic properties, such as it’s hardness
and thermal conductivity [20]. While pure diamond consists entirely of carbon, both di-
amonds created synthetically and naturally can host a wide range of impurities, such as
vacancies or different atoms in place of carbon in the diamond lattice [21]. The existence of
defects in solid-state materials, including diamond, can provide an architecture to realise
quantum technologies in wide-bandgap materials with some defects introducing isolated
electronic spins into the lattice which can be addressed optically. The isolated spin pro-
vides a mechanically robust, and when combined with novel fabrication techniques [22], a
highly scalable system with potential use for nanoscale sensing and quantum information
applications [23]. The nitrogen-vacancy centre, or NV centre, is one such example of a
defect centre in diamond that has been the focus of a wide range of research, this defect
consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom at one of the carbon sites in the diamond lattice
and a vacancy in one of the adjacent sites. There are two prominent charge states of the
NV centre, the neutral NV0 state and the negatively charged NV− state, with both of these
defects exhibiting different spectral properties [24]. In this thesis, NV centre will refer to
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the negatively charged state of the nitrogen-vacancy centre as this charge state is of the
greatest interest in magnetic field sensing [25]. The wide range of research into the NV
centre comes from three key properties; the ability to efficiently spin polarise the centre via
optical pumping, the coupling of the centre’s spin state to an optical transition facilitating
optical readout of the spin state and finally, long coherence times at room temperature.
This chapter focuses on properties of the NV centre that allow it to be utilised as a
vector magnetic field sensor. A brief discussion of the NV centre and its optical properties
is first presented. The influence of an external magnetic field on the NV centre will be con-
sidered and how the resultant behaviour can be used as a magnetic field sensor discussed.
The theoretical limits to the magnetic field sensing technique will be presented and how
NV centres as magnetic field sensors compared to alternative techniques discussed. Finally,
a measurement scheme will be described to enable the use of an NV centre as a probe in
a scanning probe approach to magnetometry providing a high-sensitivity nanoscale vector
magnetometer.
2.2 Optical Properties
The NV centre is formed of a substitutional nitrogen atom and vacancy pair, with the
axis between the sites the intrinsic quantisation axis of the defect, which is labelled as the
z-axis. In the diamond lattice, which is shown in Figure 2.1(a), the NV centre quantisaton
axis, shown in Figure 2.1(b), can occur aligned along one of four equivalent crystallographic
directions; [1 1 1], [1 1 1], [1 1 1], [1 1 1]. While Figure 2.1(a) shows an NV centre hosted in
the diamond lattice 2.1(b) highlights the quantisation axis of an NV centre. The electronic
structure of the defect is shown in figure 2.2. The ground state of the NV centre is
a spin-triplet state, |g〉 (S=1), split into three spin sublevels [25, 26]. These sublevels
are characterised by the spin projection along the NV centre quantisation axis (z). The
ms = ±1 sub-levels are degenerate at zero magnetic field with the ms = 0 state at lower
energy. The splitting between the ms = 0 and the degenerate ms = ±1 sublevels at zero
magnetic field is 2.87 GHz [25, 26]. The NV centre can be optically excited to the excited
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Figure 2.1: (a) NV centre hosted in the diamond lattice, grey represents carbon atoms,
blue nitrogen and red a vacancy (image produced by Chris Judd) (b) Shows the co-ordinate
axis of the NV centre, the axis (z-axis) joining the two sites is the intrinsic quantisation
axis of the NV centre. The z axis defines the measurement axis for magnetic field sensing
applications.
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Figure 2.2: Electronic structure of the NV centre. Ground state |g〉 is a spin-triplet
state with ms denoting spin projection along the NV centre axis. D is the zero-field
splitting between the ground state sublevels. The ms = ±1 sublevels are degenerate at
zero magnetic field and the energy is shown by the dashed line, the solid lines show the
lifting of the degeneracy with the application of a field Bz, along the NV centre axis. The
excited state, |e〉 is also a spin-triplet. The additional singlet states are referred to as a
single state |s〉. The green lines represent excitation via green laser and the red lines show
relaxation optically. The blacked dash lines denote none radiative decays. Figure adapted
from Figure 2 in [28].
state, |e〉, which is also a spin-triplet state [25, 26]. The optical transitions, between |g〉
and |e〉, are largely spin conserving with spin-flip transitions rates less than 2% of the
spin conserving transition rate [27]. The lifetime of the excited state varies between the
diamond hosting the defect and is typically around 13 ns in bulk diamond and longer in
nanodiamonds 20 ns [25]. In addition to the excited state there are also two metastable
singlet states with the lower of the states having a lifetime of 300 ns [26], referred to
collectively as |s〉 in figure 2.2.
The metastable singlet states are crucial in the optical dynamics of the NV centre,
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allowing the defect to be optically spin polarised through the application of light. The
NV centre can be spin polarised using the following procedure. Firstly, the NV centre is
excited optically from the ground state with off-resonant light, typically with wavelengths
between 450-610 nm via a phonon sideband associated with the excited state [29]. From the
excited state, the centre can relax optically, which like excitation is also spin conserving
[27], resulting in a broadband photoluminescence (PL) in the 637-850 nm band with a
zero phonon line at 637 nm [30]. Alternatively, relaxation back to the ground state can
occur via the singlet states, which does not result in emission in the 637-850 nm band [31].
The probability of non-radiative decay via the singlet states is highly dependent on the
spin state of the NV centre. The decay into the singlet states is more probable when the
spin is initially in ms = ±1 sub-level, while the spin also preferentially decays out of the
singlet states into the ground state ms = 0 sub-level [27]. Therefore, the NV centre can
be optically spin polarised, driving the |g〉 to |e〉 transition over many cycles will result in
the NV centre being prepared in the ms = 0 sub-level of the ground state. This has been
demonstrated in ambient conditions with efficiencies exceeding 90% [27].
As the decay into the singlet states is spin selective, the NV centre can be spin polarised.
The decay pathway through the singlet states also enables the optical readout of the spin
state by purely optical means. The spin-dependent PL of the NV centre arises from
the decay via the singlet states being non-radiative and the probability of decay via this
pathway dependent upon the spin projection of the NV centre (high for ms = ±1 states,
low for ms = 0) [26]. The decay via the singlet states competes with the PL decay and as
such the sublevel with the lowest probability of non-radiative decay from the excited state
will, therefore, appear the brightest. This provides a means to optically read out the spin
state of the NV centre by detecting intensity differences in the PL signal.
To summarise, the optical spin state readout and polarisation with the same off resonant
laser, spectrally separated from the measurement signal enables the NV centre to be used
as a magnetometer through the optical detection of the Zeeman shift of the NV centre spin
states. For example, a single defect is first prepared in the ms = 0 by optical pumping.
The defect can then be driven to the ground state ms = ±1 states through the application
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of a resonant microwave field. When optically excited from these sublevels there is a
higher probability the decay is non-radiative (in the 637-850 nm band [31]). Through
the application of a range of microwave frequencies, the resonance can be detected by a
decrease in PL intensity, characterised by parameter C, which is defined as ratio of the
on and off resonance PL intensities. The optical detection of the spin state provides a
means to detect Zeeman shifts in spectral positions of the ms = ±1 states optically, this
is referred to as optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) and is the basis of NV
centre based magnetic field sensing. An example of this type of ODMR spectra is shown
in figure 2.3 (a).
2.3 NV Centres in External Fields
Magnetic field sensing using NV centres can be realised by detecting the Zeeman splitting
of the NV centre-ground state. The simplest protocols involve the detection of the spectral
shift of the optically detected resonances by recording the PL intensity for a variety of
applied microwave frequencies. To provide a quantitative measurement of the magnetic
field, the ground state of the NV centre spin Hamiltonian must be considered [32, 33]
H = hDS2z + gµBB · S (2.1)
whereB is the external magnetic field and S is the dimensionless spin-1 operator. Equation
2.1 is defined in terms of two parameters with units of frequency, D and µB. D is the axial
zero-field splitting parameter and is equal to 2.87 GHz; the splitting arises from spin-spin
interactions between two unpaired electrons that form the defect [25]. Equation 2.1 neglects
terms describing the interaction with electric fields and stress in the crystal. At low electric
fields and with the application of a bias field B0 ≈ 1 mT the contributions of the strain
and electric field terms is negligible for all but very high strain diamonds which are not
typically used in magnetic field sensing [28, 32, 34]. The interaction with the nuclear spin
of the nitrogen has also been neglected in equation 2.1. In the presence of an external
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Figure 2.3: (a) A model ODMR spectra from a a single NV centre at zero magnetic field.
The PL intensity off resonance is denoted by R0, when a microwave frequency is applied
that drives an NV centre prepared in the ground state ms = 0 state to one of the ms = ±1
states, this is observed as in PL intensity. The magnitude of the resonance is characterised
the contrast, C, which is the ratio of the off resonance count rate R0 to the count rate
on resonance.(b) A magnetic field, Bz, applied along the NV centre axis, defined as z,
leads to the the Zeeman splitting of the optically detected resonances. Two resonances are
observed corresponding to each of the ms = 0 to ms = ±1 transitions. The resonances are
characterised by linewidth ∆νNV .
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magnetic field orientated along with the NV centre axis B = (0, 0, Bz) equation 2.1, the
Hamiltonian that describes each hyperfine state can be written in matrix form [32]
H =

D + gµBh Bz 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 D − gµBh Bz
 (2.2)
The energies of the eigenstates, ms = 0,±1 are given by the eigenvalues of 2.2 are linearly
dependent upon the magnetic field along the NV centre quantisation axis, defined as the
z-axis in this case. As a result, the transition frequencies between the ms = 0 state and
the ms = ±1 states are given by [32]




Equation 2.3 shows the on-axis magnetic field, Bz, can be measured through detec-
tion of the transition frequencies and knowledge of fundamental constants, g, µB and h,
demonstrating the potential use of NV centres for magnetic field sensing. To utilise an NV
centre as a magnetic field sensor the intensity of the photoluminescence is measured while
sweeping microwave frequencies close to the zero-field transition. When the microwave fre-
quency that satisfies the resonance condition, shown in equation 2.3, for a given value of Bz
is applied to the NV centre, this is detected as a decrease in the PL intensity compared to
the off-resonance value. A typical NV centre response to a range of microwave frequencies
is shown in Figure 2.3. Equation 2.3 also shows that for a weak on-axis field the frequency
changes with a simple linear relation only dependent on fundamental constants that are
not dependent on the NV centre environment, ensuring reproducibility of measurements.
Finally, the large size of the prefactor gµBh ≈ 28 kHz/µT enables the detection of very small
magnetic fields as the shift of the transition frequencies is substantial when compared to
both the precision with which the MW field to drive the sublevel transitions can be gener-
ated (≈ mHz) and the typical linewidths of the resonance (≈ 1-10 MHz for pure diamonds
used for sensing [35]).
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When the external magnetic has non-axial components , i.e B = (Bx, By, Bz), the
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/Bz. The non-linear dependence of
the transition frequencies, when the transverse magnetic field is non-zero facilitates, the
measurement of the NV centre orientation in the laboratory reference frame through mea-
surement of the transition frequencies at a range of external magnetic field strengths and
orientations at the defect site [36], this is discussed further in Chapter 5. Knowledge of the
NV centre orientation facilitates nanoscale vector magnetometry in the weak off-axis mag-
netic field limit. Equation 2.3 highlights how the NV centre transitions are only dependent
upon the axial field; combined with knowledge of the NV centre orientation relative to a
magnetic target a single NV centre can be used as a high-sensitivity vector magnetometer
with nanoscale spatial resolution.
The sensing applications discussed in this thesis will focus on the limit of a weak
off-axis field and the transition frequencies will be assumed to depend linearly on the
on-axis magnetic field unless otherwise stated. In the event the on-axis magnetic field





satisfied, the quantisation axis is fixed by the magnetic field not the defect axis and ms is
no longer a good quantum number [28]. In this case, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
are given by superpositions of the ms = 0,±1 states [33] and as a result, the optical
pumping and detection of the spin state becomes less efficient [33]. The loss of the optical
spin readout mechanism represents an upper limit to the magnitude of fields detectable
with NV centres. However, the decrease in contrast associated with large transverse fields
is also accompanied by an overall decrease in PL intensity even in the absence of MW
frequency magnetic field when the transverse component of the magnetic field is large [37].
The decrease in overall intensity can be used to produce qualitative maps of regions with
large transverse magnetic fields by monitoring the changes in PL intensity associated with
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spatial variations in the transverse fields [38].
2.4 NV Centre Magnetometry
It has been shown that the NV centre can be optically pumped into the ms = 0 sublevel
and the spin state read out using the same laser. The linear relationship between the shift
of the ODMR resonance under increasing magnetic field of the spin state energies then
provides the basis for the use of NV centres as optical magnetometers. Here the state-of-
the-art of NV centre based magnetic field sensing is discussed and the fundamental limits
to the technique presented. Detecting magnetic fields with both high sensitivity and high
spatial resolution is an active area of research across a range of disciplines. To compare
NV centre magnetometry to competing technologies the sensitivity of the technique must
first be established. The simplest form of magnetometry involves optical detection of the
lineshifts of the ODMR resonances due to the Zeeman effect on a single NV centre ground
state. It follows that the sensitivity is limited by the smallest resolvable frequency shift in
the spectrum, comparing this to the photon shot noise in a measurement time ∆t yields











The expression for the sensitivity, ηCW , has units T/
√
Hz and the minimum resolvable field,
bmin can be calculated by dividing the sensitivity by the square root of the measurement
time ∆t. A numerical prefactor, PF , is introduced that relates to the lineshape of the
resonance [35], for a Gaussian profile, PF is denoted as PG =
√
e/8ln2 ≈ 0.70. When
the lineshape is Lorentzian, PF is written as PL = 4/3
√
3 ≈ 0.77. R is number of PL
photons collected per second, with ∆νNV the linewdith of the ODMR resonance, C is
the contrast of the ODMR resonance and is defined as the ratio of the on resonance PL
intensity decrease compared to the off resonance PL intensity, see figure 2.3.
The count rate R recorded from an NV centre depends on the collection efficiency
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of the optical system and the relaxation of the NV centre spin, with a discussion of the
effect of environmental and experimental parameters on the count rate available in the
2011 paper by Dréau et al [35]. A fundamental challenge to increasing the count rate
for high sensitivity magnetometry is the limit to the optical collection efficiency imposed
by the high refractive index of bulk diamond (n=2.4) in which the NV centre is hosted.
However, diamond’s high refractive index facilitates the development of photonic structures
to increase the measured count rate. In 2020, a scanning probe for NV centre magnetometry
was fabricated from bulk diamond with a truncated parabolic profile, which yielded a
median count rate from a single NV centre of R = 2.1± 0.2 Mcps [40], this corresponds to
the highest reported count rate from a single NV centre in a scanning probe geometry. The
second parameter that limits the sensitivity is the ODMR contrast and this increases with
microwave power, typical ODMR contrasts are around C ≈ 0.2 [28], a theoretical discussion
of the upper limit to the contrast is also discussed in the paper by Dréau et al [35]. The
final parameter is the linewidth, ∆νNV , of the resonance feature, which is fundamentally
limited by the spin’s inhomogeneous dephasing time T ∗2 . In practice, this is not reached
as continuous wave application of both the laser and the microwave power introduces
power broadening [35]. The parameters are not independent, for example, attempting to
increase the sensitivity by increasing the contrast (by increasing microwave power) will also
cause power broadening which acts to reduce the sensitivity. Decreasing the linewidth by
reducing the excitation power comes at the cost of decreasing the sensitivity by lowering
the count rate. It has been shown that for an ODMR spectrum with power broadening
introduced by the CW-ODMR, the three parameters can be optimised leading to the best
sensitivity of ≈ 1 µT/
√
Hz [35].
In addition to the direct measurement of the shift in resonance in the ODMR, mea-
surement schemes based upon detection of phase evolution can utilise the quantum nature
of the NV centre resulting in improved sensitivity. This approach eliminates power broad-
ening while preserving the contrast of the ODMR, through the temporal separation of the
optical pumping, readout pulse and the microwaves. The sensitivity is optimised while the
evolution time is matched with the spins inhomogeneous dephasing time T ∗2 [35].
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The magnetic sensitivity when the laser and microwaves are applied in short pulses






equation 2.5. For an optimised spin procession time τ = T ∗2 , the count rate per second can
be approximated as R ≈ R0TL/T ∗2 where R0 is the detected count rate under continous
laser excitation and TL is the length of the readout laser pulse. The sensitivity is then













This is fundamentally limited by T ∗2 , a factor dependent upon the environment the NV
centre, such as dephasing introduced by nitrogen, carbon-13, other NV-centres and fi-
nally other paramagnetic impurities [32]. Improving the fabrication to increase purity and
achieve long coherence times is an active area of research. In ultrapure diamond T ∗2 ≈ 1 µs
is routinely observed, with dephasing times as long as T ∗2 ≈ 1.5 ms demonstrated [41]. For
example, T ∗2 ≈ 1.5 ms corresponds to a sensitivity as low as ηpulsed = 6 nT/
√
Hz.
The sensitivity to AC fields can be orders of magnitude greater than DC sensitivity
with the application of dynamic decoupling sequences to increase the spins coherence times
[42, 43]. This thesis focuses on DC and slow time varying fields so this is not presented.
However, a full discussion of AC field sensing and both AC and DC sensitivity optimisation
can be found in [32]
To increase the sensitivity to DC fields using NV centre magnetic field detection the
number of NV centres used for sensing can be increased. Ensemble-based approaches can
improve the sensitivity by a factor by
√
N through statistical averaging over a number
of spins to increases the signal [32]. Sensitivities as low as 15 pT/
√
Hz to DC magnetic
fields has been demonstrated with ensemble NV magnetometers [39], with a corresponding
sensing volume of 13 µm x 200 µm x 2000 µm. The increased sensitivity comes at the cost
of decreasing the spatial resolution as the point of measurement is no longer well defined.
The spatial resolution of a single NV centre magnetometer is given by the precision in
the positioning [44] but ensemble magnetometers are fundamentally limited by diffraction
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limit [45] or the volume of the sensing ensemble for large high sensitivity magnetometers.
The sensitivity difference between ensembles and single NV centres illustrates the trade-
off between spatial resolution and sensitivity experienced by all magnetometers. Figure
2.4 compares the NV centre’s sensitivity and spatial resolution to other state of the art
magnetometers. The single NV centre’s DC theoretical limit is in the nanotesla range
which is several orders of magnitude greater than the most sensitive magnetometers, such
as spin exchange relaxation free interferometers (SERF) which have a theoretical limit of
0.01 fT/
√
Hz [46]. Where NV centres excel is in offering high sensitivity combined with
nanoscale spatial resolution. Figure 2.5 shows NV centres compared to the most promising
candidates in high spatial resolution magnetometry. When compared to other magne-
tometers operating at the high spatial resolution limit, such as Hall probes and SQUIDS
(superconducting quantum interference devices) the theoretical limit of NV centre’s spatial
resolution is an order of magnitude smaller whilst offering comparable sensitivity. The NV
centre represents a truly atomic-sized sensor with attempts to improve spatial resolution
centred on the implantation of stable NV centres with long coherence times closer to the
diamond surface [47], as such the sensing volume remains constant while the probe-source
distance is decreased. Attempts to increase the spatial resolution of promising macroscopic
detectors can be limited by both the difficulty associated with fabrication and more funda-
mentally, the decrease in size comes at the cost of decreasing the active area of the sensor.
However, recently Hall sensors fabricated from graphene, with a wire width of 85 nm, have
demonstrated sensitivities of 59 µT/
√
Hz in ambient conditions [48].
While single and ensemble NV centre magnetometers have sensitives orders of magni-
tude less than the most sensitive magnetometers such as SERFS and SQUIDS, NV based
sensors can locate far closer to the source of the signal. In ensemble-based approaches,
the fabrication of compact sensors, which due to the nature of diamond are biologically
inert and operational at room temperature offers a means for NV centres to compete with
bulkier sensors for the detection of magnetic fields associated with bioelectrical currents
[51]. However, it is in the limit of sensing with single spins that the advantage of the
small probe-sample distance for magnetic field sensing can be best observed. For example,
32




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 2. The Nitrogen Vacancy Centre
Figure 2.5: Figure adapted from the thesis of Chang [50], comparing high resolution mag-
netic field sensors comparing NV centres and other candidate sensors for high spatial
resolution magnetometry. The dots of differing colours show experimentally recorded sen-
sitivities and spatial resolutions, red represents SQUID sensors, blue Hall sensors, black
for force sensors and green NV centre based magnetometers. The diagonal lines represent
the stand off required for a given sensitivity to detect magnetic moments in units of the
Bohr magneton.
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the magnetic field produced by small magnetic particles typically decreases with a 1/r3
relationship from the source [52], demonstrating how a modest decrease in probe-sample
distances can lead to a large increase in the measurable field from the source, allowing NV
centre based sensors to compete with more sensitive magnetometers with greater probe-
sample separations. In scanning probe approaches, tip-sample distances as low 10 nm have
been demonstrated in cryogenic conditions [53]. While in ambient conditions, standoffs of
50 nm are routinely achieved and limited by the control of the tip-sample separation depen-
dent upon the technique used to scan the probe. The second effect limiting the standoff
distance is the depth of the NV centre in the host diamond, with shallow NV centres
both in small nanodiamonds or close to bulk single-crystal diamond surfaces experiencing
surface effects, which lead to conversion to the neutral charge state, NV0, or shortened
coherence times, rendering shallow defects ill-suited to sensing applications [54, 47]. At-
tempts to decrease the standoff even further have centred on the improved fabrication of
stable defects close to the surface [47]. Additionally, it has been proposed that the standoff
could effectively be decreased by using an additional spin system located on the surface
coupled to an NV centre in a large nanodiamond [55].
The magnetometer at the centre of this thesis is designed to use a scanning probe
approach to position a single spin to capitalise on the most promising region of sensing for
NV centres: high sensitivity, high-resolution detection.
2.4.1 Scanning Probe Magnetometer
The use of single spins as high spatial resolution magnetic field probes was first proposed
by Chernobrod and Burman in 2005 [56]. The proposed instrument, a scanning magnetic
microscope, utilises high-sensitivity magnetic field detection using ODMR to detect the
Zeeman splitting of a suitable sensing spin. The use of a single spin results in a nanoscale
detection volume with a defined sensing axis, leading to nanoscale spatial resolution. Cher-
nobrod and Burman’s proposal outlines using existing scanning probe techniques such as
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) or atomic force microscopy (AFM) to raster scan
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Figure 2.6: The NV centre is placed on a nano-position instrument such as an atomic
force microscope (AFM). The NV centre spin is bought close to a magnetic target, here
represented by an array of micron-sized gold wires. The Oersted field produced by a current
in the array is the field to be probed in this example. The NV centre is located in the
confocal spot under the MO of a confocal microscope which provides the means to address
and readout the ODMR signal. The technique requires the application of a microwave
field, here represented by a microwave coil.
the sensing spin with nanometer precision above a target to map nanoscale magnetic field
variations, with nanometer separation of probe and target. Figure 2.6 illustrates the prin-
ciple in a 3D model. In addition to the AFM for positioning the NV centre, a microscope
objective (MO) is used for optical preparation and readout of the magnetic field. A MW
coil is also shown, which serves to produce an oscillating magnetic field required to drive
transitions between magnetic sublevels of the sensing spin, as is required for the ODMR
technique. In 2008 the NV centre was proposed as the measurement spin in this scheme
due to the long coherence times and efficient optical polarisation in ambient conditions
[57, 58].
The early demonstrations of NV scanning probe microscopes employed nanodiamonds
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hosting single or a small number of NV centres grafted on to AFM tips [2, 59, 60], including
the first demonstration by Balasubramanian in 2008 [44]. Typically nanodiamonds are
deposited onto a substrate for optical characteristics such as silicon/silicon dioxide. A
promising nanodiamond can then be attached to the AFM tip using UV curing glue [44] or
a polymer with a positive charge such as poly-L-lysine which is electrostatically attracted
to the negative surface charges on hydroxyl-terminated nanodiamonds [61].
An alternative approach to producing probes for scanning probe NV magnetometry by
functionalising commercial AFM probes with nanodiamonds grafted to the tip consists of
fabricating an AFM probe made from a diamond, with a nanoscale scanning pillar hosting
a single NV centre acting as the tip of the atomic force microscope [38]. The scanning
nanopillar approach offers several advantages over the grafting approach, such as longer
coherence times associated with bulk diamond compared to nanodiamonds, enhanced col-
lection efficiency due to the light-guiding properties of the pillar and more accurate control
of the NV sample target distance [62]. The success of custom probes for scanning NV mag-
netometry has lead to their commercial availability, at the time of writing there are two
suppliers of NV centre scanning probes, Qnami and Zabre [63, 64]. The probes from both
suppliers utilise a quartz tuning fork as the force feedback sensor for controlling tip-sample
separation, with multiple or single NV centres housed in a diamond nanopillar.
Scanning probe NV magnetometers have found a wide range of applications including
measurement of the magnetic field produced by 2D current networks, facilitating the re-
construction of current densities with nanoscale spatial resolution [2]. Scanning NV centre
magnetometers have recently been used to observe order in antiferromagnetic materials
[65, 66, 67, 68], a challenging task due to the sensitivity and spatial resolution required
due to the net-zero magnetisation of antiferromagnets. However, the small probe-sample
distance, resolution and sensitivity of the scanning NV centre enable the detection of stray
magnetic fields outside the material associated with the breaking of symmetry at surfaces
or domain walls. Finally, while many applications of scanning NV magnetometers focus
on operation in ambient conditions, the approach has also yielded results in cryogenic
conditions, facilitating the observation of vortices in superconductors with 10 nm spatial
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resolution [53].
The most recent developments in technology include the development of commercially
available diamond AFM tips cut in the [110] direction [64]. Typically diamond is cut in
the [100] direction resulting in the NV axis orientated at 54.7° to the normal defined by the
AFM probe. In [110] two of the possible orientations are now orthogonal to the normal with
two at 35° enabling sensitivity to in plane fields and increased sensitivity to out of plane
fields. In addition to the development of diamond AFM probes for homebuilt instruments
two bench top scanning probe magnetometers became commercially available in 2020; the
QSM produced by Zabre [69] and the ProteusQ manufactured by Qnami [70]. The QSM
produced by Zabre achieves resolutions in the 1-10 µT/
√
Hz region with spatial resolutions
between 30-70 nm. The range of sample motion given by the Zabre QSM corresponds to
6 mm x 6 mm for coarse positioning with a scan range of 90 µm x 90 µm x 15 µm in x,y
and z respectively. The scan range for the Proteus Q is given by 100 µm by 100 µm by
50 µm, which typical spatial resolutions in magnetic field images and typical sensitivities
not quoted.
2.5 Summary
The NV centre has been shown to be a promising candidate in probing both magnetic fields
utilising an all-optical sensing scheme. Comparisons have been drawn to competing sen-
sors demonstrating the potential for NV centres in high spatial resolution high sensitivity
detection. Spatial resolutions of the order of 10 nm with sensitivities of 1 µT/
√
Hz can be
achieved with simple CW-ODMR using single NV centres. The use of pulsed measurement
schemes has been discussed, showing the potential for single NV centre senors to achieve
sensitivities as low 5 nT/
√
Hz in high purity diamond. Finally, how a single NV centre can
be attached to a scanning probe to produce magnetic field images has been presented. The
next chapter discusses the construction of optical instrumentation required to perform high






The optical components of an instrument designed for NV centre magnetometry are some
of the most critical due to the technique’s optical nature, with the application of laser
light required to spin polarise the NV centre. The readout mechanism is also optical in
nature as Zeeman splitting of the NV ground state is detected via changes in the spin-
dependent photoluminescence. Therefore, the sensitivity of magnetic field detection with
NV is intrinsically linked to the ability to detect the PL intensity decrease on resonance.
As a result, the optical collection efficiency of the PL signal defines the minimum magnetic
field that can be detected. The NV centre can be efficiently excited, and the PL collected
using conventional optical techniques, such as confocal microscopy the method used by the
instrument. The use of confocal microscopy confines the excitation and collection volume,
offering efficient excitation and detection from point-like emitters with a greater signal to
noise ratio than conventional wide-field microscopy. While confocal microscopy confines
the excitation volume, this technique is diffraction-limited. As such, the excitation and
volume cannot be localised to a spot size smaller than ∼ 250 nm, an order of magnitude
larger than a single NV centre. Magnetic field sensing using single NV centres commonly
use Hanbury Brown Twiss (HBT) interferometry to determine if an NV centre PL signal
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from a diffraction-limited spot contains one or multiple centres through measurement of
the second-order correlation function. As this instrument is designed as a single centre NV
magnetometer, the additional components required for HBT interferometry are included in
this instrument. The final optical component of this instrument is a wide-field microscope.
The ability to image in wide-field mode is useful in sample preparation, such as aligning a
region of interest (ROI) of a macroscopic sample for both imaging by confocal microscopy
and using a home-built atomic force microscope (AFM) system.
This chapter describes the design and construction of the optical instrumentation in the
NV magnetometer at the centre of this thesis. The primary focus will be the development
of a custom-built confocal microscope, the primary purpose of which is to facilitate optical
preparation and readout of NV centres. The additional hardware required to enable the
measurement of spectral and temporal properties of emitters, such as NV centres, probed
by the confocal microscope will also be presented. The theory of operation of confocal
microscopy and the limits to the technique discussed, along with a description of the
principle of operation of the additional detection modes. The performance of the optical
instrumentation is presented with data from suitable test targets. Finally, the design of a
wide-field microscope to provide a complementary imaging method is presented, and the
performance evaluated.
3.2 Confocal Microscopy
The sensitivity of an NV centre magnetometer, discussed in Chapter 2, is inversely pro-
portional to the square root of the number of photons collected in the measurement. It
follows the most sensitive magnetometer will therefore collect the maximum number of
available photons. There are two methods to increase the signal collected: increase the
number of NV centres contributing to the signal or increase the collection efficiency of the
optical instrumentation. The number of centres addressed is highly dependent on the NV
centre fabrication technique and the needs of the application, with this instrument focus-
ing on single NV centre magnetometry for high spatial resolution sensing. To optimise the
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sensitivity of any NV magnetometer the collection efficiency of the optical instrumenta-
tion must be maximised. There have been a variety of imaging modalities demonstrated
to collect NV centre PL for magnetometry purposes with varying efficiencies. For ex-
ample, common approaches use wide-field [45, 71, 72] or confocal microscopes [2, 44] or
more custom arrangements for specific applications, such as doping nanodiamonds hosting
NV centres into optical fibres [73]. The efficiency of different imaging modalities will be
discussed later in this chapter when evaluating the performance of the optical instrumen-
tation. Ultimately, the goal for all the optical systems used for NV centre magnetometry
is to maximise collection efficiency in a way suitable for the design and application for the
given sensor geometry. Wide-field microscopes are advantageous when combined with NV
ensembles, as an entire microscope field of view can be read out simultaneously. Scanning
probe approaches commonly use confocal microscopes as only the diffraction-limited spot
containing the nanodiamond with single/few NV centres require illumination and mea-
surement, with the sample typically scanned to form a field map. The use of a confocal
microscope suppresses the background contribution by rejecting photons emitted in planes
above and below the confocal plane, offering an improved signal-to-noise ratio than in
wide-field instruments. In this instrument, a confocal microscope is used, primarily in a
sample scanning methodology. This section will now discuss the theory and resolution
limit of confocal microscopy both as a means to address NV centres and as an imaging
tool in its own right for nanoscale sample characterisation.
The stage scanning confocal microscope was patented by Minsky in 1955 [74] and had
become widely available by the 1980s. The ability to optically section thick fluorescent
specimens was an important development, particularly for a wide range of biological ap-
plications. When compared to conventional wide-field microscopy the primary benefit of
confocal microscopy is the rejection of out of plane light, confocal microscopy also offers
a modest improvement in lateral resolution, facilitating the formation of high-resolution
3D images of a sample. This section outlines the basic principle of confocal microscopy
and the limits to its resolution. The design and performance of the confocal microscope
constructed for use in the NV magnetometer will be presented.
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3.2.1 Principle of Operation
Confocal microscopy is a well established tool for scientific investigations and with a wealth
of literature available describing the key concept and principle of operation. The following
description of the optical paths the follows the description in ”Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscopy” by Shepard and Shotton [75], while the resolution equations follow a review
by Webb [76]. A comprehensive review discussing the design, performance and operation
of confocal microscopy has also been produced by Pawley et al [77].
Confocal microscopy can be understood by considering the optical paths of the exci-
tation light and the resultant signal, which can either be photoluminescence (PL) from
a target emitter or backscattered light from a sample. This description will consider the
case for PL confocal microscopy as this will be the main mode of operation for use in an
NV magnetometer. The excitation and detection optical paths are the same for PL or
reflectance modes where the difference in technique depends only depends on the spectral
filtering of the signal. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the basic principle of confocal microscopy,
showing rejection of out of plane light and the enhancement of lateral resolution. The
light source, such as a laser, originates from a small aperture, ensuring the light source
can be considered a point source. The light from the point source is often collimated and
directed towards a microscope objective lens (MO) using a dichroic mirror. The reflectance
of the mirror depends on the wavelength of the incident light, typically short wavelengths
are reflected while longer wavelengths are transmitted through the mirror. The excitation
light is focused to a diffraction-limited spot size in the focal plane of the MO. A target
illuminated by this spot emits light (PL) and this light is collected by the same objective
lens. The collected light from the sample is collimated by the MO and directed towards
the dichroic mirror. However, the light emitted by the sample is at a longer wavelength
than the illumination light, this allows for the transmission of the collected light through
the dichroic mirror but rejection of backscattered light also collected by the MO. The light
transmitted through the dichroic mirror is focused to a diffraction-limited spot by a tube
lens. The plane in which the spot from the tube lens is focused, the image plane, is con-
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jugate to the MO focal plane. As a result, a point in focus in the MO focal plane will
therefore be in focus in the image plane. The key feature of confocal microscopy is the
addition of a small aperture or pinhole in the image plane. Only light that passes through
the pinhole is transmitted to the detector. Consequently, light originating from planes
above or below the MO focal plane is out of focus at the pinhole and therefore strongly
attenuated at the detector. Furthermore, the pinhole acts as a spatial filter laterally as
light originating from points in the focal plane, but not the confocal spot of the MO, are
suppressed and do not contribute to the measured signal and eventual image formation.
Thus far an infinitely small source of light focusing to an infinitely small point in the
MO focal plane has been considered. However, the image of the source has a finite width
described by a point spread function (PSF). When discussing the resolution of confocal
microscopes the PSF is often stated in the paraxial approximation (low NA objectives),
while this is not the physical case the approximation accurately models the observed be-
haviour [76]. In the paraxial approximation the point spread function from a MO with a
circular aperture has the form 2J21 (ρ(r))/ρ(r)
2 in the MO focal plane, where ρ(r) is defined
as ρ(r) = 2πλ rNA, λ is the wavelength of excitation light, NA is the numerical aperture
of the lens and r is the radial distance from the MO centre and J1 is the Bessel function
of the first kind of order one. This in-plane intensity distribution is known as an Airy
pattern [76]. The pattern consists of a central intensity maximum surrounded by rings
with decreasing intensity from the centre. The central region is known as an Airy disk,





. The resolution of the conventional optical and confocal microscopes are fundamentally
related to the spatial distribution of the intensity profile in the focal plane, the resolution
can be quantified by considering the Rayleigh criterion. The Rayleigh criterion states the
minimum separation in order to resolve two point sources radiating incoherently is 0.5 AU,
corresponding to the maximum of an Airy pattern produced by one source is no closer
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the principle of a confocal microscope. A light source is
focused onto a small aperture to ensure the light is spatially coherent. The light is reflected
by a dichroic mirror into the microscope objective (MO), which focuses the light to a
diffraction-limited spot. The same MO collects PL photons from excited species in the
focal spot and collimates this light which can now pass through the dichroic mirror. A
tube lens focuses the light through the confocal aperture. Light originating from planes
above and below the focal plane of the MO is out of focus at the confocal aperture and
is therefore strongly attenuated at the detector, making only a small contribution to the
detected intensity. The red path shows light originating below the focal plane and green
light shows light from a plane closer than the focal plane to the MO.
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than the first minimum to the adjacent Airy pattern. Following the Raleigh criterion the





where λ is the wavelength of the illumination radiation source and NA is the numerical
aperture of the microscope objective lens. For a confocal microscope, the lateral resolution
is slightly improved due to narrowing of the intensity point spread function compared to the
wide-field case. The narrow PSF results from the point scanning nature as the confocal
PSF is then given by the product of the illumination and detection PSF. The confocal





The introduction of the confocal pinhole leads to a rejection of out of plane light so that
two objects along the optical axis can be resolved. As such, axial resolution can defined
as a measure of the separation along the optical axis for which two point sources can be





where n is the refractive index of the object medium. The unique ability of the confocal
microscope to discriminate sources along the optical axis arises due to the pinhole rejecting
light from planes other than the MO focal plane. Therefore, the size of the pinhole is an
important consideration in any confocal microscope, too large a pinhole and the ability
to depth discriminate will be lost, too small and signal to noise ratio is greatly reduced.
The size of the pinhole and the effect on axial and lateral resolution has been evaluated
for reflectance [78] and fluorescence microscopes [79]. Generally, the lateral resolution
is more sensitive than axial resolution to small variations in size. The diameter chosen
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is application dependent with a user choosing to prioritise resolution at the expense of
the amount of signal collected. In many commercially available confocal microscopes the
pinhole is not fixed but variable using a pinhole wheel to change aperture sizes. Typically
diameters of pinholes used are close the size of the size of the image of the Airy disk at the
pinhole, given by the Airy disk size in MO focal plane multiplied by the total magnification
at the at the pinhole.
Image Formation
The success of confocal microscopy arises from the rejection of light originating from out
of the MO focal plane and the confinement of the excitation volume, reducing the mea-
surement volume to a diffraction limited size. As such, to acquire information over a
macroscopically sized sample the measured point has to be moved relative to the sample,
for which there are two common methods: sample scanning or beam scanning. Sample
scanning involves scanning the sample under a stationary imaging point under the MO,
typically using piezoelectric scanning stages. Alternatively, there is a finite field of view
associated with a MO and scanning the excitation beam in the MO back focal plane trans-
lates the measured point in the focal plane. The method of image formation determines
the field of view (FOV) of the confocal microscope, with sample scanning limited only
by the range of motion of the scanning stage. The FOV in a beam scanning approach is
limited by the optics scanning the beam, more fundamentally the FOV is limited by the





M represents the magnification of the MO and F.N describes the field number, a prop-
erty of a MO. By convention, dividing the field number by the magnification yields the
diameter field of view in mm. For example, an MO with a field number of, F.N 26.5,
and a magnification, M = x100, has a maximum circular field of view with a diameter of
265 µm. The FOV of a sample scanning confocal microscope is defined only by the range
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Figure 3.2: 4f scanning arrangement for a beam scanning confocal microscope. A scanning
mirror or galvanometric mirror is placed at the back focal plane of a scan lens. The angle
of the mirror changes the angle the beam makes to the optical axis, with the optical paths
corresponding to two mirror positions shown in red and green. The scanned beam is
focused into the focal plane of the scan lens and then relayed to the MO focal plane by the
tube lens and the MO. The role of the scan and tube lens in this system is to confine the
scanning of the beam to a flat plane under the MO.
of the sample scanning stage, with a stage with a large range and nanometer precision
desirable. Piezoelectric flexure stages are commonly employed in nanoscale sample scan-
ning instruments and combine nanoscale accuracy with macroscopic range. Typically, the
range of sample scanning microscopes is lower than for beam scanning microscopes, with
the precision of the control signal, the size of piezoelectric elements and the large voltages
required to produce movement setting a practical upper limit to the design of scan stages.
When compared to beam scanning, sample scanning is often less economical given
the relative cost of piezoelectric scanning stages compared to scanning mirrors. Image
formation via beam scanning can also be faster than in sample scanning microscopes due
to the slower response time of the stages as compared to galvanometers used to produce
scanning mirror motion. However, a sample scanning approach reduces the potential to
introduce artefacts into the final image, as the beam path remains fixed for the duration of
the scan. To reduce artefacts in beam scanning microscopes additional optics are commonly
required to restrict the scanning of the beam to the focal plane of the MO. Figure 3.2 shows
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a 4f arrangement for a pair of scanning mirrors with the additional optics required.
The position of the measurement point in the MO focal plane is determined by the
angle that the beam makes to the optical axis, and thus scanning the angle of the beam
will translate the measured point in the focal plane. To scan the angle the beam makes
to the MO entrance pupil a pair of mirrors are used, typically one for each orthogonal
axis in the MO focal plane. The angle of the scan mirrors is varied by a galvanometer,
which produces a deflection of the mirror from a neutral position to deflect the beam. The
position of the galvanometer and therefore mirror is in turn controlled by a servo motor,
which drives the galvanometer current. To enable accurate control of the measurement
point a scan and tube lens pair is inserted between the scanning mirrors and the MO, see
figure 3.2. The role of the lens pair is to confine the scanned beam to the focal plane. The
beam is scanned in a plane conjugate to the MO focal plane, labelled intermediate image
plane in Figure 3.2, and an image of this plane formed in the MO focal plane. Scanning
the mirror in an intermediate plane facilitates relatively large mirror motion to produce
small changes in the MO focal plane. The scan and tube lens pair also have a secondary
function - ensuring that the entrance pupil of the MO is completely filled. In the case
where the MO is underfilled, the effective NA of the MO is reduced.
In summary, confocal microscopy offers high lateral resolution optical imaging from a
confined excitation volume with out of plane light rejected. For an excitation wavelength of
515 nm with a high numerical aperture lens, e.g NA = 0.8, the lateral resolution is of order
∆r ≈ 300 nm with a corresponding axial resolution of ∆z ≈ 1 µm. Confocal microscopy
has been identified as a point by point imaging technique with 2D images formed by the
sequential acquisition of PL signal from the diffraction-limited measurement volumes. The
imaging spot can be scanned via translation of the measurement spot in the MO focal
plane by deflecting the beam with scanning mirrors or by scanning the sample under a
stationary beam, with each method having relative advantages in different aspects. The
out of plane rejection of light and confinement of the excitation volume provides a suitable
optical technique to perform optical experiments on atomically sized emitters including
optically addressing single NV centres mounted on a scanning probe for magnetometry
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applications.
3.2.2 Design of Confocal Microscope
The primary aims of the custom built confocal microscope are to optically prepare and
readout the PL signal from single NV centres, both deposited on a substrates and attached
to a scanning probe. The following design requirements were identified for the confocal
microscope in this instrument:
• An upright microscope geometry as the majority of samples addressed will be opaque.
For example, gold nano-wires on a silicon substrate or antiferromagnetic and semi-
conducting samples.
• High-efficiency collection of photons, as the sensitivity of the optical magnetometer
is directly proportional to the count rate. The microscope must use an in air objec-
tive lens as high-efficiency oil immersion objectives are this is not compatible with
scanning probe techniques.
• Large z range in which the MO focal plane can be varied, facilitating optical detection
of magnetic fields several microns above sample surfaces.
• Open system to accommodate both large samples and the insertion of an AFM probe
to the focal spot for scanning probe magnetometry and simultaneous AFM/confocal
measurement.
A schematic of the custom built confocal microscope is shown in figure 3.3 and the de-
sign described below. In the following description of the confocal microscope components,
the first entry in the bracket refers to the label in figure 3.3 and the second entry refers
to the model and part number. The excitation source is a 515 nm Vortran Stradus diode
laser with maximum power output of 60 mW. The laser outputs the light into a single-
mode fiber of mode free diameter (MFD) 2.2 µm and a collimating lens (L1, Optosigma
FCFC-12.7PC + lens) is form a 2 mm diameter beam. Then the excitation beam is passed
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Figure 3.3: (a) Diagram, showing how the wide-field and confocal microscope are combined
to image the sample. Light from the confocal optics, which are shown in detail in (b),
contained within the black box, is directed down by the mirror then passes through the
tube lens into the back focal plane of the MO. The MO can be translated along the optical
axis to bring objects of varying heights into focus. The sample can be mounted in a variety
of sample holders, depending on the type of sample. The sample holder is mounted on
to an xyz piezo stage. Light collected from the sample is collimated and reflected into
the confocal optics on the optical breadboard. A beam splitter, BS1, acts to combine the
wide-field camera (not shown) into the confocal system. The lower portion of the figure
shows the paths of the light from the sample (red line) and the excitation light (green line)
through the on board confocal optics.
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through a half-wave plate, (WP, Thorlabs WPQ10M-532) for polarisation control. The
beam is directed towards a dichroic mirror (DM, Semrock Di02-R514-25x36) which reflects
the beam onto a pair of scanning mirrors (Galvos, Scanlab DynaXIs), which facilitate
beam scanning in the xy plane. The xy mirrors are in the closely spaced configuration
[77], where the centre of the two mirrors is placed at the back focal plane of the scan
lens. Following transmission through the galvanometer housing, a scan lens (SL, Thorlabs
LSM03-VIS) is placed in the beam path along with a tube lens (TL, Thorlabs ITL200) to
form a telescope. The scanning mirrors along with a scan and tube lens telescope are as-
sembled in the 4f configuration. The primary role of the scan-tube telescope is to increase
the scan range of the beam while confining the plane that is scanned to the focal plane of
the MO, the telescope also expands the beam to fill the MO entrance pupil. Finally, a pair
of mirrors (M1/M2, Semrock MaxMirror MM3-311-T6-25.4) are used to direct the beam
into the objective back focal plane. Mirror 1 is mounted on a xy dovetail stage (Thorlabs
DT12XY/M) to aid in beam alignment.
The objective lens (MO) is produced by Olympus (model number MPLFLN) with
x100 magnification and numerical aperture, NA = 0.8. The MO is the most critical
component in a confocal microscope, defining the efficiency of photon collection, the spatial
resolution and, in the case of beam scanning the FOV. The MPLFLN was chosen due it’s
combined high in air numerical aperture, NA = 0.8, and long working distance of 3.4 mm,
facilitating efficient photon collection while operating with scanning probes positioned at
the MO focus. The Olympus MPLFLN has previously been utilised for a range NV centre
experiments [81, 40], providing an indicator of good chromatic performance, efficiently
exciting at 515 nm and collecting the broadband PL from NV centres at the same working
distance.
The detection path begins in the MO focal plane, with light collected and collimated
by the MO directed through the scan-tube telescope and the galvanometric mirrors. The
detection and laser path are split at the dichroic mirror, which transmits the longer wave-
length PL light and reflects the laser. To further isolate the PL signal from the detection
signal two filters are placed in the optical path. A long-pass filter (F, Semrock FF01-
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593/LP-25) and a notch filter (F, NF03-514E-25) strongly attenuate the 515 nm light of
the laser and as result of the spectral filtering the collection window of confocal micro-
scope is 600-900 nm. The filtered signal is directed towards two mirrors (M3/M4, Semrock
MaxMirror) which act to vary the position and angle of the collected, to align the light
with the confocal aperture. A multimode fiber (Thorlabs, M67L01) with MFD of 25 µm
fulfils the role of the confocal aperture. A coupling lens (L2, Thorlabs C230TMD) is used
to focus the beam into the fiber acting as the apeture, with the position of the lens con-
trolled by an xy positioner, as part of a fiber launch kit (Thorlabs, KT110/M). Translation
of the lens in the xy plane produces a translation of the focused point in the plane of the
pinhole for alignment. The fiber is mounted into a component producing translation of
the fiber along the optical axis, ensuring the pinhole is placed in the focal plane of the
fiber coupling lens. The size of the Airy disk image in the plane of the confocal pinhole is
given by the magnification in the tube lens focal plane multiplied by the magnification of
the scan lens and fiber coupling lens telescope used to focus to the pinhole aperture. As a
result, the 25 µm fibre corresponds to pinhole of ≈ 1.4 AU, which is larger than the ideal
case for optimal background rejection [78, 79]. However, this size fiber and lens pair was
selected as it was the smallest multimode fiber available with the lens NA chosen to match
for efficient coupling and a large fibre offers greater photon collection at the slight expense
of axial resolution from the true confocal case.
Once the light has been coupled into the fiber for spatial filtering the output is taken to
the detection optics. The use of a fiber compared to a fixed aperture allows for flexibility
in the positioning and type of detection system. The fibre is coupled into a light-box which
is illustrated by a black line in figure 3.3 (b). A beamsplitter (BS2, Thorlabs BPD2545-G)
and a mirror (M4, Semrock MaxMirror) are used to direct the beam towards a pair of
achromatic lenses (L3 and L4, Thorlabs AC127-030-B) which focuses the signal onto a pair
of single photon avalanche diodes or SPADs (SPAD, Excelitas AQRH-14). A pair of short
pass filters (Thorlabs FESH0750) are also placed in front of the SPAD sensors to reduce
cross-talk, this is discussed later in the chapter. The short pass filters reducing the spectral
collection window for the SPAD detection system to 600-750 nm. The use of SPADs to
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register the photon events allows for high sensitivity detection while also enabling the
collection of temporal data of the PL signal. The output from the SPADS is delivered
into a ’time tagger’ (Picoharp 300) for time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC).
Alternatively, for simple PL experiments, the signal is delivered to a pulse counting data
acquisition card (National Instruments PCIe-6323). For applications where the spectral
composition of the optical signal is of interest, the fiber output can be removed from the
box housing the SPADs and directed to a spectrometer (Princeton instruments, SpectraPro
2150 Monochromator with Acton PD473 detector).
Image Formation
As confocal microscopy forms an image on a point-by-point basis a method of scanning
the imaged spot is required. In this instrument, two methods are employed; scanning the
sample under a fixed beam, and scanning the beam while the sample remains stationary.
Sample Scanning The primary imaging mode for this instrument involves simultaneous
measurement from the confocal microscope and a scanning probe, which will utilise sample
scanning rather than beam scanning. For NV centre magnetometry the use of sample
scanning maintains alignment between confocal microscope and probe as well as playing a
vital role in the feedback loops to maintain probe sample separation over a scan.
To perform confocal images via raster scanning the sample piezoelectric flexure stages
are used. The scan stages are produced by Piezoconcept with model number LFHS2.50 in
the xy directions and the z motion is provided by an accompanying Z-STAGE.50 stage.
The precision of the stages is 0.05 nm with a typical noise floor a factor of 10 lower than
this. The piezoelectric stages are mounted on a manual scanning stage to produce motion
in x and y for coarse sample positioning with a range of 25 mm in each axis, controlled by
micrometres with 1 µm vernier scale graduation. The same manufacturer, Piezoconcept,
has since produced a new range of scan stages with a far greater scan range in xy, with
the same z range. For example, the SPM3LR.300.xx stage offers a smaller noise floor by a
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factor of 2 than the stages used in the instrument, with a xy scan range extended to 300 µm.
Increasing the scan range represents an easy way to extend the FOV of such an instrument,
which may be of interest for some experiments particularly with short integration times.
Sample scanning images recorded using this instrument have a range of 50 µm in x and
50 µm in y. The position of the stages is controlled using an analogue signal from 0-10 V for
each axis, with 0 V corresponding to the the most retracted position on that axis (0 µm) and
10 V to full extension (50 µm). The control signals are amplified through a manufacturer
supplied control unit to a scale of 0-150 V to apply the correct voltage to the piezoelectric
elements. The high-resolution achievable results from the closed-loop nature of the stages
providing feedback to the controller to correct the position. The position of the stage can
be read via an analogue output on the control unit, the output ranges are 0-10 V for each
axis.
Beam Scanning The instrument was also designed with beam scanning capability to
complement the primary beam scanning approach. The use of a scanning beam system in
this instrument would extend the scan range of the confocal microscope beyond the range
possible with sample scanning, up to a fundamental limit set by circular image of diameter
265 µm of the MO. The extended FOV in pure confocal mode is of interest for examining
large areas of a substrate to characterise nanodiamonds to determine their suitability for
magnetic field sensing in a time efficient manner. For scanning probe magnetometry, the
ability to scan the beam provides two additional degrees of freedom when aligning the
optically active region of the probe with the confocal microscope.
3.2.3 Reflectance Microscopy
The primary imaging mode of the confocal microscope is referred to as PL mode. In
this mode of operation, the detected signal is the photoluminescent photons in the range
600-750 nm from emitters excited under 515 nm excitation. In PL mode it is desirable to
suppress the contribution from the excitation source to the measured signal to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of the PL measurement. To suppress the contribution the laser signal is
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attenuated with wavelength-dependent filters (notch and long pass) and the dichroic mirror,
resulting in the optical density (OD) on the path in between the galvanometers and the
detectors equal to OD ≈ 14. To complement PL mode, the detection of the backscattered
515 nm light can provide an additional imaging mode, referred to as reflectance mode.
Images are performed used the same beam/sample scanning method as PL mode, however,
now the backscattered laser forms the dominant contribution to the measured signal.
The optical density of the dichroic mirror (OD ≈ 2) is low enough that the removal
of the long pass and notch filters produce sufficient intensity at the detectors for imaging
using the backscattered signal. In this instrument, safe power levels are found by using the
wide-field camera to ensure the sample is positioned in the MO focal plane. The SPADs and
laser are first turned on with the long pass and notch filters replaced by a large number of
ND filters, typically amounting to OD = 8. The high OD experienced by the backscattered
signal will attenuate the signal to the extent that the detectors display the dark count. The
filters can be removed sequentially until the signal is at a safe power level for the detectors.
For example, when imaging silicon/silicon dioxide, a common substrate for nanodiamond
deposition, neutral density filters providing a total optical density of 2.3 are required for
safe reflectance mode operation under the illumination of several 100 µWs of laser power.
In nanodiamond characterisation experiments a substrate with nanodiamonds is typically
scanned with a high power laser to bleach emitters which are not photo-stable. Bleaching
scans are performed with relatively long duration ≈ 1 hour at 5 mW excitation power over
the full 50 µm x 50 µm FOV, integrating the reflectance signal over the scan offers a time-
efficient approach to building a high-resolution image of the sample surface, providing a
reference for later PL images.
The reflectance imaging mode in the confocal microscope increases the functionality of
the instrument, facilitating high-resolution imaging of the parts of a sample that do not
photoluminesce. Specifically for NV magnetometry applications, the reflectance mode of
operation facilitates the observation of reference marks on a substrate. On a macroscop-
ically sized sample reference marks provide a means to align regions of interest with the
microscope FOV and the ability to index diffraction-limited PL sources, such as nanodia-
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monds.
3.2.4 Synchronisation
The experimental control for confocal microscopy experiments is performed using a mul-
tipurpose NI card (PCIe- 6323). The card is equipped with four counting channels and 4
analogue outputs with ±10 V range and 16-bit resolution. One counting channel generates
the timing signals, defining the duration for which SPAD TTL pulses are integrated to
form a pixel in a confocal image, while a second and third channel record the input SPAD
pulses. The card’s analogue outputs are used to generate scan signals, to control either the
galvanometers (for beam scanning) or the sample scanning stages (for sample scanning).
Recording the SPAD pulses and generating the scan signals from the same device simpli-
fies the synchronisation for confocal measurement as compared to multiple devices. The
user interface for confocal measurement is provided by Qudi, a modular python suite for
home-built confocal microscopes developed at the University of Ulm [82].
While operating the confocal microscope in sample scanning mode, the primary mode of
operation, the analogue control voltages for both galvanometric mirrors are held constant.
To generate the constant control voltages a home-built 8 channel 16-bit digital to analogue
converter (DAC) was constructed. The DAC assembly was based on an open-source design
that uses an Arduino microcontroller and an analog devices AD5764 evaluation board. The
assembly of a home-built DAC was motivated by the limited number of available outputs
on the NI card (4) as a total of 6 was the minimum number required for scan voltages
alone (3 for scan stages, 2 for the scanning mirrors). In addition, the open source design is
based on the analog devices AD5764 chip which has a relatively low noise level of 45 µV,
according to the manufacturers specification [84]. The design uses a single microprocessor
to control 2 AD5764 chips, giving a total of 8 analog outputs with a ±10 V range providing
additional outputs for future experimental control. The microprocessor code that updates
the DAC registers along with a parts list is available online [83]. To pass parameters to the
DAC chips via the microprocessor a Python script with a graphical user interface (GUI)
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Figure 3.4: Home-built DAC for galvanometric scan mirror control signal generation. (a)
Python user Interface used to update DAC registers via microprocessor. (b) Hardware
configuration, microprocessor (Arduino DUE) and two AD5764 Analog Device evaluation
boards, based on open source design [83].
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was developed, see figure 3.4 for the developed user interface and hardware setup.
Optical experiments performed where the confocal microscope generates the measure-
ment signal, such as scanning NV magnetometry can be controlled by range of additional
hardware. The specific synchronisation and control sequence will be discussed before each
experiment in the relevant section of this thesis. However, a brief overview is included here.
The NI counter channels can be configured to accept an external gate signal, an approach
well suited for the more complex control sequences involved in NV centre magnetometry,
where the synchronisation of a large range of devices including the laser, detectors, and
microwave components is required. Complex NV magnetometry sequences not only require
the synchronising of a wide range of hardware but also timing precision on the order of
nanoseconds, much faster than can be achieved by software control is essential. To achieve
hardware control on these short timescales devices are preconfigured with parameters and
experience a state change, or enable the output dependent on an input logic pulse. A
synchronous digital pattern and arbitrary waveform and generator produced by Swabian
instruments (Swabian Instruments Puslestreamer, 8 digital outputs) is used to produce
the logic pulses, acting as both the external timing signal for the counter and to control
the external hardware in a synchronised manner. As a final method of confocal imaging,
the SPAD TTL signal can be integrated by the control unit used to perform AFM mea-
surements. This approach facilitates combined confocal and AFM measurements and is
discussed in greater depth in the scanning probe microscopy chapter.
3.2.5 Confocal Performance
The instrument, when assembled, has a footprint of 800 mm by 600 mm by 600 mm ex-
cluding the control electronics which are housed on a separate rack. A selection of images
showing the instrument size and layout is shown in figure 3.5. The optics are enclosed in
a large black anodised aluminium box to optically isolate the instruments from external
light sources and limit open beam working, enabling the installation of a laser interlock. To
connect the instrument to external devices connections are passed into the box either by
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Figure 3.5: Images of the assembled instrument (a) Highlights overall size of the light-
tight enclosure housing the optical components, a rack of supporting instruments can be
seen on the left. (b) Access panels removed to provide a view of optical components, the
MO and sample stages can be seen in the bottom right and confocal optics on the raised
breadboard. (c) Sample loading door opened showing MO and sample scanning stages.
(d) Top-down view of the raised breadboard showing the confocal optics and secondary
detection enclosure.
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bulkhead connectors or small holes made into the box. To ensure external light is excluded
from the enclosure the connection holes are also fitted with 3D printed covers to ensure
there is no line of sight from external sources into the enclosure. In figures 3.5(b) and
3.5(d) a smaller black anodised aluminium box housing the SPADs and focusing optics
can be seen. The smaller box is fitted with a black anodised aluminium blanking plate to
limit the collection of light originating inside the large box and passing through the tapped
holes in the raised breadboard towards the detectors. The nested box approach results
in the detectors showing the manufacturer stated dark count (≈ 250 cps) when the large
enclosure doors are shut but the room lights remain on.
Reflectance Performance
The optical performance of this instrument is first shown by presenting results from the
confocal microscope operated in reflectance mode. Figure 3.6(a) shows a confocal re-
flectance image of a patterned silicon/silicon dioxide wafer with nanodiamonds deposited
on to the surface. The wafer was supplied by Gavin Morley’s group at the University of
Warwick with the nanodiamonds deposited onto the wafer by Ben Wood. Figure 3.6 (b)
and (c) show 2D and 3D projections of the topography of the sample recorded by the
AFM component of this instrument, the operation of which is detailed in Chapter 3. To
estimate the lateral resolution of the microscope, a smaller range reflectance scan is shown
in 3.7(a) with a selection of line profiles shown in figure 3.7(b). Gwyddion, an open-source
SPM data analysis package [85] was used to generate figure 3.7(a) and extract the profiles
shown in figure 3.7(b). To estimate the spatial resolution the FWHM of small features was
estimated by reading off the line profile in Gwydion, with FWHMs ≈ 490 nm, ≈ 470 nm
and ≈ 520 nm estimated for line profiles 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The theoretical lateral
resolution limit for confocal microscopy is given by equation 3.3, for a MO with NA =
0.8 and an illumination source of 515 nm is equal to 280 nm. The comparison between the
theoretical resolution and estimated FWHM here is limited by the physical size of the ob-
ject probed in image 3.7(b) and the high refractive index of the nanodiamonds. However,
routine observation of objects with diameters in the range 400-500 nm provides a rough
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Figure 3.6: Confocal reflectance image of nanodiamonds on Si/SiO2 substrate (sample pre-
pared by Ben Wood at the University of Warwick). Images (b) and (c) show topographical
images recorded using the AFM in this instrument.
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Figure 3.7: Reflectance image of Si/Si02 wafer with nanodiamond deposition. (a) shows
the xy image and (b) a selection of line profiles for a series of random objects in the FOV.
Objects with FWHMs of less than 500 nm can routinely be observed.
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approximation of the lateral resolution. To more accurately quantify the lateral resolution
a test target could be used, with targets of a known size imaged.
The axial resolution was quantified using a method identified by Cogswell et al, scanning
a flat object axially and recording the FWHM [86]. Figure 3.8(a) shows a xz confocal scan
as a flat mirror was scanned under the stationary beam with a narrowed range xz scan in
shown in Figure 3.8(b). A typical line file with Gaussian fit shown in 3.8(c). The FWHM
stated corresponds to the average FWHM of Gaussian fit applied to several line z line
profiles corresponding to different x positions. The FWHM of the xz scan was found to be
1020±15 nm. The measured FWHM is related to the theoretical axial resolution, ∆z, by
FWHM = 0.84∆z [76]. For a 515 nm excitation laser with an MO of NA = 0.8 and the
definition of ∆z given in equation 3 the theoretically predicted FWHM of the mirror scan
is FWHM = 1014 nm, which is in good agreement with the measured 1020±15 nm.
In the works by Cogswell et al [86] the method of scanning a flat mirror and observing
the response yielded not only the axial resolution but also identified aberrations in the
optical system. In this instrument, it was found that the xz scan could be used to provide
feedback on the optical alignment of the scan-tube lens telescope. Following the initial
alignment of the microscope, the detection optics remained coupled efficiently when fine
adjustments were made to the optical system. To ensure the tube scan-tube lens separation
is optimal, small adjustments to the lens positions along the optical axis were made and
the xz mirror scan used as a feedback parameter. Figure 3.9 shows two examples of the
misaligned case where large sidebands can be seen in the depth scan. The tube lens was
translated along the optical axis until the sidebands were minimised and the axial profile
symmetric. However, it was found that the sidebands could not be entirely suppressed
using this approach. A new mechanism for more accurate tube lens positioning would be
required for further improvement.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Confocal depth scan of flat mirror to provide an estimate of axial resolution.
(b) Narrow xz range mirror scan. (c) Line profile from depth scan shown in (b) with
Gaussian fit applied to estimate FWHM = 1020±15 nm.
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Figure 3.9: Confocal depth scans on flat mirror showing incorrect scan-tube lens separation.
(a) and (b) correspond to two different scan tube separations with corresponding line
profiles in (b) and (d).
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Photoluminescene Performance
The primary motivation for constructing the confocal microscope is to optically pump and
then detect PL photons from NV centres. To provide a quantitative measure of confocal
performance in photoluminescence mode the lateral and axial resolution were evaluated.
The point spread function of a microscope describes the spatial extent of an image of
a point source. In the theory section, the axial and lateral resolutions given assume an
infinitely small confocal aperture in the paraxial approximation (low NA lenses). However,
in a physical system, the detector has a finite size and high NA lenses are used for efficient
photon collection. The ratio of the laser waist to the MO back focal plane also leads
to a slight modification of the point spread function from the ideal case [76]. A simple
approach to the measurement of the PSF is to calculate the FWHM of the central intensity
lobe [77]. The FWHM approach has the experimental advantage of reducing a complex
multidimensional PSF to just three numbers which define the PSF along the three axes.
In homebuilt confocal microscopes built for NV centre detection, a common approach to
evaluating the spatial distribution of the NV centre PL is to fit a Gaussian function to the
spatial intensity profile [82, 87].
To estimate the resolution of the confocal microscope a point-like source was scanned
in x and y and along the axial direction, z. A nanodiamond of sub-wavelength size can
be considered a point source irradiating in to air [87], making an emitter hosted in a
nanodiamond a suitable target for measuring the PSF. Figure 3.10 shows typical large
range PL scans to identify sub-diffraction limited PL sources for further investigation.
Figure 3.11 shows typical xy and xz scans of a nanodiamond fluorescing under illumination
by 515 nm light along with line profiles extracted from the scan, corresponding to the line
containing the maximum intensity value in each direction. The FWHM in the two in-plane
directions (xy) was recorded by fitting 2D Gaussians to a range of objects leading to an x
and y FWHM of 515 nm ± 15 nm and 440 nm ± 5 nm. The z FWHM was calculated using
the same method scanning the same emitters in the xz plane leading to a FWHM 1.7 µm
± 0.1 µm.
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Figure 3.10: Typical scans of diffraction limited emitters on a substrate. (a) Reflectance
image taken during sample bleaching serving to identify large emitters (b) PL scan showing
large bright emitters. (c) Reduced colour scale image of (b) to identify smaller dim emitters
in the FOV. (d) Reduced range scan of small emitters.
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Figure 3.11: Photoluminescence of images of typical nanodiamonds hosting PL sources.
(a) shows a typical xy scan with the line profiles of the line with maximum intensity show
in (b) and (c). (d) xz of scan of emitter showing extent of PL signal in the axial direction
with 2D gaussian fit (e) Line profile corresponding to maximum intensity in z direction.
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The difference in the lateral resolutions suggests imperfect optical alignment producing
a slightly elliptical laser profile in the sample plane. The theoretical limit to the lateral
resolution given in equation 2 is 311 nm assuming the majority of the PL emission occurs
at 700 nm. The observed values of 515 nm ± 15 nm and 440 nm ± 5 nm suggest that
the resolution is enhanced compared to the conventional wide-field case, corresponding
to 475 nm. However, the applicability of this comparison is limited given the high NA
lens used, the finite-sized detector and the spatial profile of the illumination source on the
MO back focal plane. Experimental effects that may result in a recorded resolution being
slightly higher than the true resolution of this instrument include both the validity of the
nanodiamond acting as point source emitting into air (n = 1 rather than n = 2.4) and
sample drift. The larger lateral resolution of 515 nm ± 15 nm corresponds to the slow scan
direction, which is expected to be more susceptible to drift.
Collection Efficiency
To estimate the collection efficiency in the confocal microscope the losses of each optical
element between the microscope focus and the detectors (SPADS) have been examined.
The losses associated with each element in the band 600-750 nm stated by the manufacturer
is shown in Table 3.12. Where the response is not spectrally uniform, such as for the
dichroic mirror, the lowest value in the measurement band is stated. The first entry in
Table 3.12 refers to the transmission of PL that has been collected by the MO rather than
the efficiency in which the MO collects PL, as this is dependent on the orientation of the
emitter with respect to the laser, total internal reflection of the medium hosting the emitter
and the NA of the MO [97]. For completeness, the collection efficiency of an MO from a
point like source can be roughly estimated through the ratio of the MO collection angle
to full 4π solid angle for an isotropic emitter [96, 98]. For an MO with NA = 0.8, the
simple comparison of the MO collection angle and the full solid angle suggests the MO
collection efficiency for a point source emitting into air has an upper limit of ≈ 17% [96]
and this is reduced ≈ 5% for an emitter in bulk diamond collected by an air objective [96].
The fiber collection efficiency was estimated during the alignment process using 515 nm
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Component label in Figure 3.3 and part number Efficiency
M0, Objective lens (Olympus LMPLFLN) 0.85* [88]
M2, Mirror (Semrock MaxMirror MM3-311-T6-25.4) 0.99 [89]
M1, Mirror (Semrock MaxMirror MM3-311-T6-25.4) 0.99 [89]
DM, Dichroic Mirror (Semrock Di02-R514-25x36) 0.96 [90]
M3, Mirror (Semrock MaxMirror MM3-311-T6-25.4) 0.99 [89]
M4, Mirror (Semrock MaxMirror MM3-311-T6-25.4) 0.99 [89]
NF, Notch Filter (Semrock NF03-514E-25) 0.95 [91]
LP, Long-pass Filter (Semrock FF01-593/LP-25) 0.98 [92]
Fiber Coupling ≈ 0.50
BS2, Beamsplitter (Thorlabs BPD2545-G)) ≈ 0.95 [93]
L3, Achromatic Lens (Thorlabs AC127-030-B) ≈ 0.96 [94]
SPAD, Detector (Excelitas AQRH-14) ≈ 0.65 [95]
Total ≈ 0.2
Figure 3.12: Summary of losses in the confocal microscope, with the figures in bold high-
lighting the dominant contributions. * The value shown for the MO corresponds to the
transmission of light collected by the MO, rather than the efficiency in which the MO
collects light from a point like source, which is limited by the NA, the orientation of the
emitter and medium to source is emitting into [96, 97].
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light reflected from the sample plane. A power meter was placed in front of the fiber and
then on the output of fiber to compare the values. To account for the difference between
the wavelength of the green light used for alignment and the spectral region of interest in
normal operation 600-750 nm the fiber position was varied slightly along the optical axis to
maximise the signal when measuring a PL source. Therefore, the fiber coupling is stated
as an approximation and the total losses shown in Table 3.12 are intended to introduce
the dominant losses in the system (the SPADS, the fiber coupling and the microscope
objective).
The second measure of optical collection efficiency is to measure the PL intensity of a
source with a known response. In Chapter 6, the operation of a commercially available NV
centre AFM probe [63] in this instrument is discussed at length. However, the relationship
between the laser power and the PL intensity from this probe is presented here to provide
a measure of optical collection efficiency. The probe is supplied with a specification sheet
that facilitates a direct comparison between a state of the art system optimised for NV
centre PL detection and the confocal microscope described in this chapter. Figure 3.13
shows both laser power - PL intensity relationship recorded using this instrument, (a),
compared to the manufacturer-supplied results for the same probe, (b). The laser power
shown in Figure 3.13(a) corresponds to the power measured using a power meter placed
under the MO prior to the measurement, as the laser power successfully coupled into the
probe is not accurately known.
The maximum count rate recorded in this system is ≈ 250 kcps (when both counters
are summed), compared to ≈ 1250 kcps in the Qnami data-sheet, note the data displayed
corresponds to the PL measured by a single SPAD, which is half the theoretical maximum
for this instrument. The comparison between the confocal microscope and the probe
specification indicates the confocal microscope is performing with 5 times lower efficiency
that than state of the art instrumentation for NV centre PL measurement. The NA of
the MO used in the Qnami test set up is not known, with the use of a higher NA MO
(than the NA = 0.8 MO in this system) significantly increasing the count rate observed
by the manufacturer. It is likely that the manufacturer, Qnami, used a higher NA MO as
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Figure 3.13: (a) Laser power against observed count rate from Qnami probe recorded in
this instrument [63], the x axis shows the power recorded directly under the MO using a
power meter prior to measurement, as the power coupled into the probe not accurately
known, note the count rate shown corresponds to a single detector, which corresponds to
half the maximum theoretical detection efficiency. (b) Response from the same probe as
stated by the manufacturer (Qnami [63]).
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the long working distance needed to operate with a scanning probe mounted into an AFM
is not required in a test instrument. For example, the same objective lens series used in
this instrument is available with two working distances for each magnification (Olympus
MPLFLN or LMPLFLN). This instrument uses the LMPLFLNx100 as the working distance
is 3.4 mm [88] as the 1 mm [99] offered by the MPLFLNx100 was judged to be too difficult
to with with for operation with a scanning probe mounted in this instrument. However,
the increase in working distance is achieved at the cost of a reduced numerical aperture,
LMPLFLN NA=0.8 [88] compared to the MPFLNx100 NA = 0.9 [99]. In addition to
fundamental differences between the two instruments, the lower count rate can also be
explained as the alignment of this instrument could theoretically be improved with higher
precision control of the scan-tube lens spacing, see reflectance performance (3.2.7) section
for details. The observation of a factor of 5 decrease compared to state of the art system,
with the potential for the difference to be decreased with minor alignment improvements
suggests this confocal microscope is a competitive device for NV centre PL measurement.
A more accurate measurement of optical collection efficiency and the ability to compare to
similar instruments could be achieved through the measurement of the laser power against
PL intensity relationship for a single NV centre.
Beam Scanning Imaging Performance
The confocal microscope is primarily operated in sample scanning mode, giving a FOV
of 50 µm x 50 µm in x and y. Sample scanning is the primary mode of operation given
the compatibility with the scanning probe imaging modes of this instrument - AFM and
scanning probe magnetometry. The beam scanning imaging method is also not frequently
used due to the limited FOV seen in this instrument and as such, all confocal images
presented so far have been acquired via sample scanning. For completeness, in this section
I will describe the performance in beam scanning mode.
The recorded field of view is approximately 100 µm by 25 µm, see Figure 3.14 for a
confocal reflectance image of a patterned wafer formed by beam scanning. The FOV is
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Figure 3.14: Images of patterned silicon/silicon dioxide wafer recorded with the confocal
microscope in reflectance mode. The image is formed by beam scanning using the gal-
vanometeric mirrors (a) Variation in signal across flat sample over beam scan attributed
to instrument response, maximum efficiency close shown by orange/yellow region in grid
next to MK mark (b) Reduced colour image highlighting transmission of the beam to the
sample in areas of low efficiency that are observed as dark areas in (a)
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substantially lower than the upper limit, set by the MO and given by equation 3.5 that
corresponds to a circular FOV with a diameter of 256 µm. The reduced field of view is
attributed to two effects: the alignment of the beam at the MO back focal plane and the
deviation from the ideal 4f scanning system.
To achieve the maximal field of view in beam scanning mode the beam must be centred
on the MO back focal plane and at 0° to the optical axis when the galvanometric mirrors
are at their neutral position/centre of the scan range. To ensure the beam is centred on
the MO back focal plane iris pairs were inserted into the beam path restricting the angle
and position in which the beam can be transmitted through the optical system during
alignment. The iris pairs were reliably centred on the optical axis through the use of the
Thorlabs cage system, ensuring that the laser is travelling along the optical axis and will
ultimately be centred on the back focal plane of the MO at 0° to the optical axis. To align
the beam path the apertures of the iris pairs was restricted to their smallest diameter and
a power meter fixed to the output of the second iris with the beam position and angle then
varied to maximise the transmitted power. The iris pair system was placed along the optical
axis in a few locations to ensure the beam remains on and parallel to the axis throughout
the instrument. The alignment process maximised the alignment for the variation of the
position and angle possible with the fixed optical components in the system. To further
improve alignment greater precision in the optical adjustment is required or a change in
the position of adjustable components thus changing the spacing of the MO back focal
plane and the kinematic mounts.
The non-uniformity seen across the field of view also suggests the scan and tube lens are
not functioning optimally, with the beam not confined to the MO focal plane over the FOV.
The reduced field of view is also attributed a misalignment of the intermediate optics in the
beam scanning system, comprising of the galvanometric mirrors (Galvos) scan lens (SL),
tube lens (TL) and the MO, where the brackets refer to the label in 3.3. The tube lens and
scan lens are spaced by the sum of their focal lengths, misalignment of these components
along the optical axis results in the divergence of either the laser between tube lens and
MO and of the collected light between the scan lens the fiber. In addition to the practical
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challenge of separating scan and tube lens perfectly by the sum of the focal lengths the
positioning of the scan mirrors also slightly differ from their ideal position in a 4f system.
In the ideal 4f case the pivot point of the scan mirrors is positioned at the back focal plane
of the scan lens, in this instrument the scan lens back focal plane is positioned in between
the two closely spaced scanning mirrors to approximate the ideal case. Deviation from
the ideal scan mirror - scans lens spacing must be compensated by a change in MO-tube
spacing at the other end of the 4f system and vice versa. In this instrument the MO tube
lens spacing has varied significantly over the systems development as a range of sample
holders and supporting instruments have been placed in the sample plane changing the
MO position. In the current configuration the scan lens could not be adjusted accordingly
to compensate for this change.
As the main imaging modes require sample scanning further improvements to the beam
scanning system were not made. To operate the sample scanning confocal microscope in
the region of greatest efficiency, the beam was scanned over a flat mirror in reflectance
mode. The mirror is anticipated to be both flat and uniform in response to variation in
the single over the beam scan can be attributed to the instrument response. The position
of maximum intensity identified and the galvanometers control voltage set to this value
for the operation of the instrument in sample scanning mode. The primary application for
beam scanning in this instrument is fast, fine alignment between the confocal microscope
and AFM probes with affixed NV centres for scanning probe magnetometry. Coarse probe-
confocal alignment is performed by scanning the probe using the AFM coarse positioning
stages, this is described in Chapter 7, with beam scanning only required for fine adjustments
while the probe is on a sample surface. Scanning the probe aligns the optically active
region of the AFM probe to with a ≈ 100 nm, therefore the required beam scan range for
optimisation is less than 2 µm in x and y. The beam scanning method provides an efficient
and uniform response over a 25 µm x 10 µm, see figure 3.14. As such beam scanning
provides more than sufficient range to optimise NV centre and confocal-probe position,
offering a means for optical signal optimisation without withdrawing the probe from the
surface, as is required for probe scanning alignment.
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3.3 Single Photon Detection
A luminescent target can be considered a single-photon source if, upon excitation, there is
a far greater probability of emitting a single photon than multiple photons. To determine
if a luminescent target corresponds to single or multiple emitters, a statistical treatment of
the luminescent and the expected behaviour in each case must be first be developed and a
means to probe the behaviour identified. The photon emission statistics can be quantified
by considering the second-order correlation function, denoted by g2(τ). In practice, a Han-
bury Brown Twiss interferometer is used to measure the second-order correlation function
[100].
The development of a reliable single-photon source is key to photon-based commu-
nication techniques [101] and an active area of interest in its own right. However, the
motivation for single-photon detection in this instrument is to determine the number of
dipole like emitters, such as NV centres, contributing to a PL signal from a diffraction-
limited spot. The observation of single-photon characteristics from NV centres via HBT
interferometry can be used to attribute the PL signal to a single rather than multiple
NV centres, ensuring the magnetometer is operating in the high spatial resolution limit.
This section first develops a statistical treatment of light by introducing the second-order
correlation function and discussing the expected behaviour of a single-photon source. The
design of the HBT instrumentation integrated into the instrument will then be presented.
Finally, the ability of the instrument to detect single-photon sources will be demonstrated
by presenting results from HBT experiments.
3.3.1 Principle of Single Photon Detection
A statistical treatment of the luminescence will be considered by introducing the second-
order correlation function which characterises photon number fluctuations. For classical
light sources, this is defined as
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where I(t) is the photon rate at time t and the angular brackets denote a time average by
integrating over a long period. Equation 3.6 describes the second-order correlation function
in terms of intensity correlations. It can be shown for any classical dependence of intensity
function that the value of the second-order correlation function will always be greater than
or equal to one, g2(t) ≥ 1 [102].
The classical expression for the correlation function can be rewritten to consider the





where n1(t) is the count rate at detector 1 at time t, likewise n2(t) is the count rate at
the second detector at time t. This shows that g2(τ) is proportional to the conditional
probability of detecting a second photon at time t = τ if a photon has been detected at time
t = 0. By considering the case of a photon stream consisting of individual photons with
large time intervals between them the probability of detecting one photon immediately
after detecting the first one is zero and therefore the second-order correlation function
violates the classically expected result. A luminescent object with photon emission that
satisfies such criteria (g2(0) < 0.5) is considered to be a single photon source.
The final consideration of the statistical treatment of light is the case the luminescence
corresponds to a group of n single photon sources, within the measurement volume of the






for n = 2, this equates to g22(0) = 0.5. Therefore if the second order correlation function
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of a luminescent target is measured below this threshold value of 0.5, the emitter can be
considered a single photon source.
3.3.2 Detection of Single Photon Sources
To measure the second-order correlation function photon detection a Hanbury Brown Twiss
configuration is used. Figure 3.15 demonstrates the principle, and the apparatus included
in the developed instrument. All of the optics and detectors are contained within a black
anodised aluminium box to suppress unwanted light at the detector, this is shown by the
black box in this figure. The luminescence photons from a target emitter enters the box
via a bulkhead connector from the fiber serving as the confocal pinhole. In figure 3.15
the path the photons take from the fiber to the detectors is denoted by a red line. The
photons from the fiber are directed to a 50/50 beam splitter (BS, Thorlabs BPD2545S-G)
which divides the photons between the outputs. The photons are then passed through a
pair of short-pass filters (F, Thorlabs FESH0750) which act to reduce cross-talk between
the detectors. The mechanism for cross-talk and how this manifest in the results of HBT
experiments is discussed later in this chapter. Finally, the photons are focused onto the two
SPAD sensors using a lens on each arm (L, Thorlabs AC127-030-B). The SPADS produce
one TTL pulse per detected photon, this signal is removed from the light-tight box via a
BNC bulkhead connector. The SPAD signal is finally delivered to a time-tagger (Picoharp
300) which records the time difference between the pulses from SPADs 1 and 2. Over
many emission cycles, a histogram is produced recording the number of events at each
time τ between the pulses. As the second-order correlation function is proportional to the
probability of measuring a photon at time t = τ if a photon has been detected at t = 0,
the produced histogram gives a direct measurement of g2(τ) [104]. The data collection
for coincidence counting and the g2(τ) analysis is performed using QuCoa. The software
package is commercially available software produced by PicoQuant for use with PicoQuant
time-tagging instruments, with a particular focus on single-photon detection.
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Figure 3.15: Hanbury Brown Twiss configuration incorporated into the instrument. The
incident photon stream, shown in red, from the fiber (orange) output from the confocal
microscope is split with a 50/50 ratio using a beamsplitter (BS). The resultant pair of
beams are first filtered using 750 nm shortpass filters (F) to reduce cross talk and are then
directed to two SPADS. The beams are focused onto the SPAD sensors using a pair of
lenses (L). The output TTL pulses from the SPADs are delivered to a time-tagger. An
additional mirror, M, is used for alignment and due to spatial constraints. The black box
represents a black anodised aluminum box housed within the main confocal enclosure to
exclude background photons. The fiber and the SPAD signal are extracted/delivered to
the box using bulkhead connectors.
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3.3.3 Single Photon Detection Performance
The ultimate goal of the single-photon detection instrumentation is to detect photolu-
minescence from a diffraction-limited spot and confirm that the photons originate from
a single NV centre. To test the performance of the single-photon detection apparatus a
range of test targets were measured with the aim of measuring the second-order correlation
function g2(τ) below the single emitter threshold of g2(0) = 0.5, thus confirming single pho-
ton source detection. The test samples were nanodiamonds deposited on a silicon/silicon
dioxide wafer, prepared by Ben Wood at the University of Warwick. It was anticipated
that some of the nanodiamonds on the sample would host single NV centres, and therefore
show single-photon source behaviour. The sample was prepared via a long photobleaching
scan, as described in the confocal microscope perfomance section. Confocal scans on the
bleached scans were performed to identify likely single-photon sources. Photolumiscent
targets in the confocal scan from diffraction limted spot, with low PL intensities were then
targetted for g2(τ) measurements.
The first g2(τ) measurements, made without the 750 nm short pass filters inserted
before the detectors, showed the characteristic form of emission from a small number of
emitters (g2(0) < 1) but also showed sharp central peaks, see figure 3.16. The large peaks
are attributed to the cross-talk between the photon detectors. The mechanism for the cross
talk is the production of a photon by the SPAD itself following the detection of a photon,
an effect called afterpulsing [105]. The SPAD produced photon is then detected by the
other SPAD. In the HBT setup in this instrument, the optical path length between the
two SPADS is around 30 cm, resulting in a photon travel time between detectors of 1 ns.
The detection of an afterpulse produced photon leads to a large increase in coincidence
counts close to τ = 0 s in this instrument. To remove the afterpulse counts from the g2(τ)
measurements a pair of 750 nm shortpass filters were placed just after the beam splitter on
each detection arm, a method commonly utilised for g2(τ) measurements on NV centres
[24, 106].
To determine the minimum of the g2(τ) measurement a simple experimental function
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Figure 3.16: Typical g2(τ) measurement from a small number of emitters with significant
cross-talk between SPAD detectors. The red line shows the g2(τ) measurement while the
black line shows a 10 point moving average. The cross-talk arises due to the production
of a photon by the detector itself. In this instrument with a ≈ 30 cm distance between the
detectors, the cross-talk afterpulse photon leads to an artificial increase of g2(τ) when τ <
5 ns. The afterpulse artefact obscures the g2(0) decrease associated with emission from a
small number of emitters.
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Figure 3.17: Three level model for single NV centre g2(τ) measurement. The excited state
is represented by (2), the ground state (1) and the metastable state (3). Only allowed
transitions are shown by kij .
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based on a three level model is fitted [107, 106, 24].
g2(τ) = 1− βe−τ/τ1 + (β − 1)e−τ/τ2 (3.9)









β ' 1 + k12k23
k31(k12 + k23)
(3.12)
where kij refer to the transition rates between the three levels in the model, the levels and
allowed transitions are shown in figure 3.17. The three level model, which introduces the
metastable singlet to a simple two level model, is needed to account for photon bunching,
corresponding to g2(τ) > 1. However, at lower powers it is found that a simple two level
model is adequate to describe the second order correlation function of single NV centres
[107]. An example second-order correlation function measurement is shown in Figure 3.18
for a range of laser powers. A two level model was fitted, as g2(τ) > 1 was not measured
for any laser power up to twice the saturation value, suggesting emission does not originate
from a single NV centre. The measurement of g2(0) = 0.52 ± 0.05 corresponds to to the
emission from a pair of dipole emitters (n =2 in equation 4.4). The emitter was stable
over a period of a week and did not photobleach. Likely candidates for the emitter include
one of the other numerous colour centres in diamond. While the signature does not show
a single NV centre, which served as the motivation for searching for single photon sourced
hosted in diamond, the observation of g2(0) = 0.5 provides a clear demonstration of the
instrument’s ability to detect single photon sources.
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Figure 3.18: (a) PL-laser power relationship from a nanodiamond deposited on a sili-
con/silicon dioxide substrate suspected to host a small number of dipole emitters. g2(τ) = 0
measurements (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the same source as shown in (a) at a range
of pump powers, expressed relative to the saturation power Psat =, 150 µW ± 5 µW. The
g2(τ) histogram data is shown in red and a two level model fit using QuCoa’s inbuilt fitting
is shown in black. The dip at g2(0) at all three powers shows the characteristic form of
an g2(0) < 1 associated with a single photon source. Fitting a two level model yielded
g2(0) = 0.53±0.03, g2(0) = 0.56±0.07 and g2(0) = 0.47±0.04 for powers 1.5PSat, PSat and
0.5PSat respectively. The measurements were recorded with integration times of 1000 s, the
increased uncertainty is attributed to a decreased averaging in the photon events at lower
powers for a constant integration time.
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3.4 Emission Spectroscopy
The spectral distribution of a luminescent source can be determined via emission spec-
troscopy, providing an insight into the composition and structure of the source. In an
instrument focused on NV centre magnetometry, the measurement of the emission spectra
provides an additional method to confirm a PL source corresponds to emission from NV
centres, NV0 centre or other emitters. For example the NV centre displays a broadband
emission with a zero phonon line at 637 nm [108, 24]. The spectral composition of a PL
signal can also be used to probe the nature of unknown sources, further extending the
functionality of this instrument as a tool for nano-scale sample characterisation.
To record emission spectra using this instrument confocal scans are performed to locate
the target, then confocal optimisation routines are used to align diffraction limited targets
with the confocal measurement volume. The fiber from the confocal pinhole is removed
from the SPAD detection box and connected to a Princeton instruments monochromator
(SpectraPro SP-2150). The input light is directed towards a diffraction grating (600g/mm)
which disperses the light. Typically for targets investigated by this instrument a diffraction
grating with a blaze of 1 µm is used as this corresponds to the greatest sensitivity in the
spectral detection window of the confocal microscope. The light is truncated by an exit
aperture which defines the spectral width that illuminates the detector, and therefore the
wavelength that is measured. The incident angle of the grating is scanned to measure a
complete spectrum.
To calibrate the spectrometer a red LED with a known emission profile was used (Nichia
NESM026D), with this source placed at the focus of the confocal microscope. The input
slit width was minimised to increase the resolution and the position optimised to maximise
the available signal. Figure 3.19(a) shows the emission profile from the specification sheet
produced by the manufacturer and figure 3.19(b) the spectrum recorded using this instru-
ment. Figure 3.19(c) shows a xy confocal scan of a PL target from a diffraction limited
spot size, in this case corresponding to a nanodiamond, and the corresponding emission
spectra shown in figure 3.19(d). The black line in 3.19(d) shows the approximate value of
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Figure 3.19: (a) Emission profile of calibration LED (NICHIA), sourced from manufactorer
[109]. (b) Record emission spectrum of LED recorded using this instrument, integration
time of 10 seconds for measurement, with 1 nm resolution. (c) xy confocal scan of nanodi-
amond used to identified a target. (d) measurement of emission spectra from diffraction
limited object shown in (c) measurement time 2000 seconds with 1 nm wide frequency bins.
In (d) the blue line denotes the position of the expected zero phonon line for an NV cen-
tre 637 nm, while the black line shows the approximate zero phonon line for the observed
emitter ≈ 570 nm.
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the zero phonon line ≈ 570 nm, significantly lower than expected for a NV centre (637 nm).
For reference the NV centre zero phonon line is shown in black in Figure 3.19(d).
3.5 Wide-Field Microscope
Confocal image formation is achieved through the sequential collection of fluorescent or
reflectance photon counts from a diffraction-limited spot size. As a result, there is an
associated acquisition time with a confocal image and the whole field of view can not
be imaged instantaneously. The use of a wide-field microscope in combination with an
ensemble of NV centres offers a way to increase the temporal resolution of the magnetic
field measurement. In a wide-field configuration, the NV centre PL signal from an ensemble
can be collected across the whole field of view simultaneously, unlike in the confocal point
scanning approach, giving rise to the increase in temporal resolution. There have been
numerous demonstrations of NV magnetometers that utilise sensors such as highly sensitive
cameras in wide-field microscopes for collection of the NV centre PL [71, 72, 110]. This
instrument uses a confocal microscope to address NV centres for magnetometery as the
goal of the instrument is to measure the signal from a single NV centre mounted on a
probe scanned across a sample. Therefore, the improved signal to noise ratio and spatial
resolution of the confocal approach is more advantageous than the increased temporal
resolution wide-field microscope can achieve when used with ensembles. Whilst confocal
operation is better suited to measuring the PL from a single NV centre mounted on a
scanning probe, wide-field imaging can still be a useful component in a confocal based NV
magnetometer. One such use is the observation of a large sample to target an area for
confocal imaging. Utilising a wide-field microscope, this can be achieved with video frame
rates for positioning, as opposed to the longer acquisition time associated with constructing
an image on a point by point basis. The increased temporal resolution also facilities the
examination of the AFM tip motion for use in attaching a target nanodiamond to the
scanning probe. The following sections consider the principle of operation, design and
performance of a wide-field microscope built as part of this instrument to support the
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main AFM and confocal imaging modes.
3.5.1 Principle of Operation
The principle of operation of a wide-field microscope is comparatively simple when com-
pared to a confocal microscope. There are two main aspects, illuminating the sample
and relaying the image produced by a microscope objective lens to a detector such as a
camera. A variety of techniques can be employed to illuminate a sample for wide-field
microscopy, with Köhler illumination a commonly utilised approach. The Köhler principle
is based upon forming an image of a light source in the back focal plane of a condensing
lens, resulting in an image of the light source focused to infinity beyond the condensing
lens. The collimated beam after the condenser lens produces homogeneous illumination
of a sample as any given point in the sample plane is illuminated by every point of the
illuminating source. A standard configuration for wide-field microscopes, particularly for
biological applications, is the inverted microscope, in which a transparent sample is placed
in the collimated beam produced by the condenser lens. A microscope objective (MO) and
additional optics are then used to direct an image of the sample to an eyepiece or camera.
In the case where samples are not transparent, such as the majority to be addressed by the
instrument discussed here, the role of the condenser lens can be fulfilled by the imaging
objective lens with additional relaying optics. Imaging and illumination using the same
MO is referred to as epi-illumination.
A diagram of the principle of wide-field microscopy using Köhler illumination is shown
in figure 3.20, with the optical path from the illumination source represented in green and
the imaging path in red. A light source, such as an LED, is collimated to ensure efficient
collection. An imaging lens (Lens 1) is then used to produce an image of the light source
in the back focal plane of the MO, which produces an image of the light source focused
to infinity in the MO focal plane. The same MO also collects light backscattered by the
sample for the final image formation. If the MO is infinity corrected, as shown here, the
MO produces an image of the sample focused to infinity in the back focal plane of the MO.
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Figure 3.20: Diagram showing the principle of Köhler illumination and wide-field imaging.
The illumination path is shown in green and the red represents the imaging light path. A
collimated beam from a light source is focused by a lens (Lens 1) into the back focal plane
of the objective lens (MO), forming an image of the light source focused to infinity in the
focal plane. An image of a sample in the MO focal plane is focused to infinity by the MO
and directed towards a tube lens (Lens 2) by a beam splitter. The tube lens produced
image can then be resized using additional optics, such as an achromatic doublet pair,
Lens 3) to form an image on the camera sensor.
The light collected by the MO for image formation is separated from the illumination path
using a beam splitter, which directs the light towards a tube lens. The tube lens (Lens 2)
produces an image of the sample which can be resized using additional relay lenses (Lens
3) to the correct size for the camera sensor.
3.5.2 Design of the Wide-Field Microscope
The motivation for the addition of a wide-field microscope is to assist in sample loading
and alignment for confocal and AFM operation, rather than high sensitivity detection of
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the NV centre PL signal. To achieve these goals the following design requirements for the
wide-field microscope were identified:
• Limited impact on the confocal system, so as to not reduce the NV centre count rate
and ultimately magnetic field sensitivity.
• A compact system so that it does not limit the placement of additional components,
such as bias magnets and AFM components.
A 3D diagram of the wide-field instrumentation is shown in figure 3.21. A high power
LED (Light source, Thorlabs M530L3) acts as the light source. The light is collimated by
an aspheric condenser (Light source, Thorlabs ACL25020U-A) to ensure efficient collection
from the LED. An imaging lens (Lens 1, Thorlabs LA1461-A) is used to form an image of
the LED in the back focal plane of the MO (MO, Olympus MPLFLN100x). After Lens 1,
the illuminating light is reflected using a polarizing beamsplitter (BS1, Thorlabs CCM1-
PBS251/M), which acts to separate the returning imaging light from the illumination
path. A second beamsplitter cube, with a changeable filter (BS2,Thorlabs CM1-DCH/M
+ optic), is then used to direct the light source image down into the back focal plane of the
MO. The light backscattered from the sample is collected by the same MO and focused to
infinity. The imaging light is first reflected by BS2 and split from the illumination path by
transmission through BS1. Using a tube lens (Lens 2, Thorlabs ITL200), an image of the
sample is produced. Finally, the image produced by the tube lens is relayed and resized
using an achromatic doublet (Lens 3, Thorlabs MAP1030100-A) onto a CMOS camera
(Thorlabs DCC1545M).
To add the wide-field microscope to the confocal path without lowering the confocal
collection efficiency a compact filter cube (BS2, Thorlabs CM1-DCH/M) was inserted be-
tween the confocal tube lens and the MO. The filter cube can house a variety of rectangular
optics up to 36 mm wide, 26 mm tall, and 3 mm thick using an integrated clamp. The optic
housed in the filter cube sets the ratio in which signal is split between wide-field and confo-
cal detection. The base of the filter cube easily detaches allowing quick and easy switching
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Figure 3.21: 3D diagram showing the placement of components in the wide-field microscope
utilising Köhler illumination. The illumination and imaging light paths are shown by green
and red lines respectively. The wide-field optics shown here are situated below an optical
board housing the confocal optics (see figure 3.3) and the optical paths are combined using
a range of optics denoted by BS2.
of this optical component without impacting confocal alignment, facilitating quick mod-
ification of the wide-field/confocal ratio. In pure AFM experiments, a mirror is placed
in the filter cube giving 100% wide-field collection and 0% confocal collection. In confo-
cal operation, the filter is removed preventing loss of the confocal signal (0% wide-field
collection, 100% confocal collection). Where simultaneous wide-field/confocal operation
is required a beamsplitter with a suitable ratio can be inserted into the filter cube. The
approach of combining the wide-field and confocal path with an easily changeable optical
component ensures that no confocal signal is lost during high sensitivity magnetic field
measurements. In addition, it ensures a high-quality wide-field image is available when
required, rather than using a permanent optic leading to compromise of both confocal and
wide-field performance.
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3.5.3 Wide-Field Performance
To test the performance of the wide-field microscope an AFM calibration standard was
used as a test target. The known pitch of the features allowed the magnification and the
field of view (FOV) to be determined. The field of view was determined to be 135 µm x
105 µm with a magnification of x52 times. Figure 3.22 demonstrates the field of view and
magnification achieved with the microscope. Figure 3.22(a) shows the dimensions of an
Akiyama AFM probe in an image produced by the supplier [111], figure 3.22(b) shows the
image taken by the wide-field microscope of a damaged probe. Figures 3.22(c and e) show
a diagram of the silicon/silicon dioxide AFM calibration standard, with the area shown in
the wide-field images (d and e) denoted by red and blue the coloured boxes respectively.
As can be seen from figure 3.22, there is a dark ring surrounding the images, this is an
effect referred to as vignetting. The effect occurs when the image is smaller than the sensor
on the camera. To consider the origin of the vignetting and the performance of the wide-
field microscope the maximum field of view in the focal plane must be considered, which is
fundamentally limited by the MO. In the confocal microscope section, the field of view for
an MO was given in equation 3.5. The MO in this microscope (Olympus MPFLN x100)
has a magnification of 100 with a field number of 26.5, giving a circular field of view in
the focal plane with diameter 265 µm, this represents the maximum achievable FOV. The
FOV that is actually observed is also dependent on the size of the camera sensor and the
image size in the plane that the camera sensor is placed. The tube lens produces an image
of the sample that is ≈ 30 mm in diameter, while in this microscope, the camera sensor
has dimensions of 6.66 mm x 5.32 mm. To reduce the size of the image to better match the
sensor and increase the FOV, a relay lens pair, with a ratio of focal lengths (1:3.33), was
placed a focal length away from the camera and tube lens image. The anticipated effect
was a reduction of the magnification by a factor of x33 resulting in a wide-field FOV is ≈
200 µm by ≈ 160 µm. However, this is not observed. The reduction in FOV is attributed
to the entrance aperture of the lens pair used to relay the image produced by the tube
lens. The entrance aperture is 22 mm in diameter and the diameter of the image produced
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Figure 3.22: Images taken using the wide-field microscope, and dimensions of samples for
scale. (a) shows the dimensions for an Akiyama probe [111], and (b) the image captured.
Images (c) and (e) show the scale and features of an AFM calibration grid. The central
region features have a pitch of 5 µm. The height of the features in both regions is 100 nm.
The coloured rectangles on images (c) and (e) show approximately the area imaged by the
microscope in images (d) and (f) respectively.
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by the tube lens in this plane is 30 mm. As a result, it expected that the FOV will be
reduced by a factor of (22/30) from the expected ( ≈ 200 µm x ≈ 160 µm) to ( ≈ 155 µm
x ≈ 126 µm) with the sensor now under-filled so vignetting will be present. Accounting
for the physical aperture size the observed observed FOV, 135 µm x 105 µm, is close to the
expected value. The slight difference is attributed to misalignment.
To quantify the resolution of the wide-field microscope, the size of small features seen
in the images were estimated by extracting lines profiles from a wide-field image of nanodi-
amonds deposited on to patterned silicon/silicon dioxide wafer with nanodiamond deposi-
tion, using Gwyddion [85]. Figure 3.23 (a) shows the wide-field image and the locations
in which line profiles are shown in figure 3.23(b). The physical size of the image is cal-
culated by measuring the calibration sample used to estimate the field of view shown in
3.22. To estimate the resolution of the wide-field microscope the FWHM of the line pro-
files shown in 3.23(b) was estimated by reading off the line profiles. The typical FWHM
observed corresponds to ≈ 500 nm, suggesting the wide-field microscope achieves close to
the diffraction-limited resolution, given by equation 3.1 and equivalent to 400 nm for this
MO (NA = 0.8) under illumination by 530 nm using the Thorlabs M530L3 LED. The res-
olution is stated as ≈ 500 nm as uncertainty is introduced by conversion between feature
size in pixels and the physical dimensions. To improve the accuracy of the pixel to physical
dimension conversion a calibration sample with smaller feature sizes could be used, such
as a grating with spacing on the order of 0.5-1 µm. However, for high-resolution optical
imaging, this instrument is operated in confocal reflectance mode, in which the physical
image size is accurate. As a more qualitative demonstration of resolution figure 3.24 shows
a wide-field microscope image post processed using ImageJ [112], an open source java based
tool for optical image analysis. The image in 3.24 shows a false colour image processed
using the ImageJ background subtraction, ’sharpen’ and enhance ’contrast’ routines to
highlight the smallest features on the substrate.
The functionality of the wide-field microscope, to provide an imaging mode with a
greater temporal resolution and larger FOV than sample scanning modes is best illustrated
in figure 3.25. A wide-field microscope image is shown in figure 3.25(a) that was captured
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Figure 3.23: (a) Wide-field image of patterned silicon/silicon dioxide wafer with nanodia-
monds deposited on to the surface. The lines 1,2,3 show the location of line profiles shown
in (b) corresponding to small diamonds.
during atomic force microscope (AFM) imaging (AFM operation discussed in Chapter 4).
The position of the AFM tip can clearly be seen relative to the sample, which in this
figure is a component (grating coupler) of a silicon photonic integrated circuit, designed
by Dr Yaping Zhang and fabricated by Dr Richard Cousins and Dr Chris Mellor. The
corresponding AFM image is shown in figure 3.25(b). The AFM scan shown has 30 µm x
30 µm while the max range corresponds to 500 µm x 50 µm.
To summarise a wide-field microscope has been developed that achieves near to diffrac-
tion limited performance and provides a larger field of view at a greater temporal resolution
than sample scanning imaging modes. The wide-field imaging lenses chosen lead to an ex-
pected magnification of x33 with a FOV of ≈ 155 µm by ≈ 126 µm with an under-filled
sensor and vignetting present. The observed FOV of ≈ 135 µm by ≈ 105 µm and magnifi-
cation of x52 is attributed to imperfect alignment. The alignment errors arise due to the
incorrect positioning of the lens pair relative to both the tube lens and sensor. However,
the observed field of view is sufficient when compared to the range of the scanning stages
of the microscope (50 µm x 50 µm). To increase the FOV and reduce the vignetting a lens
pair with a larger entrance aperture could be used, or a camera with sensor that is better
matched to the tube lens image used.
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Figure 3.24: Post processed image of patterned silicon/silicon dioxide wafer with nan-
odiamond deposition producing using ImageJ [112]. The contrast has been enhanced to
highlight small features on the wafer.
Figure 3.25: (a) Wide-field image captured during atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging.
The AFM probe enters the image from the left with AFM tip, corresponding to the point
addressed by the AFM, is clearly visible. (b) Large range (60% of maximum AFM scan
range in both x and y) AFM image, showing the relative size of the wide-field camera FOV
and scanning probe measurements in this instrument.
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3.6 Summary
To summarise a versatile optical instrument capable of characterising samples on the
nanoscale has been produced with a variety of imaging modalities. The primary focus
was the development of a confocal microscope to excite NV centres and efficiently collect
the PL signal for optical magnetometry.
3.6.1 Confocal Microscopy
A custom built confocal microscope has been constructed with a 515 nm laser as the illumi-
nation source, primarily to excite NV centres and measure the resultant photoluminescence.
The high power of the laser and sensitivity of the SPADs enable the use of a backscattered
confocal imaging mode, referred to as reflectance mode, to complement the observation of
targets that undergo photoluminescence under the application of 515 nm. The lateral reso-
lution in reflectance mode was shown to be ≤490 nm by scanning nanodiamonds deposited
onto a wafer. A flat mirror was scanned and the FWHM of the axial profile measured as
1020 ± 15 nm, which is in good agreement with the theoretically predicted 1014 nm. The
performance in photoluminescence mode was characterised by performing confocal scans
on a photoluminescent nanodiamond. The xy resolution was measured as 515 ± 15 nm and
440 ± 5 nm via a 2D Gaussian fit to approximate the point spread function. The difference
in the x and y resolutions is attributed to a slightly elliptical laser profile in the MO focal
plane.
The optical efficiency was considering by evaluating the losses in the detection system
between the MO and the detectors, and is estimated to ≈ 0.2. A second measurement of
the optical collection efficiency compared the count rate from a small group of NV centres
with a known response in state of the art instrument. This instrument was shown to
be a factor of 5 worse, which could be partially compensated with improved alignment.
In addition, the exact hardware configuration of the reference instrument is not known,
therefore the difference could be explained through hardware choices. The comparison
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provides an order of magnitude estimate and shows that instrument is competitive tool for
experiments involving NV centre PL measurement.
Future work includes a more accurate measurement of the point spread function using
suitable test targets. The resolution in reflectance mode could be quantified using test
targets with features of a range of sizes, typically gratings, and the smallest size that can
be resolved stated as the resolution. An alternative test target for confocal alignment and
optical sectioning capability are test slides containing stained microspheres in a range of
sizes designed for fluorescence microscope calibration, such as the F36909 FocalCheck™
fluorescence microscope test slide #1, manufactured by Invitrogen [113].
The FOV achieved in beam scanning, 100 µm by 25 µm, is substantially less than the-
oretical limit of a 265 µm circle. To increase the FOV a more accurate means of scan tube
lens separation could be developed, along with a method to translate a fixed scan-tube lens
telescope between the galvanometric mirrors and the MO back focal plane, if the sample
height is changed. To extend the beam scanning FOV the laser needs to be aligned to
the MO back focal plane with greater precision than is currently possible with the fixed
components in the system. One method of increasing the alignment precision would be
through positioning a kinematically mounted mirror closer to MO back focal plane. The
main experiments performed with the confocal microscope, including HBT intferometry
for single photon emitter detection, emission spectroscopy and eventually NV magnetom-
etry utilising a scanning probe integrate the PL signal from a diffraction limited spot size
for relatively long periods. As such sample scanning provides a sufficient range and scan
speed, therefore the restrictions on beam scanning do not have serious implications for the
scientific goals of the project.
The observation of PL from diffraction limited objects provides a clear demonstration
of the custom built confocal microscope’s ability to integration the signal from NV centres
for ODMR experiments and eventually NV centre based magnetometry.
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3.6.2 Single Photon Detection
The single-photon detection experiment has been used to measure a single/small numbers
of point-like emitters contained within the diffraction-limited measurement volume of the
confocal microscope. The measurement of g2(0) = 0.50± 0.05 is a clear demonstration of
the capability to identify single-photon sources and small groups of dipole emitters using
this instrument.
Future work includes detection of a single photon source corresponding to a single
NV centre. The confirmation of single NV centre emission would be confirmed again by
the observation of g2(0 below the single emitter threshold of 0.5 and the observation of
(g2(0) > 1) at high excitation power, associated with the shelving of the spin state into the
metastable singlet spin states. To confirm a single photon source corresponds to an NV
centre, not just a 3 level system with a dark state, the ODMR spectrum or the emission
spectrum could be evaluated for the same source. The observation of a 2.87 GHz zero-field
ODMR resonance and a 637 nm zero phonon line being the distinct NV centre signature in
ODMR and emission spectra measurements respectively. As this instrument has observed
g2(0) = 0.50 ± 0.05 from an unknown emitter hosted in nanodiamond, it suggests that
the instrument would be capable of such a measurement providing the correct sample was
addressed.
3.6.3 Spectroscopy
A spectrometer has been integrated into the system capable of identifying the spectral
composition of a photoluminescent signal from point-like emitters. The performance of the
spectrometer has been demonstrated in this chapter, firstly, by the reconstruction of the
emission profile of a known sample - a red LED [109], then the presentation of a broadband
spectrum from PL originating from a nanodiamond.
There are two main avenues of further development for the spectroscopic instrumenta-
tion in this instrument. The first development is the development of an imaging modality
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that allows for the simultaneous acquisition of emission spectra and 2D intensity maps.
The dual imaging mode can be realised by splitting the collected signal from the confocal
microscope between the SPADs and the spectrometer input, which can be achieved via a
beamsplitter in the optical path, a fiber splitter between two outputs (which can often be
too narrow bandwidth) and the use of a separate fibre coupler/switch. An ideal method
would limit the loss of signal and be easily customisable allow the ratio of the signal to be
modified, for example, in magnetic field sensing a loss of optical signal would degrade the
sensitivity while the spectral data from the NV centre would not provide further informa-
tion. The second improvement relates to an increase in the sensitivity and shortening of
acquisition time in spectroscopic measurements. The replacement of the photomultiplier
tube with a charge coupled device (CCD) as the photodetector in the spectrometer would
vastly shorten integration times as multiple frequency bins can be measured simultane-
ously, with a pixel in the CCD corresponding to a frequency bin. The use of a cooled CCD
would also reduce the dark count, enabling the spectral profiling of weak emitters.
3.6.4 Wide-Field Microscope
The wide-field microscope constructed has a FOV of 135 µm by 105 µm. The use of an
easily changeable beamsplitter facilitates easy switching between confocal and wide-field
mode and a variation in the ratio in which the signal is split. The large field of view relative
to the (50 µm x 50 µm) sample scanning range combined with video frame rates provides
both a complementary imaging tool and a useful image for sample loading and alignment.
A sample, such as a grating, with features close to the theoretical resolution (≈ 400 nm)
could be imaged to increase the accuracy of the pixel to physical size conversion. Imaging
a sample with small features of a known size would also increase the accuracy in which the
resolution is known. However, the primary mode of producing high-resolution imaging of
the light back samples is the confocal microscope operated in reflecnatnce mode. Therefore
the current resolution estimate and pixel to distance conversion is sufficiently accurate for
the wide-field microscope primary application of sample loading and alignment.
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Currently, the wide-field camera uses a green led for illumination and a monochromatic
camera for detection. The use of a green light ensures that the wide-field signal is well
filtered from the confocal signal facilitating simultaneous operation without saturating the
sensitive confocal optics. However, the microscope could be used to generate a true colour
image through changing the green LED for a ’white’ LED, for example, the Thorlabs
MWWHL3, and using a colour camera. The field of view could also be extended up to the
maximum diameter of 265 µm set by the MO. To increase the FOV an alternative camera,
relay lens or both would be required to better match the image produced by the tube lens





The first scanning probe microscope was demonstrated in 1981 by Binnig, Gerber and
Weibel [114] using a technique called scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). The principle
of operation consists of bringing an atomically sharp tip towards a conductive sample with
a bias voltage applied between the tip and sample. When the separation is on the angstrom
length scale there is a measurable tunnelling current between the tip and the sample. This
tunnelling current is exponentially dependent on the tip-sample separation and so the
topography of a sample can be measured utilising this effect. If a sample is raster scanned
under the tip, or the tip scanned above the sample, the tunnel current can be used as part
of a feedback loop which alters the sample z position using a piezostage to keep the tunnel
current constant. The variation in the piezostage drive voltage over a scan then yields
a topographical image of the surface. The unprecedented spatial resolution stems from
the exponential dependence of the tunnelling current on the tip-sample separation and the
production of atomically sharp tips, limiting the influence of the sample not directly under
the tip.
In the first demonstration in 1981 by Binning et al, lateral and vertical resolutions as
low as 10A and 6A were demonstrated [114]. The invention of STM generated a wide
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range of research activity into a variety of scanning probe techniques with one of the
most widely used being the atomic force microscope or AFM. The working principle of
atomic force microscopy (AFM) is based upon a similar principle to STM - interrogating
a sample through the local measurement of the tip-sample interaction. However, AFM
measures the forces between the tip and sample using a force-sensing cantilever, rather
than the tunneling current as is the case for STM. As a result, the AFM can measure both
insulating and conductive samples, making the AFM a far more versatile tool than the
STM. The first AFM was demonstrated by Binnig et al in 1986 [115] with a lateral and
vertical resolution of 30A and 1A respectively.
In a scanning probe NV magnetometer, a crucial component is the scanning probe itself
which controls the motion of the probing NV centre spin. The precision of the scanning
probe element sets the spatial resolution of the magnetic field measurement [19], demon-
strating the need for a stable and precise positioning tool on the nanoscale. The atomic
force microscope was chosen to provide the scanning probe component in this instrument
due to it’s nanoscale resolution, even in ambient conditions. Previous works on scanning
probe magnetometry have utilised an AFM to control the NV centre positioning, including
the first demonstration by Balasubramanian et al in 2008 [44] and as of 2020 in the first
commercially available scanning probe NV magnetometers [70, 69]. This chapter focuses on
the construction of a homebuilt atomic force microscope both as a complementary imaging
tool in its own right, and as a means to position a probe spin close to a magnetic target.
Firstly, the principle of atomic force microscopy is presented including a discussion of the
different AFM modes and their respective merits. The design of the AFM integrated into
this instrument at the centre of this thesis will then be discussed. The operation of the
AFM will be discussed, considering software control, tip approach procedures and align-
ment with the optical instrumentation. Finally, the results produced by the AFM on a
range of test samples will be presented, as a measure of performance and demonstration
of simultaneous confocal-AFM operation.
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4.2 Principle of operation
4.2.1 Tip-Sample Forces
The first scanning probe microscope, the STM, probed the tunnelling current between the
tip and sample. The tunnelling current is highly dependent on the tip-sample separation
and the bias voltage applied, making this interaction both relatively easy to both con-
trol and interpret the result. Atomic force microscopy extends the range of samples that
can be characterised to include insulating samples, as the technique probes the cumula-
tive forces between the tip and sample using a force-sensing cantilever. The force acting
on tip, positioned at the free end of sensing cantilever is both sample and environment-
dependent, making the interpretation of the force-distance relation and the recovery of
physical parameters such as topography more complex. As with STM, the high lateral and
vertical resolution of the AFM technique stems from the atomically sharp tip, limiting the
interaction ideally between a single atom in the tip and a single atom in the sample. To
interpret the result produced by AFM most models describing the tip-sample potential,
Vts, start by summing the forces between a single tip and sample atom. The potential
Vts between the tip atom and the sample produces a z component of the tip-sample force,
Fts ∝ −∂Vts/∂z. In a vacuum, the tip-sample force, Fts, can be described by considering
the chemical bonding forces, which considers the contributions of attractive van der Waals
(vdW) forces and a repulsive term due to Pauli repulsion. One simple model commonly










ε describes the bonding energy between the atoms in the tip and sample, while σ describes
an equilibrium separation. The z−12 term arises due to Pauli repulsion and dominates at
smaller spacings. The second term, z−6 term describes the long range attractive van der
Waals forces due to induced dipoles. The form of the Lennard-Jones potential over the
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Figure 4.1: Form of the Lennard-Jones potential as a function of the separation between
the sample and an atom on the end of an AFM cantilever. Dimensionless units are used
as the length scales, characterised by σ, and bonding strengths, described by ε, depend on
both the tip atom and the sample. In the Lennard-Jones potential shown here, the general
form of the potential consists of long-range attractive van der Waals forces for large tip-
sample separations, r. At decreased separations, the repulsive force due to Pauli repulsion
dominates the potential. The change in sign of the gradient represents a change in the
force direction experienced by the cantilever. Knowledge of the form of the potential allows
a user the choice as to which region to probe by choosing an appropriate cantilever-surface
separation and AFM mode.
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length scales probed in AFM is shown in figure 4.1.
The Lennard-Jones potential is one model of the potential that produces tip-sample
forces detected in atomic force microscopy and introduces the dominant contributions in
a vacuum, the long-range van der Waals component and the comparatively short range
Pauli term. In ambient conditions, terms arising from meniscus forces formed by adhesion
layers on both the tip and sample must also be considered in the potential model [116].
There’s a wide range of models aiming to provide a more quantitative understanding of
the tip-sample interaction, with the Stillinger-Weber potential and the Tersoff potential
being notable examples, these models, along with others are discussed extensively in the
review by Bazant et al [117].
AFM tips can be modified with functional materials to tune the forces to which the tip
is sensitive, this has lead to the emergence of a variety of subdivisions of AFM. One such
example is magnetic force microscopy (MFM) that utilises a cantilever with a magnetised
tip to introduce a term associated with the magnetic force between the tip and the sample.
A disadvantage associated with this technique are the tip-sample forces probed in MFM
are not solely from the desired magnetic interaction and so modelling is required to isolate
the magnetic contribution from contributions from other forces.
In addition to functionalising probes to introduce desired contributions to the tip-
sample forces, terms can be introduced by the measurement environment. For example,
in air thin layers of water coat both tip and sample leading to a force contribution arising
from capillary action. The impact of this effect will be discussed when considering the
operating modes of the AFM later in this chapter.
4.2.2 Contact AFM
Contact mode or static mode AFM is one of the simplest operating modes to physically
interpret the result. The tip is held on the surface and the deflection of the force-sensing
cantilever, which is characterised by a spring constant, k, provides a measure of the tip-
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sample interaction. The relationship between the deflection and the tip-sample force Fts
is given by
Fts = −kq (4.2)
where q, is the deflection from the equilibrium position. The force acting on a cantilever
with a known effective force constant, k, can be calculated by measuring the deflection and
the above relation. Furthermore, a topographical image can be generated by maintaining
a chosen deflection of the cantilever using a z feedback loop which controls the sample
position while raster scanning the tip across the sample. Scanning and maintaining the
deflection leads to a constant force on the tip, this is referred to as constant force AFM.
Alternatively, a constant sample height can be maintained and the tip deflection is mea-
sured to provide topographical information. Contact mode operated in constant height
mode can be useful for applications where the variation in the force is small. Samples
where real-time information is required, such as in biological samples, also benefit from the
shortened measurement time of constant height mode.
Contact mode AFM provides a simple interpretation of the results and has been shown
to demonstrate true atomic resolution in certain conditions [118]. However, there are some
limitations due to the nature of the contact between the tip and sample. It can be seen
that from equation 4.2 that for a given a tip-sample force, Fts, the deflection q, will be
maximised when k is small. Therefore the higher sensitivity contact AFM can be achieved
through soft cantilevers (low k). However, there is a practical lower limit to stiffness of the
cantilever. If the maximum force gradient exceeds the stiffness of the cantilever then the








The contact between the tip and the sample leads to large lateral forces which can be
damaging to soft samples; with harder samples, the tip itself can quickly become damaged
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adversely affecting performance.
4.2.3 Dynamic AFM
To address some of the problems experienced by contact AFM, such as noise, jump to
contact and the large forces on the tip and sample, dynamic AFM can be utilised. In
dynamic modes the tip is retracted from the sample and is subject to an oscillating driving
force, applied to the cantilever via an actuator such as a piezoelectric crystal. The changes
in the oscillation parameters, such as amplitude, A, resonant frequency, f , and the phase
relative to the drive signal, φ ,are used to control the feedback loops and create images
of the sample. For example, a set point in amplitude or frequency can be chosen and
a feedback loop used to maintain this parameter by altering the sample height over the
course of a scan. The parameter controlled by the feedback loop leads to a subdivision of
dynamic atomic force microscopy into two operating modes.
The oscillating cantilever can be modelled as a driven, damped, harmonic oscillator,
with a resonant frequency f0 and quality factor, Q, with an additional time dependent
sample force, Fts. This is considered in many textbooks, one such review has been provided
by Giessibl [116]. The model is used to explain the frequency and amplitude behaviour
under the action of tip-sample forces which will be discussed when considering two dynamic
modes of operation. The following discussion of AM-AFM and FM-AFM below consider
the harmonic oscillator model in the limit of small amplitude oscillation relative to the
range of the tip-sample interaction. This model provides simple analytic expression and
introduces the key concepts of dynamic AFM. However, they do not provide a complete
quantitative description of the experimental behaviour.
Amplitude Modulation AFM
In amplitude modulation mode (AM-AFM) the cantilever is driven by a fixed drive am-
plitude, A, at a fixed drive frequency, fdrive, typically just below the free space resonance
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frequency f0 ensuring stable operation. As the cantilever is brought towards the sample
the tip is subject to a force gradient, firstly due to the attractive van der Waals force chang-
ing the effective spring constant of the cantilever, resulting in a decrease in the resonant
frequency, f from the free space value of f0. At a fixed driving frequency, fdrive, this will
be detected in a change of cantilever oscillation amplitude. Once the Pauli term begins to
dominate, the frequency shift is positive due to the repulsive nature of this force. The shift
in frequency due to the interaction is detected as a change in cantilever oscillation ampli-
tude as the drive amplitude and frequency is fixed. A feedback loop changes the z position
of the sample to keep the amplitude at a preset value. A problem with this technique
is the change in amplitude can be attributed to the change in resonance from changing
the tip-sample force gradient over the course of a scan or due to other dissipative forces
making the quantitative interpretation of data complex. A limitation to this technique is
the action of the force between the tip and sample cannot be measured instantaneously but
on a timescale of τAM ≈ 2Q/f0 [116], this is particularly limiting in an ultra-high vacuum
where dissipation is low and Q is high. This represents a limit to the scan speed for this
mode of AFM operation.
Frequency Modulation AFM
AM-AFM was demonstrated in 1987 by Martin et al [119] and four years later Albrecht et
al [120] proposed a second form of dynamic AFM, frequency-modulated AFM (FM-AFM).
The frequency modulated approach aimed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio that can be
achieved by using a high Q cantilever, but without the limitation to the bandwidth seen in
AM-AFM. Albrecht et al demonstrated the change in the frequency due to the tip-sample
interaction occurred on a far shorter timescale, with a single oscillation cycle, given by
τFM = 1/f0 [120, 116].
In FM-AFM the drive frequency is adjusted to ensure that the cantilever is always
driven on resonance, the frequency of which changes due to variance of tip-sample inter-
actions over the course of a scan. The change in resonant frequency, ∆f = f + f0 of
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the cantilever by the interaction can be evaluated by modelling the cantilever as a driven





〈ks〉 = 〈∂Fts/∂z〉 denotes the force gradient of the tip-sample interaction [121, 122]. This
relation depends on the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever and the force gradient the
tip experiences. The full analytic descriptions which allow for conversion from ∆f to force
are beyond the scope of this thesis [123, 124]. In this simple form, the expression serves
to demonstrate a change in tip-sample separation can manifests itself as a measurable
frequency shift from the free space resonance.
In FM-AFM, the frequency difference between between the free space resonant fre-
quency, f0 and the shifted frequency, f , via tip-sample interaction acts as the feedback
parameter. A phase locked loop (PLL) loop is used to keep the cantilever at the setpoint








where Q is the Q factor of the resonance and fdrive is the frequency of the drive signal
[116]. When the cantilever is driven on resonance, e.g fdrive = f , the argument of equation
4.5 tends to infinity resulting in phase lag of φ = 90°. Therefore the PLL enables the
modulation of drive frequency to maintain a phase set point and frequency difference
setpoint is then maintained through altering the tip-sample separation.
In FM-AFM, the magnitude of the drive signal can be kept constant, referred to as
constant drive FM-AFM or the amplitude of oscillation can be kept constant, referred
to as constant amplitude FM-AFM. As the cantilever oscillates, energy is dissipated in a
number of ways, including intrinsic dissipation in the cantilever itself, energy lost to the
surrounding medium, or through interaction with the sample itself [116]. Operating the
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cantilever in constant excitation mode utilises an additional feedback loop to maintain the
oscillation amplitude which changes over the course of a scan due to variable dissipation.
4.2.4 Limitations of Dynamic Mode AFM
These days FM-AFM routinely achieves atomic resolution in ultra-high vacuum. However,
there are limitations to the technique. In ambient conditions, most samples develop a
fluid layer and as a consequence the oscillating cantilever can become trapped in this
layer, making dynamic AFM hard to implement with micro-machined silicon cantilevers
(k ≈ 1 N m−1). Even in ultra-high vacuum cantilevers with high force constants (k ≈
1000 N m−1) such as quartz tuning forks are often used to achieve the highest resolution.
4.2.5 Tapping mode
Tapping mode AFM is a dynamic mode where the oscillating cantilever makes intermittent
contact with the sample at the extreme of the oscillation cycle. This tapping approach was
developed to utilise the benefits of both contact and dynamic AFM [125, 126]. The sample
and tip are not subject to the lateral forces of contact mode AFM, protecting soft samples
and the tip. An advantage over other dynamic modes is the larger amplitude oscillation
associated with the technique, typically slightly lower than the free space amplitude (e.g
0.7x). The large amplitude ensures that the tip can penetrate covering layers, such as fluid
layers that can accumulate on samples in ambient conditions. The amplitude decreases
partly due to the repulsive force gradient increasing the resonant frequency but mainly
due to the increased dissipation during contact with the sample. A z feedback loop acts
to maintain a chosen amplitude which controls how hard the sample its ’tapped’.
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4.3 Design of AFM system
The primary function of the homebuilt AFM integrated into the instrument is to position
NV centres, affixed to a cantilever tip, close to a magnetic field source with nanometer
precision. For the AFM to be suitable for scanning probe NV magnetometry, the following
design requirements were identified:
• A large z range is required to both accommodate samples of varying sizes. For
example, atom chips consisting of arrays of gold wires 2 µm thick, with the region
several microns above the wire of interest for scanning NV centre magnetometry.
• Non-optical detection of cantilever motion, avoiding collection of light in the NV
centre emission spectra and removing the need for additional optical components.
• A compact system to allow for the addition of microwave and optical components
required for the measurement of the NV centre.
4.3.1 Akiyama Probe
The choice of probe for any AFM is dependent upon the type of sample used and the
conditions of operation, for this instrument Akiyama probes were chosen as the primary
AFM sensor. The motivation for choosing Akiyama probes relates to the first design
requirement identified for our instrument, non-optical detection of cantilever motion. A
common method for monitoring cantilever motion is through the application of a laser
to the cantilever tip. The laser is reflected from the surface of the cantilever towards a
sensitive quadrant photodiode, with the position on the quadrant diode used to detect
the motion of the cantilever. The photodiode then provides the feedback signal for the
chosen AFM mode. Optically detected cantilever motion for scanning probe NV centre
experiments presents two problems. The first problem considers the spectral overlap of
the AFM laser and the NV PL signal, leading to the coupling of the laser to the NV PL
detection instrumentation. In addition to direct detection of the deflection laser itself, the
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Figure 4.2: Image of Akiyama probes taken under an optical microscope. (a) shows the
dimensions of the Akiyama ceramic probe holder, the probe is held onto the preamplifier
board via clips onto the contacts, also providing the electrical connection. The tuning fork
can be seen at the top of the image (b) Shows the end of the tuning fork and how the tines
of the fork are coupled by the silicon cantilever, the tip points up and towards from the
camera. (c) Image (captured using a camera integrated into the instrument) showing the
tip extending down towards a sample from the free end of the cantilever.
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Figure 4.3: 3D representation of the working principle of the Akiyama probe showing
how in-plane motion of the tuning fork is translated to vertical motion of the cantilever.
The application of the drive signal causes the tuning fork, shown in gold, to oscillate in
antiphase. When the tines are close together the cantilever is close to the surface, as shown
by the top image. As the tines move apart the cantilever is withdrawn. Figure based on
slide 4 of Akiyama technote [127].
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deflection signal can also induce unwanted fluorescence at wavelengths which can not be
easily filtered from the desired NV PL. The standard beam deflection approach can also be
bulky with the addition of the laser and photodiode positioned close to the cantilever. The
physical space required for the laser and photodiode can be restrictive when positioning the
other elements vital for NV centre experiments, including the MO for optical addressing,
MW components for coherent control of the spin, and the addition of a magnet for bias
fields. To avoid an AFM based on a beam deflection approach Akiyama probes were
identified for this instrument. The probe consists of a quartz tuning fork with a silicon
cantilever affixed to both tines at the free end of the fork . The motion of the cantilever is
both actuated and detected electrically, through the detection and driving of the tuning fork
using the piezoelectric effect. Therefore no optical detection of the cantilever is required
[128]. In addition, the Akiyama probe geometry, with 3 mm between the cantilever and
mounting point allow for easy integration into the confocal setup. A picture of an Akiyama
probe is shown in figure 4.2. A key feature of the Akiyama probe is that the cantilever
is attached to both tines of the tuning fork therefore tuning fork is symmetric, with no
mass imbalance between the tines, resulting a high Q. It has previously been shown that
tuning fork based force sensors with a mass difference between the tines have a lower Q
and sensitivity than the unloaded case [129].
The principle of operation of an Akiyama probe is graphically represented in figure 4.3.
A silicon cantilever is glued to the free end of a quartz tuning fork with each cantilever leg
attached to a tuning fork tine, with the probe tip at the free end. The tip is orientated
to point in the z-direction, which is perpendicular to the xy plane defined by the tuning
fork. In operation, the prongs of the tuning fork vibrate in the xy plane in antiphase. The
movement of the tines induces a periodically changing mechanical stress in the cantilever
resulting in oscillatory motion of the tip in the z-direction. The tip-sample interaction
changes the amplitude and frequency of the cantilever oscillation which can then be read out
electronically, via the tuning fork [128]. Applying an AC voltage between the two electrodes
oscillates the tuning fork and cantilever via the piezoelectric effect. Inversely, monitoring
the current which has a frequency nominally identical to the cantilever oscillation frequency,
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Figure 4.4: Circuit diagram of the preamplifier board. Image sourced from manufacturer
[111]
produced by the tuning fork motion facilitates the readout of the mechanical motion and
therefore the tip-sample interaction. The key parameters that define the Akiyama probe
are a tip radius less than 15 nm, a free space resonant frequency f0 ≈ 50 kHz and an
effective cantilever force constant 5 N m−1 [127].
The Akiyama probe is mounted onto a 6.5 mm x 5.1 mm x 0.4 mm ceramic holder (see
figure 4.2a), the function of which is to provide contacts for the drive and measurement
signal. The relatively large size of the ceramic also reduces the skill required to load the
probe into the AFM instrumentation. In this instrument, the Akiyama probe is mounted
onto a small preamplifier board using clips, which are also used to make electrical con-
tact between the board and probe. The preamplifier board is commercially available and
produced by Nanosensors specifically for operation with Akiyama probes, circuit diagram
shown in Figure 4.4. The preamplifier board supplies the drive signal to the probe, this is
stepped down by a factor of 10 to be at a safe level at the probe. The drive input signal
is supplied to the preamplifier board in the region 0-1 Vpp, a common standard for many
AFM controllers. The second function of the preamplifier board is to amplify the measure-
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ment current and convert the signal to a voltage. A transimpedance amplifier with a gain
of 22 V µA−1 is used to convert the measurement current to a detectable voltage. Finally,
the board features an additional circuit to prevent the coupling of the drive signal to the
measurement line through parasitic capacitance. A key element of this circuit is a vari-
able resistor, this is adjusted each time a new probe is loaded onto the preamp PCB. The
parasitic capacitance manifests as an asymmetry of the Lorentzian response of the probe
to the drive signal limiting the ability to demodulate frequency and amplitude changes.
To reduce parasitic capacitance the drive signal frequency is varied close to the resonant
frequency and the response of the tuning fork examined after adjustment of the variable
resistor in the compensation circuit. When the resonance of the measurement signal is
symmetric and the amplitude is low away from the resonance the resistor is determined
to be in the correct position for capacitance compensation, with only the piezoelectric
current amplified by the detection circuit. The response of a typical Akiyama probe, with
the parasitic capacitance circuit well adjusted, is shown in Figure 4.5.
A mount was constructed from aluminium alloy to connect the preamp PCB and probe
to AFM coarse positioning stages, produced by Smaract, the operation and purpose of the
stages will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. The design requirements for
the mount were as follows, lightweight, non-magnetic and rigid. The mount was machined
so that the probe and therefore cantilever had an 11° offset from the sample plane, resulting
in the cantilever tip being perpendicular to the sample. The AFM mount is shown in Figure
4.6.
4.3.2 Scan Stages
In all of the AFM modes performed by this instrument the probe and therefore, the can-
tilever position is stationary. The raster scanning is performed by using piezoelectric flexure
stages. The scan stages are the same stages as described in the confocal microscopy chap-
ter, produced by Piezoconcept with model number LFHS2.50 in the xy directions and the
z motion is provided by an accompanying Z-STAGE.50. The full scan range of the AFM is
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Figure 4.5: (a) Typical response of an Akiyama probe at drive frequencies close to the
resonant value, the y-axis is shown in volts and is proportional to the piezoelectric current in
the tuning fork, and therefore, the physical oscillation amplitude of the Akiyama probe. (b)
shows the corresponding phase relation between the drive signal and the probe oscillation.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Image of Akiyama probe mounted on to preamp PCB, with the PCB and
positioning stages removed from confocal microscope to the probe loading position. The
A-probe is connected both physically and electrically to the PCB via a pair of clips. (b)
Image of home-built mount connected to coarse approach z stage (SLC1720ln-3), the PCB
with preamplifiers for the probe is shown affixed to the constructed mount. The tuning
fork with cantilever on the end can be seen positioned above a sample under the objective
lens. The wires at the top deliver the drive and measurement signals as well as the power
for the preamplifiers.
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set by the range of the stages and corresponds to 50 µm x 50 µm x 50 µm in x, y and z re-
spectively. According to the manufacturer’s specifications the resolution the stages in each
direction is 0.05 nm with a typical noise floor of 0.005 nm. While the resonant frequencies
each of the three axes greater than 2 kHz [130, 131].
4.3.3 AFM Control
The control of the homebuilt AFM system can be considered in terms of two distinct
challenges. Firstly, approaching the sample in a time-efficient manner that does not crash
the tip into the sample, potentially damaging the AFM probe or sample. The second
challenge relates to the control of the oscillating cantilever close to the surface, this includes
scanning the sample, maintaining the feedback loops for the chosen AFM mode and the
acquisition and processing of the imaging signal.
4.3.4 Coarse Z control
The instrument was designed to be versatile in the type of samples that can be inves-
tigated. The main motivation for the development of this instrument is to characterise
atom chips which consist of arrays of wires typically 2 µm thick, the region several microns
above this surface is also of interest for scanning probe NV magnetometry measurements.
Likewise the instrument is suited to characterising very flat samples, such as scanning NV
magnetometry on antiferromagnetic layers or the investigation of single photon emitters
in 2D materials such as hexagonal boron nitride. The samples probed by this instrument
are inherently varied in size demonstrating the need to reliably change the sample plane.
Many of the samples investigated are fixed to the sample scanning stages with custom
built sample holders, including devices with electrical contacts, and the ability to change
the plane in which measurements are conducted is important given the sample holders and
contact structures can change between investigations. To offer the ability to change the
sample plane easily the PCB with the AFM probe was mounted to a piezo closed-loop
slip-stick stage (Smaract, 1720). The stage consists of a piezoelectric actuator which is
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coupled to a sliding element via friction. The speed in which the piezoelectric element is
expanded or contracted determines whether the sliding component moves with the piezo ex-
pansion/contraction (sticks) or remains stationary (slips). The slip-stick principle enables
the stage to move with nanometer precision over a macroscopic range at mm/s speeds.
The precision of the Smaract 1720 facilitates cantilever positioning with 1 nm accuracy
anywhere within the 12 mm range. The combination of the 50 µm range of the z scan stage
and Smaract z stage, enables imaging of samples with large variations in topography over
the scan range about a setpoint anywhere in the 12 mm range.
The Smaract stage is used to perform the z approach of the probe to the sample in a
quick, yet controllable manner. When the tip of the cantilever is close to the sample the
feedback mechanism for the chosen AFM mode is activated and the sample stage brought
towards the cantilever until the setpoint for the feedback parameter is reached. The stage
is centred in its range before the approach procedure and the coarse approach Smaract
stage is used to bring the tip to a few micrometres above the sample. Setting the stage
to the middle of the range before approach ensures the scan is centred close to the middle
of the z range and this is not a limiting factor during measurement. The coarse approach
z stage is controlled using Python with a GUI, giving the user an easy means to control
the size, speed and direction of motion. To allow the user to safely bring the tip a few
micrometers above the surface a side-view camera was integrated into the instrument to
observe tip motion in real-time.
The side-view camera consists of two main components, the illumination source and a
CMOS camera with an imaging lens. A green LED array acts as the illumination source
and is placed opposite the probe to a CMOS camera (Thorlabs, DCC3240M). The array
is powered by a benchtop power supply at around 20 V drawing around 30 mA. The
camera is fitted with a variable zoom lens (Thorlabs, MVL6X12Z), that allows for changing
the magnification and refocusing as the tip is brought close to the surface. Figure 4.7
demonstrates the position of the quartz tuning fork and cantilever tip position during the
approach procedure. In figure 4.7(a) the tip is withdrawn and figure 4.7(b) it has been
approached by a distance of 25 µm. The user can easily observe micron-scale motion of the
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Figure 4.7: Images captured using the side-view camera used during the z coarse approach
procedure. (a) the tip is shown slightly retracted, the reflection of the tip can clearly be
seen on the sample, in this case a silicon calibration sample coated with silicon dioxide. (b)
the tip has been advanced toward the sample by 25 µm demonstrating the ease in which
the user can safely and quickly approach tip to sample before activating feedback loops for
the final approach.
tip with respect to the sample using the side-view camera. The illumination angle and the
nature of the samples addressed so far produces a reflection of the tip on the sample, the
separation between reflection and tip aids in the knowledge of the tip position assisting
the user in the approach procedure.
AFM Interface
The AFM positioning and control of the feedback loops is performed using a commercially
available SPM controller, the R9 produced by RHK Technologies. The controller produces
the scan signals for scanning the piezostages under the sample, the cantilever drive signal
and control of the feedback loops. The software was delivered with programs for the
imaging modes suited to our application and chosen probe. The modes include dynamic
AFM modes (AM-AFM or FM-AFM) and tapping mode.
The R9 software is icon-based and allows the user to easily customise the setup without
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requiring intricate knowledge of the base code. In addition to the user-friendly software
interface, the use of a single unit to control the drive signals, the feedback loops and the
scan signals simplifies synchronisation with scanning and data acquisition. One benefit
of the R9 is the entirely digital phase locked loop (PLL), which facilitates fast feedback
enabling modulation of the drive frequency for FM-AFM.
4.3.5 Combining AFM and confocal imaging
Theoretically an AFM scan, with full 50 µm x 50 µm range, can be performed anywhere
on the sample plane the region addressed just depends on the initial xy position of the
AFM tip. In a multimode imaging instrument, such as the one considered here, it is
important to align the FOVs for the different techniques. In this instrument, the FOVs
that must be aligned correspond to the AFM and the microscope objective for wide-field
and confocal microscopy. There are three primary motivations for aligning the FOV of
the AFM with the optical instruments all with slightly different alignment protocols and
motivations. In pure AFM, the optical measurements provided by the confocal microscope
are not required. However, the alignment of the AFM FOV with the wide-field microscope
aids in the alignment of a region of interest of a sample and the AFM tip prior to mea-
surement. The use of the CMOS camera in the wide-field microscope allows an area to be
previewed before scanning with the substantially longer acquisition times associated with
AFM imaging. In scanning probe NV magnetometry it is vital the confocal measurement
volume is accurately aligned with the NV centre or centres on the probe to collect the NV
PL for magnetic field readout. In this imaging mode, the oscillating AFM tip will be held
stationary with the sample scanned underneath with the very tip of the cantilever in the
focus of the diffraction-limited spot of the confocal microscope for optical preparation and
readout from the NV centre. Finally, the AFM and confocal field of view can be aligned
to acquire data from the two imaging modes on the same region of a sample, either se-
quentially or simultaneously. In this section an overview of the general alignment between
optical and AFM FOV for pure AFM measurement is presented with the fine alignment
procedures for scanning NV magnetometry and simultaneous AFM/confocal measurement
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discussed in more detail in the relevant section.
The scan stages have a range of 50 µm x 50 µm and the instrument is designed to
accommodate large samples, potentially several centimetres wide. A large sample could
potentially host many 50 µm x 50 µm areas for characterisation, demonstrating the need
to accurately position the AFM tip in the sample plane. The in-plane (xy) motion of the
AFM probe is controlled using two additional Smaract 1720 closed-loop slip-stick stages,
the same type used for coarse z control with 12 mm range and 1 nm precision. Figure 4.8(a)
shows the degrees of freedom and the motion control a user has over the AFM tip position
for choosing a region to address and the scan stage motion.
The task of aligning the FOVs between microscope and AFM was one of the main
motivations for the integration of the wide-field microscope into the instrumentation. A
detailed discussion of the design and performance of the wide-field microscope is included in
Chapter 3 (optical instrumentation). To align a sample for imaging the coarse positioners
on the sample scanning piezo-stages are used to centre the region of interest in the wide-
field microscope. The wide field of view of the microscope, 130 µm by 105 µm, combined
with the real-time view of the CMOS camera facilitates quick and accurate FOV alignment.
Once a sample region has been selected and centred under the wide-field MO the AFM tip
can then be centred on the same area. The wide-field microscope again plays an important
role in this process.
The protocol for aligning the AFM field of view with the confocal is defined as follows.
Firstly, the MO is withdrawn slightly to account for the cantilever being above the sample
surface and the 1 µm depth of focus of the MO. The xy Smaract stages are used to scan
the tip around the sample until some part of the tuning fork or cantilever is observed
on the wide-field microscope. The cantilever tip can then easily be moved to the centre
of the wide-field FOV using the Smaract stages. As the tuning fork and cantilever are
moved to the centre the MO must be refocused to keep the fork, cantilever and finally
tip in focus. The greatest challenge in the alignment process is observing any part of the
cantilever and fork in the wide-field microscope when first scanning in x and y. To address
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Figure 4.8: (a) 3D representation of the motion control of the AFM. The thick black arrows
show the stage motion and are used to control the scanning of the AFM, these signals are
generated by the R9 with the z motion part of the feedback loop for imaging. The red
arrows show the motion for the Smaract stages, the Smaract z motion is used to bring
the tip close to the sample before the feedback loops control the approach. The xy tip
motion allow the selection of a FOV for the AFM, including aligning the AFM tip with
the confocal FOV. The x,y, z in the co-ordinate system of the lab reference frame is shown
in thin black lines.
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this challenge a user can physically observe the microscope to see if the tuning fork is in
the region illuminated by the wide-field microscope. Additionally, the side view camera
can assist in the initial alignment as the illumination from the wide-field microscope can
be seen on the tuning fork or cantilever. Observation of the microscope illumination spot
on the tuning fork or cantilever in this camera this informs a user that part of the tuning
fork or cantilever can be focused on the wide-field camera by adjusting the MO position.
Once part of the fork or cantilever is in focus, the Smaract stages can be moved and the
MO refocused to find the tip of the cantilever as described above.
4.4 Simultaneous Confocal AFM
The procedure for coarse alignment between AFM and the objective lens as described
above can be extended to align the smaller confocal microscope FOV with the AFM FOV.
Firstly the confocal laser is turned on at low power and the confocal spot is detected on
the sample as a small saturated spot in the wide-field microscope. Neutral density filters
are added to the confocal laser path, even for the lowest operating power, as this reduces
the size of the spot on the camera by reducing the number of saturated pixels, giving a
more accurate position of the confocal spot. Figure 4.9 shows images captured in the wide-
field microscope during the alignment procedure. The four images show the cantilever tip
centred in the wide-field camera positioned just above an AFM calibration sample. From
4.9(a)-4.9(d), the MO is brought closer to the surface showing the sample and tip gradually
come into focus. In the final image, 4.9(d), the laser spot can be seen aligned with the tip.
In scanning probe magnetometry, the confocal microscope and the AFM can be accurately
aligned with nanometer precision, as the NV centre PL intensity provides feedback on the
degree of alignment, this is discussed in the scanning probe magnetometry chapter.
The visual alignment of the confocal measurement spot and the AFM tip represents
the first stage in aligning the optically active probes for NV centre magnetometry. The
second motivation for aligning confocal and AFM field of views is the two complementary
imaging techniques can be used to image the same area of a sample, however now with the
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Figure 4.9: (a) Image from wide-field microscope showing retracted cantilever in focus just
above a sample surface this is useful for coarsely aligning AFM and confocal FOV. The
MO is shown advanced towards the surface in (b) and then advanced further still in (c),
with the sample surface coming into focus. In (d) the confocal spot can be seen, shown
within the red box, aiding fine xy adjustments to align the area on the AFM to be optically
addressed by the confocal microscope.
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confocal microscope focused on the sample rather than the tip, which is the case for NV
magnetometry. Once the two FOVs are aligned data can be acquired sequentially with the
confocal microscope and AFM with independently operated to produced accurately aligned
images. However, in this instrument, a dual imaging mode has been developed allowing the
operation of the confocal microscope and the AFM simultaneously. Simultaneous AFM and
confocal measurement is of interest to a range of optically active devices on the nanoscale.
A particular benefit is to this imaging modality is addressing the difficulty associated with
aligning a microscopic region of interest on separate AFMs and optical instrument. An
additional advantage of the simultaneous confocal AFM mode is the focal point of the
confocal microscope is always in focus on the sample regardless of the sample topography.
The z feedback loop of the AFM maintains the tip-sample force and therefore separation
with nanoscale precision. As a result, even if the topography changes by over 1 µm the
sample remains in focus as sample height is adjusted relative to the AFM cantilever, which
has a fixed position relative to the MO.
In NV centre magnetometry the probe and confocal microscope are precisely aligned
by maximising the optical signal from the NV centres affixed to the probe. More generally
when the AFM and confocal microscope are aligned visually by inspecting tip and laser
spot position on the wide-field camera there is an offset associated with the two imaging
modes, this is represented in Figure 4.10. The offset is tuneable and controlled by the AFM
tip coarse positioning stages, measurement of the offset in simultaneous AFM/confocal
measurements is discussed in greater depth in the AFM performance section.
To perform simultaneous confocal-AFM measurement the confocal spot and the AFM
tip are aligned using the procedure outlined in the section above. The feedback loop is
activated and the stage moved towards the AFM tip. To bring the MO into focus on
the sample the lasers/detectors are powered on and the confocal microscope operated in
reflectance mode. The backscattered signal intensity is monitored as the MO is moved
towards the sample; when the maximum signal is detected the MO position fixed. The
confocal microscope can be operated in PL or reflectance when performing simultaneous
AFM confocal measurements, however, reflectance mode is always used initially to ensure
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Figure 4.10: Simultaneous AFM and confocal measurements are subject to a small offset
associated with the degree in which the tip and confocal microscope are aligned. The
confocal measurement volume is represented by the green cone.
a large signal for focusing. The SPAD signals for confocal microscopy is delivered to a pair
of pulse counting inputs on the RHK R9 SPM controller used for AFM control. The AFM
signal and optical signal are easily synchronised using the R9 software as the AFM control
circuity and pulse counters run on the same FPGA chip with the same underlying clock.
4.5 AFM performance
To provide a measure of the performance of the homebuilt AFM a range of test samples
were scanned. Firstly, an AFM calibration grid was scanned to demonstrate the AFMs
ability to accurately resolve features in the z-direction. Typically an AFM calibration
sample consists of a grid of features of known size and topography. In the calibration grid
used here, the features have a 5 µm period with a feature height of 113 ± 2.5 nm above
the background. Figure 4.11 shows a topography image recorded in FM-AFM mode with
a frequency difference setpoint of 3 Hz, this image has been post-processed to remove the
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effect of sample tilt. The lower half of figure 4.11 shows a 3D projection of the topography.
To analyse the height of the features a combination of Gywddion [85] and Python were
used to post-process the data. Figure 4.12 (a) shows the FM-AFM image displayed in
Python, with three horizontal lines showing the location of line profiles used to estimate
feature height. The line profiles across a 20 µm section are shown in figure 4.12(b). The
final plot figure 4.12(c), shows the line profiles from (b) in a reduced range to highlight
a single feature. The profiles have been corrected for tilt by the subtraction of a linear
background with the base offset to z = 0 µm. In figure 4.12(c), the line profiles have been
offset by 20 µm for clarity. The blue, orange and green line profiles showed a feature height
of 112 ± 3 nm, 112 ± 2 nm and 115 ± 2 nm respectively. The sample is contaminated with
objects several 100 nm tall, restricting the range in which line profiles can be evaluated.
However, the recorded height of around 113 ± 3 nm is in good agreement with the expected
feature height and suggests the noise floor of the AFM is 3 nm in the z-direction.
The 3 nm noise level in the z signal is higher than many commercially available AFMs,
even operating at ambient conditions. State of the art AFMs such as the Park Systems
NX10 demonstrate noise levels down to 0.02 nm in the z detection signal, with 15 µm total
range [132]. The resolution of the AFM developed here could potentially improve perfor-
mance through increased vibration isolation or through using a lower noise transimpedance
amplifier, both acting to decrease noise on the measurement signal. An upper limit to the
achievable z resolution is set by the noise floor in the piezo scanning stage which forms
an important part of the z feedback loop. The stage was chosen so that samples up sev-
eral centimetres can be accommodated and the magnetic field can be characterised over a
range of several microns above a target. A consequence of a large scan (50 µm) range is
the output resolution of the AFM controller for z feedback signal corresponds to a larger
z motion than on a stage with a reduced range. As the main aim of the AFM in this
instrument is positioning target spins and not operating at the limit of AFM resolution
this is not considered a major limitation.
The resolution is largely set by the scan speed and the P and I controls for a given
frequency sweep and the tuning of the PLL. Future work on performance improvement
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Figure 4.11: (a) Post processed image topographical image of AFM calibration recorded
in FM-AFM mode with a ∆f = 3 Hz setpoint. The calibration grid shows some additional
features due to contamination. (b) lower image shows a 3D projection of the image shown
in (a).
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Figure 4.12: Python analysis of FM-AFM recorded topography on calibration sample, same
data as displayed in figure 4.11. (a) shows the image imported from Gywddion displayed
in Python with three lines showing the locations were line profiles have been evaluated.
(b) the raw data from the FM-AFM on three lines. (c) reduced lines profile from the full
range shown in (b), the profiles have been corrected for a constant sample and offset to
zero. Each line profile has been then been offset by 20 µm for clarity. The blue, orange
and green line profiles showed a feature height of 112 ± 3 nm, 112 ± 2 nm and 115 ± 2 nm
respectively.
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focuses on a more detailed characterisation of the noise floor, identifying and reducing the
noise sources.
4.5.1 Simultaneous AFM and Confocal Performance
To perform a simultaneous AFM/confocal measurement the offset between the AFM tip
and the confocal measurement volume must be measured. The offset is quantified by
performing a large area scan with the confocal microscope operated in reflectance mode.
The offset between the two images is then estimated by visual inspection of features present
in both the subsequent topography and reflectance images identified by visual inspection.
Figure 4.13 shows an AFM topography image with the simultaneously recorded reflectance
image overlaid (green). The open-source software package Gwyddion [85] was used to
produce a mask using the simultaneously recorded confocal reflectance image and overlay
the mask on the AFM recorded topography image and measure the offsets. The offset
is measured by calculating the distance between features seen in both imaging modes, in
figure 4.13 , the offset was determined to be ∆x ≈ 2 µm and ∆y ≈ 11 µm. In figure 4.13,
x and y are the slow and fast scan axis respectively and a positive value of offset denotes
the confocal image leads the AFM image on a given axis, this convention is applied to all
simultaneous AFM/confocal images unless otherwise stated. The accuracy in calculating
the offset using the approach of overlaid images is set by the resolution in the scans and
the size and response of the reference feature common to both images. The smallest offset
that has been achieved in proof of principle tests corresponds to less than 1 µm along each
scan axis and the image is shown in figure 4.14. Figure 4.14(a) and 4.14(b) correspond
to low resolution images showing topography and confocal reflectance respectively and the
topography with reference mask showing the offset shown in 4.14(c) . The offset could
be more accurately determined with a higher resolution scan for this particular offset,
however, the AFM developed a fault preventing the acquisition of a high resolution scan
for offset calculation following the initial low resolution scan used to visually estimate the
offset. The topography image and simultaneous confocal PL image are shown in 4.14(d)
and 4.14(c) respectively, providing the first demonstration of a small offset AFM/confocal
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image highlighting the probe does not prevent the acquisition of optical data and that this
instrument can produce and AFM image and measure luminescence from exactly the same
area.
The dual imaging mode in this instrument has been demonstrated in tapping and FM-
AFM mode shown in figures 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. In the full range scan shown in fig-
ure 4.15 topographical images are shown on the left and the simultaneously recorded optical
image on the right, 4.15(c) shows the reflectance image used to calculate the AFM/confocal
offset, while PL image recorded immediately after the reflectance scan is shown in 4.15(d).
In figure 4.15(b) and (d) the background count rate is more uniform than seen in pure con-
focal measurements, which can be affected by sample tilts or large changes in topography
over a large area scan. The uniformity of the background in dual imaging mode demon-
strates how maintaining a constant AFM-sample interaction acts to refocus the confocal
microscope over the FOV. Figure 4.16 shows a small range simultaneous AFM/confocal
image highlighting the range of information available while performing a single raster using
this instrument to characterise samples on the nanoscale. (a) Shows the topography, (b)
reflecatance confocal image, (c) df and (d) the PLL amplitude which corresponds to the
amplitude of the tuning fork current.
Currently, the AFM coarse positioners are operated in open-loop mode however the
stages themselves are fitted with sensors enabling closed-loop operation. In future work
operating the AFM tip using the stages in closed loop mode will provide a 3 axis co-ordinate
of the AFM tip. Performing a high-resolution scan of a test sample will then provide an
accurate measurement of the offset for a given tip co-ordinate. The separation between
beam and tip can then be accurately controlled even after a sample is changed. The effect
of the cantilever attenuating the optical signal for the smallest achievable offsets has also
not yet been characterised. In future, this could be investigated by performing confocal
scans of a sample with a known response in dual imaging mode and comparing the signal
intensity with the AFM probe withdrawn from the MO FOV.
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AFM Confocal Offset
Line Number ∆x ∆y
1 0 µm 10.6 µm
2 1.9 µm 0 µm
3 2.0 µm 11.1 µm
Figure 4.13: Topography image and overlaid reflectance image (green) record simulta-
neously. Numbered lines show distance between features seen in topography scan and
reflectance mask to estimate AFM/Confocal offset.
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Figure 4.14: (a) Topography image of patterned silicon samples with nanodiamond depo-
sition, (b) simultaneously recorded confocal reflectance measurement. (c) Mask produced
from (b) overlaid on (a) showing offset off confocal and AFM measurement, ∆x ≤ 1 µm,
∆y ≤ 1 µm. (d) and (e) show simultaneously recorded topography and confocal PL mea-
surement with offset shown in (a)-(c).
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Figure 4.15: Tapping mode AFM images with offset confocal microscope images recorded
simultaneously, sample is silicon/silicon dioxide with nanodiamonds deposited on the sur-
face (offset: ∆x ≈ 2 µm and ∆y ≈ 11 µm) (a) Topography image in same measurement
integral time as confocal reflectance image (b). The reflectance image is used to calculate
the offset between the confocal and AFM measurements. (c) topography image recorded
while recording PL confocal image, shown in (d).
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Figure 4.16: Simultaneous AFM/confocal images of patterned silicon/silion dioxide wafer
with AFM/confocal (offset ∆x ≈ -1 µm and ∆x ≈ 3 µm) with AFM operated in FM-AFM
mode with constant drive (a) FM-AFM topography image, (b) reflectance mode confocal
image (c) df, which corresponds to how far the frequency is shifted from the set point upon
arrival at the pixel (d) PLL amplitude, corresponding to probe oscillation amplitude.
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4.6 Summary
To summarise an AFM has been constructed to use Akiyama probes for dynamic AFM
measurement which has been shown to record topographical measurements in ambient
conditions with a z resolution of 3 nm. The AFM coarse positioning stages enable accurate
positioning of the 50 µm by 50 µm by 50 µm scan range at any position within the 12 mm
travel range of each axis in the positioning stages. The nanoscale vertical resolution shown
demonstrates the ability to image even atomically thin samples characterisation of samples
on the nanoscale, even if the performance is not at the cutting edge of AFM performance.
The resolution demonstrated highlights the suitability of the constructed AFM for use as
the scanning probe element in the NV magnetometer, giving nanoscale xyz resolution and
a substantial vertical range of measurement. The large 50 µm z range will facilitate the
measurement of magnetic fields above targets to produce 3D magnetic field maps. The z
range of the scanning stages enables larger z range scans for magnetic field imaging than
would be possible with the shorter range seen in commercially available AFMs.
A dual imaging mode has been presented showing the simultaneous AFM and confocal
microscope operation with a tunable offset between the imaging modalities. The devel-
opment of a dual AFM/confocal mode enables the investigation of samples with localised
luminescence regions as well as producing an autofocus effect maximising optical collec-
tion efficiency over wide range of confocal scans. The dual imaging mode circumvents the
challenge of aligning a nanoscale region of interest on a macroscopically sized sample on
two separate instruments. The final advantage associated with the dual imaging mode is
the timing separation is significantly lower than using independent instruments enabling
the measurement of changes of topography and structure in unstable optical devices.
The immediate future work for the scanning probe instrument is to implement the AFM
system to raster scan an NV centre with nanometer separation above a magnetic field source
for scanning probe magnetometry. The scanning NV probe can either be a functionalised
Akiyama probe with nanodiamond grafted to the tip [44] or commercially available probes
with an Akiyama footprint [63]. The resolution limit could be investigated more thoroughly,
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isolating the dominate components to the z noise and implement hardware changes if
necessary. The development of a dual AFM/confocal mode enables the investigation of
new samples displaying regions of localised luminescence. To improve the simultaneous
imaging mode the offset needs to be more accurately measured and set using the closed-
loop stages as discussed above. Future works also include the investigation of samples
that would be of interest for the dual imaging mode. To conclude a custom AFM has
been constructed showing compatibility with optical measurements, representing the ability
to perform scanning probe NV magnetometry with a suitable probe. The final stage
in instrumental development to perform scanning probe magnetometry is developed the
final instrumentation required to observe optically detected magnetic resonance, e.g the
application of an oscillating magnetic field for spin state manipulation and a bias field, this






Chapter 3 demonstrated that the instrument can selectively excite optically active de-
fects in nanodiamonds and then detect the subsequent photoluminescence photons. Chap-
ter 4 then showed the functionality of the scanning probe component of this instrument,
demonstrating the ability to scan a probe with nanometer precision while simultaneously
recording confocal data. The final hardware components to realise a scanning probe NV
magnetometer are a means to deliver a high-frequency oscillating magnetic field, referred to
as microwave magnetic field, for coherent control of the NV centre spin state and a method
of applying a static bias field. The delivery of precisely controlled microwave radiation to
an NV centre combined with the optical preparation/readout provided by the confocal
microscope completes the instrumental requirements to simply optically detect magnetic
resonances (ODMR) from the NV centres. The static bias field enables high-sensitivity
magnetic field detection while the application of a bias field with variable strength and
orientation facilitates the identification of an arbitrarily orientated NV centre axis hosted
in bulk or nanodiamonds.
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This chapter demonstrates the functionality of the instrument for its intended purpose
- optical detection of magnetically sensitive spin resonances. Firstly, instrumentation to
deliver the MW radiation to NV centres addressed by the confocal microscope will be
presented. The performance of the microwave instrumentation will be shown later in the
chapter by presenting continuous-wave ODMR spectra (CW-ODMR) from photolumines-
cent nanodiamonds. The design of a magnet mount is then presented, facilitating the
application of a magnetic bias field along an arbitrarily chosen radial direction (with re-
spect to the confocal microscope focus) at a range of strengths. Following the assembly of
MW and bias field instrumentation, the first recorded ODMR spectra from this instrument
are shown from emitters in nanodiamonds.
5.2 Design of the Microwave Circuit
To perform magnetic field sensing with NV centres an oscillating magnetic field is required
to drive the transitions between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 ground state sublevels. In
the low crystal stress diamonds used for magnetometry the frequency that drives both the
ms = 0 to ms = ±1 sublevel transitions is given by D, corresponding to 2.87 GHz when
there is no magnetic field along the NV centre axis (Bz = 0 mT). To generate this magnetic
field, referred to as MW magnetic field, a microwave circuit was produced to address the
following design requirements:
• Produce large amplitude (∼0.1-1 mT [2]) oscillating magnetic fields close to the zero
magnetic field resonance of NV centres, D = 2.87 GHz.
• Capability for fast switching with phase control for the pulsed application of mi-
crowaves for high-sensitivity detection.
The circuitry for the synthesis of high-frequency currents for the MW magnetic field
generation is common to many instruments investigating NV centres, typically consisting
of a synthesiser, high power amplifier and fast switches for timing control. However,
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the resonator structures attached to the output of the high power amplifier generating
the MW magnetic field at the location of a target NV centre varies greatly; with single
wires [133], small loops [134] and double split-ring resonators [135] commonly used. The
choice of structure is set by the application, with common goals of easy fabrication and
implementation, while maximising the available power in the MW magnetic field at the
NV centre position. The necessity of high power in the MW field for magnetometry can be
demonstrated by considering the MW power dependency of the magnetic field sensitivity.
For example, in CW-ODMR, the sensitivity is maximised by increasing the contrast of the
resonances while reducing the linewidth of the ODMR resonances, with both parameters
highly dependent on the power of the microwave field [35]. While in magnetic field sensing
protocols using pulsed measurements, a high power magnetic field can reduce the duration
of pulses required for spin state manipulation. The spatial profile of the produced MW
field must also be considered, when sensing with single NV centres, the spatial profile is
related to the power consideration and sets the accuracy in which the MW source and
the NV centres must be positioned relative to each other. When sensing with multiple
NV centres inhomogeneity in the MW field can increase the dephasing of the spin and
therefore decrease the sensitivity of large ensemble detectors which average the signal over
many NV centres [136]. However, MW field inhomogeneity is less of a consideration for
scanning probe techniques utilising few spins. A more complete discussion of different
resonator structures can be found in the following references [137, 138].
It is common for many instruments centred on NV centre scanning probe magnetometry
to use small wires to generate the MW frequency oscillating field, including in one of the
first commercially available instruments manufactured by Qnami [70]. The advantage of
thin wires structures to generate the MW field relates to their ease of fabrication and
implementation. The thin wire approach can generate high power MW fields in close
proximity to the wire, however, the power of the field falls off rapidly with increasing
distance from the wire. As a result, the wire needs to be positioned relative to the NV
centre with micron-scale precision, presenting an experimental challenge for scanning probe
techniques and a limit to the area in which ODMR can be observed from dispersed NV
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Figure 5.1: (a) Picture of planar microwave antenna used to produce the microwave fre-
quency magnetic field at the focus of the confocal microscope. (b) The power transmission
of the microwave antenna at a range of frequencies centred on the zero-field resonance of
the NV centre ground state. The Q factor is equal to ≈ 10 and the bandwidth ≈ 250 MHz,
with the peak response centred on the zero field resonance 2.87 GHz
centres on a substrate. Additional disadvantages associated with the use of thin wires
include unwanted sample heating and a high risk of disconnection from the MW source
[139]. An alternative structure to thin wires is a planar antenna, which compared to simple
coil and wire-based structures have been demonstrated to produce stronger fields over
larger areas for efficient coupling to NV centres [135, 139]. This instrument uses a planar
antenna to produce the MW magnetic field as the antenna is mechanically robust and
produces high power magnetic fields over large areas, removing the need for an additional
microscale positioning element to accurately locate a wire close to the scanning probe.
The antenna was produced to have a peak response at 2.87 GHz, with a quality factor,
Q ≈ 10 and bandwidth of ≈ 250 MHz. The Q factor of 10 represents a trade-off between
the maximum power available and the bandwidth. For example in a study by Bayat et
al, a resonator with a Q = 70 was found to increase the power output, however, the
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corresponding bandwidth, BW = 40 MHz, resulted in only one of the two NV centre
resonances observable at once. However, the frequency of the peak response could be
varied via tunning the response of the resonator using copper tape [135]. The 250 MHz
bandwidth of the antenna used in this instrument is equivalent to Zeeman shift of the
NV centre resonances due to on-axis magnetic field of 4.2 mT. The central aperture of
the antenna is 6 mm, with the magnetic field produced designed to be spatially uniform
within this region. A picture of the antenna is shown in figure 5.1, along with the S11
parameter, which characterises the insertion loss, at a range of frequencies close to the
zero-field resonance value, D = 2.87 GHz. The S11 parameter parameter was measured
using a Wiltron 37217B vector network analyser (VNA).
The diagram of the microwave circuit used for ODMR experiments is shown in figure
5.2, with gain and max output power at each component stated. The MW signal is first
synthesised by a Berkeley Nucleonics synthesiser (model number: 835), with an output fre-
quency resolution of 1 mHz. The signal from the synthesiser is directed into a switching and
phase control circuit consisting of a series of switches (Mini Circuits ZASWA-2-50DRA+)
and power splitters (Mini Circuits ZAPDQ-4+ and ZAPD-4-S+ ) to enable short phase-
controlled MW pulses at the output. The phase control circuits produce an output either
0° or 90° relative to the input to be transmitted, with the output controlled by switches
(Mini Circuits ZASWA-2-50DRA+) toggled with a TTL control signal with a 20 ns switch-
ing time. The switching and phase control circuit is shown as a subsection in figure 5.2 as
this circuit is removed for CW-ODMR experiments, to simplify both the circuit and the
experimental control, removing the need to generate the switch TTL signals. The output
of the switching and phase circuit, or simply the synthesiser for CW-ODMR then pro-
vides the input for two amplifiers, acting to maximise the strength of the MW field at the
scanning probe position. The first amplifier (Mini-Circuits ZX60-4016E-S+, gain 16.5 dB)
ensures that the maximum power is always available at the input of the high power ampli-
fier (Mini-Circuits ZHL-4W-422, gain 25.7 dB). The signal from the high-power amplifier
is delivered via an isolator, to a planar ring antenna. The isolator prevents reflections from
returning to the amplifier. A series of 3 dB attenuators are also placed between compo-
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nents in the circuit to minimise reflections. The power produced by the planar antenna is
limited by the output of the high power amplifier, 32.6 dBm. Assuming a 1 dB insertion
associated with the isolator, and negligible losses due to the antenna, the max input power
to the coil is 31.6 dBm. The Q factor of the antenna amplifies the signal by a factor of 10,
giving an effective maximum power in the antenna of 41.6 dBm or 14.45 W. The planar
antenna offers a high power oscillating field over a large area. However, the antenna can
easily be swapped for a thin wire should this appropriate for the application. A thin wire
approach may be beneficial when the magnetic field produced by micron-scale conductors
is the target of the measurement as there is no longer the challenge of locating the sensing
NV centres close to both the MW source and the target.
5.2.1 Sample Holder
The planar antenna produces the strongest magnetic field just above the surface of the
central aperture. To ensure the maximum available MW field strength at the microscope
focus/NV centre a sample holder was produced to locate the sample, the antenna and the
MO in the optimal position relative to each other. The following design considerations for
the sample holder were identified; the sample must be held rigidly in microscope objective
(MO) focal plane and located at the centre of the antenna aperture, maximising both the
MW field strength and the size of the area imaged with efficient microwave NV coupling.
The holder was also designed to locate the sample as close to the antenna surface as
possible, also with the aim of maximising the available magnetic field strength. The final
design consideration was to limit the impact of the sample holder on the antenna operation,
either by modifying the response of the coil or screening the produced magnetic field.
A 3D representation of the sample holder and how the constituent parts are assembled
is shown in figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b). The holder consists of two components; An aluminium
post to fix the antenna to the sample stages, facilitating the positioning of the antenna
relative to the confocal microscope and the second component a macor® disk which secures
to the aluminium post. The disk holds the antenna in place on the post and locates the
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Figure 5.3: (a) 3D design showing components of microwave coil sample holder. An alu-
minium post is milled so the antenna can sit flush to the surface with the aperture centred
on the post. Finally, a macor® disk screws on to post to secure antenna in place. A recess
is milled into the centre of the disk to secure a sample directly above the antenna aperture
with minimal sample-antenna distance. (b) 3D model showing assembled sample holder
underneath the confocal objective lens with the AFM probe at to the focus (c) Picture
of the macor® disk with sample, in this case 15 mm by 15 mm PCB designed for samples
with electrical connections. (d) Image of assembled sample holder.
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sample above the antenna aperture via a central recess milled into the disk. Macor®, a
machinable glass ceramic, was chosen as for the disk material due to the ease of machining
and low conductivity [140], limiting the effect of the holder on the resonant frequency of
the antenna and reducing the potential for screening of the MW field. The recess is milled
(from 2 mm thickness down to 0.1 mm) into the centre of the disk to hold the sample, with
a further 6 mm diameter aperture cut to further limit the area of the antenna covered by
the disk, with the aim of reducing screening. A range of disks with differently sized recesses
to accommodate sample of common sizes, e.g 15 mm by 15 mm, were produced. The disk
with a sample located in the recess is shown in figure 5.3(c), the assembled sample holder
is shown in figure 5.3(d).
5.3 Magnetic Bias Field
Static magnetic bias fields are often applied during NV centre experiments for two main
purposes. In NV centre magnetometry, the application of a bias field allows the Zeeman
term to dominate the ground state Hamiltonian so that the strain and electric field terms
can be neglected [34] thus simplifying data analysis. The application of a bias field also
allows small Zeeman shifts to be detected that would otherwise not be resolvable due to
the close spacing of the resonances associated with the both ms = 0 to ms = ±1 ground
state transitions at low magnetic fields. The spectral separation of the resonances allows
a single transition to be addressed with the application of a given MW frequency.
The application of a static magnetic field is also crucial in enabling vector magne-
tometry, facilitating the calculation of the NV centre quantisation axis, and therefore the
sensing axis, in the laboratory reference frame. The orientation can be determined through
the sequential application of a range of static magnetic field strengths and orientations to
the NV centre axis, inferring the orientation from the change of the ODMR frequencies
[36, 44].
With the goal of determining the NV centre quantisation axis and the application of
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a static field for high-sensitivity magnetometry, the following design requirements for bias
field instrumentation were identified:
• Produce stable magnetic fields in the few mT range.
• Produce a variable field strength at the confocal microscope focus.
• Produce a variable orientation of the bias field at confocal microscope focus.
To produce the bias magnetic fields two methods are commonly employed, generating
magnetic fields with current-carrying wires and by positioning a rare earth magnet close to
a region of interest. To control the direction of the applied bias field using current-carrying
wires a variety of coil geometries can be used, including a 3 axis Helmholtz configuration
[38, 141]. The advantage of using coils over permanent magnets is associated with the
ease in which the field direction and strength can be changed - simply by changing the
current magnitude and direction within each coil pair. However, the magnitudes of the
fields required for NV centre bias fields, in the few mT range, can require large currents
for the large open coil systems required for AFM/optical axis. In addition to the physical
constraints, a more fundamental limit to bias fields produced by wires is associated with the
AC noise on the currents [142], limiting the precision in the produced bias field. Permanent
magnets offer a more stable approach to producing bias fields, with the strength and
orientation of the field at a target controlled by physical translation and rotation of the
magnet. In this instrument bias fields are applied to NV centres via permanent magnets
attached to a home-built rotational mount. The magnet can be rotated about the confocal
microscope focus to produce a range of field orientations at the focus. The magnitude of
the bias field can be varied at any given orientation via radial translation of the magnet
using a linear component in the mount.
5.3.1 Bias Magnet Mount
This following section describes the design and construction process of a 3D permanent
magnet mount. The magnet mount was designed to maximise the range of magnetic
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Figure 5.4: 3D model of magnet rotation mount mounted to the microscope supporting
structure. The green and copper represents part of the AFM circuitry (preamplifer PCB)
- the supporting structure of these elements is omitted for clarity.
field orientations, produced by rotation of a permanent magnet, and to maximise the
range of field strengths, produced by magnet translation, at the microscope focus/NV
centre position. In the following description of the rotational instrumentation the axis of
motion refers to the lab reference frame, with the axes labelled as x′, y′, z′ along with the
corresponding polar and azimuthal angles θ′, φ
′
to differentiate between NV centre axis
labelling. In this coordinate system, the origin is at the microscope focus/NV centre.
The rotational components of the mount are provided by two slip-stick stages. The first
rotation stage (Smaract SR-7012), labelled Rotation Stage 1 in figure 5.4, has a central
aperture to allow the objective lens to pass through to reach the required position for
imaging. This first stage provides the rotation, φ′, around the z’-axis with a closed-loop
resolution of 15 µ°. A second rotation stage (Smaract SR-4011), labelled Rotation Stage 2
in figure 5.4, rotates around the x’-axis and provides the variation in the polar angle, θ′,
also with a closed-loop resolution of 15 µ°. A linear stage (Smaract SLC-1750), labelled as
Linear stage in figure 5.4, is used to translate the magnet along a chosen axis with a range
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of 31 mm with a closed-loop resolution of 50 nm.
A 3D model was produced to estimate the range of motion possible when rotating and
translating a permanent magnet without fouling on other instrumentation. The model also
aided in the design of brackets to connect the components of the rotation mount. Figure
5.5 demonstrates the rotation of the magnet produced by the two rotational stages. The
rotation around the z’ axis is limited by the AFM support structure, with φ′ variable over
a 180° range. Rotation θ′ around the x′ axis is limited by the objective lens and can be
varied over the range 40°-90°.
The permanent magnet attached to the mount to produce the bias field can easily be
added and removed to change the dynamic range of the magnetic field produced. The
closest the magnet can be positioned is set by the width of the sample holder, 25 mm, with
the furthest distance then given by the range of the linear stage corresponding to31 mm.
The magnet position can therefore be accurately controlled with a minimum magnet face -
microscope focus separation of 25 mm and a maximum separation of 56 mm. The magnetic
field along the axis of symmetry (referred to as the u-axis to avoid labelling this axis in












where Br is the residual magnetisation, a material property and u is the axial direction,
joining the centre of the magnet face to the microscope focus [144]. Finally, L and R
are geometric parameters defining the length and radius of the magnet respectively. The
parameters L, R and the axial direction, u, are shown figure 5.7(a). This expression was
evaluated for a variety of commercially available N42 Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB)
magnets with the known sample-magnet separation provided by the mount (u= 25-56 mm).
Figure 5.7(b) shows the fields produced from a selection of magnets chosen to produce bias
field strengths in the few mT range.
As shown in the 3D model, figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, the supporting brackets connecting
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Figure 5.5: 3D model demonstrating the rotation of a permanent magnet provided by
rotational stages one and two. (a) Rotation around the x’-axis, described by angle θ
′
is
generated by rotational stage 2. (b) Rotation stage 1 produces rotation around the z’-axis
with angle φ
′
. The rotational angles φ′ and θ′ are limited by the AFM support structure
and by contact with the objective respectively.
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Figure 5.6: 3D model showing linear translation along a chosen axis. The translation
provides an accurate means of changing the field strength for a chosen orientation. (a)
The magnet is pulled back along the same axis to demonstrate the lowest magnetic field
strength. (b) Shows magnet as close as possible to confocal focus, representing the strongest
field.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Geometric parameters associated with a cylindrical permanent magnet. (b)
The axial magnetic field produced by the magnet between the minimum and maximum
separation offered by the mount. All magnetic line profiles are from commercially available












M1 1280 20 10 21.15 2.74
M2 1280 10 20 8.51 1.16
M3 1280 10 10 6.00 0.71
M4 1280 10 5 3.71 0.40
Figure 5.8: Properties of cylindrical magnets to produce bias magnetic fields at 25 mm ad
56 mm from the magnet surface in the axial direction.
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Figure 5.9: Pictures of the constructed magnet mount. (a) and (b) shows the initial
configuration with the magnet mount supported on MO stage. (c) and (d) show the final
configuration with the mount now supported by a custom plate. The plate was used as
the confocal alignment was affected by motion of the mount supported on the MO stage.
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the magnets and the slip-stick stages are mounted to the same right angle bracket that
connects the MO to the microscope focusing stage. With the magnet mount and MO fixed
to the same linear stage the magnet is translated with the MO and the magnet rotation
origin always remains at the working distance of the MO. A picture of the rotation mount
secured to the MO stage is shown in figure 5.9 (a) and (b). It was found, by monitoring
the intensity of reflected light from a mirror placed at the microscope focus, that the
rotation of the magnet translated the MO pupil position, causing the confocal microscope
to become misaligned. To mechanically isolate the magnet rotation mount from the MO a
separate plate was constructed fixing the rotation mount to the optical bench. The origin
of rotation is translated along the optical axis using three variable height posts (Thorlabs




The first demonstration of CW-ODMR using this instrument focused upon examining
photoluminescent nanodiamonds deposited on a silicon wafer substrate, this sample was
prepared by Ben Wood at the University of Warwick. In addition to the targeted NV
centres, nanodiamonds can host a wide range of optically active defects [21]. To distinguish
between NV centres and other PL sources the sample is first scanned at high laser power
(P ≈ 5 mW). The high power scan aims to photobleach other PL sources while NV centres
are largely expected to remain unaffected by the process due to their photostability [145].
The PL or reflectance signal can also be recorded during the long (tscan ≈ 1hr for 50 µm by
50 µm ) bleaching scan to provide complementary information on the sample. The sample
is then imaged at a moderate laser power (P ≈ 250 µW) to identify PL sources from the
nanodiamonds on the sample, an example image is shown in figure 5.10(a), with reduced
xy range images showing emitters that were investigated further in figure 5.10(b),(c) and
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(d). Once an emitter was identified the excitation power - PL relationship was evaluated
by applying a range of laser powers and monitoring the PL. The saturation power was





where Nph is the photon count for at excitation power P . The saturation flux is denoted
by NSat and m is a factor that accounts for background emission [106]. Figure 5.10(e)
shows the saturation curve for the PL sources shown in confocal images 5.10(b), (c) and
(d).
To perform CW-ODMR measurements on target emitters data acquisition was syn-
chronised with the MW application via a multi-function NI card (PCI 6323), which was
used to record the SPAD count rate and generate timing signals for MW application. To
interface with the NI card a Python suite, Qudi, produced by the University of Ulm [82]
was used, in particular the ODMR sequence.
The Qudi package is modular in nature allowing simple integration of different hard-
ware components for complex experimental sequences without changing the base code. A
simple experiment in the Qudi package has a script that defines the sequence of commands
for an experiment, which referred to in the Qudi package as a logic file, a script to generate
a graphical user interface (GUI) for to parameters to any hardware and finally a sepa-
rate script for each hardware component used in an experiment. The package provides a
template for a hardware file of a given type, e.g ’Microwave generator’ that consists of the
functions that must be defined for a users hardware to be compatible with the experimental
logic and GUI. Due to time constraints, a hardware file was not written for the microwave
generator. However, Qudi ODMR routine was utilised for ODMR experiments by direct-
ing the counting gate signal produced by the NI PCIe-6323 card to an output terminal.
The output signal was used to trigger a digital pulse generator (Swabain Pulse Streamer),
which was programmed to generate digital triggers for the microwave circuit control. The
trigger signal was used to increment the frequency generated by the microwave synthesiser
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Figure 5.10: Confocal PL scan of nanodiamonds on silicon/silicon dioxide substrate to
identify target emitters for ODMR experiments. (b),(c) and (d) show Emitters 1, 2 and
3 respectively in higher resolution images used to optimise the position of the diffraction
limited measurement volume prior to ODMR experiments. (e) shows the change of the PL
signal with laser power for the emitters shown in (b), (c) and (e). The crosses show the
recorded data and the black lines are a fit based on equation (5.2), with saturation values
Psat1 = 130 ± 10 µW , Psat2 = 260 ± 25 µW, and Psat3 = 600 ± 40 µW respectively. Note:
Emitter 3 signal in (e) is a shown factor of ten lower than the true value as a ND = 1.0
filter was inserted into detection path to avoid saturation of the detector.
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Figure 5.11: (a) CW-ODMR from nanodiamond emitter 1, PLaser = Psat, the input power
to the antenna PMW = 1.32 W. The line graph shows the average of ten frequency sweeps,
with each sweep contributed to the average measurement shown below the line graph. (b)
CW-ODMR from nanodiamond emitter 3, PLaser = Psat, PMW = 1.32 W. Figures (a) and
(b) were both recorded with zero bias field applied. The scans are centred on 2.87 GHz,
shown in red, which corresponds value for both the ms = 0 to ms = ±1 transitions of the
NV centre ground state at very low magnetic fields..
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over a range set via the front panel. Using the Qudi ODMR sequence facilitates the use of
the Qudi’s confocal routines to optimise the x, y and z position of an emitter relative to
the MO immediately before ODMR measurements. The routing of the NI counting gate
signal to digital pulse generator control a pre-programmed MW synthesiser represents a
time-efficient and easily customisable approach to ODMR experiments, benefiting from
Qudi’s experimental logic and compatibility with confocal optimisation routines without
having to write an interface for a microwave synthesizer.
Figure 5.11 shows typical ODMR spectra from PL sources deposited onto the sili-
con/silicon wafer, corresponding to emitter 1 and 3 shown in Figure 5.10. The expected
response for single or multiple NV centres is a decrease in PL intensity centred 2.87 GHz
when there is zero bias field applied (Bz = 0 mT) and this behaviour was not observed in
any emitters characterised. To confirm that the ODMR response was dependent on the
sample, and not an artefact introduced by the response of the instrument, the effect of
the microwave power was investigated by measuring the nanodiamond ODMR spectrum
at a range of microwave powers. A typical ODMR response from a nanodiamond emitter
is shown in Figure 5.12.
To extract the centre frequencies, line widths (FWHM) and contrasts (the PL intensity
at a given frequency normalised to the off-resonance value) for each resonance observed in
Figure 5.12(a), a Gaussian fit was applied, with both the fit and the raw data is shown
Figure 5.12(b). The response was modelled as the sum of several Gaussians, one associated
with each resonance. Therefore, to produce a model for a given emitter, the ODMR spec-
trum was first visually inspected to determine the number of resonances. For the typical
nanodiamond spectra shown in Figure 5.12(a), five resonances were identified, and so the
sum of 5 Gaussians was fitted to the data set using the MATLAB curve fitting toolbox
with the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm. Five resonances were identified with frequencies
2.8017 ± 0.0003 GHz, 2.827 ± 0.002 GHz, 2.883 ± 0.003 GHz, 2.8823 ± 0.001 GHz, 2.9227
± 0.0004 GHz. The corresponding contrast of each resonance against antenna input power
is shown in Figure 5.13. The increase in contrast with MW power demonstrates the suit-
ability of the MW circuit and antenna for generating magnetic fields in the 2.75-2.99 GHz
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Figure 5.12: (a) Typical ODMR spectra from nanodiamonds deposited on Si/Si02 wafer.
The contrast (the count rate R normalised with respect to the off resonance count rate
R0) is shown for a range microwave powers, the power for each spectrum is quoted as the
power at the input of the coil. (b) Normalised data with 5 Gaussian peak fit applied, each
trace has been offset by 0.1 for clarity. Raw data is shown as points while the solid line
represents the fitting result.
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Figure 5.13: Graph of the contrasts of the resonances observed in Figure 5.12 against the
input power to the antenna.
region for ODMR experiments.
The contrasts of the resonances shown in Figure 5.12 are significantly higher than
expected for NV centres, which are typically reported at around 30% [35]. For example,
commercially available NV AFM probes, fabricated by Qnami, are stated to have a contrast
C > 0.15 [63]. The high contrast, along with the spectral positions of the resonances
shown in Figure 5.12 suggest that this PL source does not correspond to emission from
single or even multiple NV centres. In the absence of a bias field, single and multiple NV
resonances are anticipated to be degenerate, resulting in a single resonance in the ODMR
spectra at 2.87 GHz. When a bias field is applied the degeneracy of the ms = ±1 levels is
lifted and two resonances are seen when a single centre is addressed. The ODMR spectra
from multiple NV centres is more complex with multiple resonances as the projection of
the local magnetic field along the NV centre axis varies for each different orientation. The
observation of multiple spin resonances in the spectra could suggest that the magnetic field
is non-zero at the emitter position during the measurement shown in Figure 5.12. However,
the magnetic field was measured using a Gauss meter and found to be Bresidual < 1 mT,
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which is insufficient to suggest the emitter shown in Figure 5.12 corresponds to multiple
NV centres at a non zero magnetic field. A local magnetic field of Bz = 2.43 mT would be
required for an NV centre to be shifted from 2.87 GHz to 2.80 GHz, which corresponds to
the lowest frequency resonance shown in Figure 5.12. The strain parameter is also capable
of changing the frequency of an NV centre zero-field resonance by the order MHz [28, 32].
As a result, the resonances shown in Figure 5.12 could correspond to multiple NV centres in
a highly strained lattice. Finally, nearby paramagnetic defects in the diamond lattice have
been shown to modify the ODMR response of NV centre when compared to a lone centre
[146], and this could also be contributing to the complex nanodiamond spectra observed.
While the complex spectra typical of nanodiamonds observed from this sample is not
well understood, a very high contrast NV centre resonance would enable highly sensitivity
magnetometry. Therefore, this sample will be investigated further following the demon-
strating of expected behaviour from verified NV centres. However, the observation of
ODMR from nanodiamonds in the range 2.75-2.99 GHz provides a clear demonstration of
the functionality of the microwave delivery system, with the potential to be utilised for
NV centre magnetometry.
Applying a Bias
To demonstrate the functionality of the bias magnet hardware, and to demonstrate the
capability of this instrument to measure ODMR spectra from point-like sources with a
controllable bias field, ODMR spectra were measured from the same PL source hosted in a
nanodiamond at two different bias strengths. Figure 5.14 shows two ODMR spectra from
the same nanodiamond source at the same laser (PLaser = Psat) and microwave power
(PMW = 1.32 W), with Figure 5.14 (a) showing the ODMR spectra with the magnet fully
withdrawn, representing the field at the PL source at the ambient value. While Figure
5.14 (b) shows the magnet approached towards the sample, along an arbitrary direction.
For a single NV centre, with the approach of the bias magnet aligned with the NV centre
axis, a linear shift of the resonances corresponding to each of ms = 0 to ms = ±1 would
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Figure 5.14: ODMR of PL source hosted in a nanodiamond at different magnetic bias
strengths. (a) ODMR spectrum with magnet fully with drawn equivalent, with magnetic
field at the PL source given by the ambient magnetic field (B ≈ 0.75 mT). (b) Bias magnet
approached towards MO along and arbitrary direction, with the bias strength at the focus
estimated to be B ≈ 1.05 mT.
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be expected. In the case that an ensemble of NV centres, featuring a range of orientations
is addressed, the bias field will not be aligned with every orientation, resulting in a more
complex change in the ODMR spectrum as the strength of the bias field along any given
axis is increased. NV centres well aligned with the bias field will display the simple linear
splitting of the ODMR resonances as the strength of the bias field is increased. The ODMR
features of poorly aligned NV centres will change in a non-linear manner, depending on the
projection of the bias along the NV centre axis. In the limit that the bias field is applied
perpendicular to the NV axis, the contrast of the resonances is anticipated to decrease as
mixing of the spin-states occurs [33]. Knowledge of the orientation of the bias field relative
to the defect axis is crucial to interpreting the change in the ODMR spectra as the bias field
is increased in strength. However, in Figure 5.14 it is the unknown nature of the PL source
that presents the main challenge in quantitatively interpreting the change in the ODMR
spectrum. The ODMR spectra presented in Figure 5.14 are recorded from the same PL
source shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13. As discussed in the ’Nanodiamond’ section above,
the emitting species is unknown, with the frequencies and contrasts inconsistent with the
expected values for a single, or ensemble of NV centres. However, Figure 5.14 provides
the first demonstration of this instrument to observe ODMR that is dependent on the bias
field, which can be accurately controlled at the microscope focus, as shown by both the
change in contrast and central frequencies of the ODMR resonances as the strength of the
bias field is increased. The bias magnet instrumentation will be calibrated following the
confirmed observation of a single NV centre, which will allow accurate determination of
the bias strength at the focus.
Referenced ODMR
An experimental problem associated with sample scanning experiments of long duration
is drift associated with the piezoelectric scanning stages. When measuring a sample in
a diffraction limited spot size ≈ 300 nm the effect of drift can significantly degrade the
signal as the emitter drifts out of the confocal volume. When drift is significant there are
two mechanisms acting to decrease the PL intensity, the drift and the intensity decrease
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Figure 5.15: (a) Experimental control signals for a referenced CW-ODMR measurement.
The gate is a timing signal generated with by the National Instruments card and internally
routed to the counting channels. Signal shows a counting period when the MW output
is applied to the NV centre. The Ref signal shows the counting period for the reference
signal (laser on, MW off) which occurs in the low period of the gate signal. For each
frequency in the sweep a single signal and reference is made. (b) Shows a referenced
ODMR measurement from a PL source hosted in a nanodiamond.
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associated with the ODMR resonance. To account for the drift two PL measurements are
made at each frequency in the CW-ODMR sweep, one prior to the application of the MW
field and one with the MW output enabled. The PL change between the bright reference
and the MW on the signal can then be entirely attributed to the MW induced resonance
and not drift.
The Qudi NI card counting routine for ODMR utilises ’semi-period counting’. In this
method, the NI counter records the incoming pulses on the counting at intervals defined
by a gate signal, also generated by the NI card. In the ’semi-period’ method used by
the Qudi ODMR routine, the signal is recorded during both the high of the gate signal
and the low. To isolate the effect of drift and performed a bright referenced measurement
the Qudi NI hardware file was adapted to count the signal in the gate high and record
the bright reference in the following gate low, see figure 5.15. The ’semi-period counting’
method is time-efficient as signal and reference are acquired for 100% of the experimental
sequence. At very low fields, which require longer measurement times, the timing of the
acquisition sequence can limit the fields that can be measured, demonstrating the value of
a time-efficient referenced measurement sequence.
5.5 Summary
To summarise, a range of supporting instrumentation has been produced to work in con-
junction with the optical components and scanning probe components in the development
of a scanning probe NV magnetometer. An MW delivery system consisting of a planar
ring antenna has been shown to produce oscillating magnetic fields required to observe
optically detected magnetic resonances in nanodiamonds. A custom-built sample holder
was produced to rigidly secure samples for scanning and locate them in the region of great-
est microwave field strength for scanning probe magnetometry. The design of a rotational
mount to produce bias fields along an arbitrarily orientated NV centre axis was presented.
Finally, referenced ODMR measurements from PL sources in nanodiamonds are presented,
facilitating the direct comparison between a source PL intensity in two experimental states,
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The previous chapter focusing on ODMR demonstrated the ability of the instrument to op-
tically detect resonances associated with the application of high-frequency magnetic fields.
To utilise this capability to produce nanoscale maps of the local magnetic field above a
sample, a probe hosting an NV centre or centres must be raster-scanned across the sam-
ple while simultaneously recording the optical signal. This chapter presents the progress
made towards operating this instrument as a scanning probe magnetometer. Firstly, test
measurements from a Quantilever™ [63] probe, manufactured by Qnami, are presented.
The test measurements characterise the probe’s performance in this instrument, both as
a scanning probe and as an optical sensor for eventual magnetic field readout. Optical
alignment procedures are presented, describing the alignment of the optically active region
of the probe and the confocal/MW instrumentation with the nanoscale precision. The
different magnetic field imaging modalities of a scanning probe NV magnetometer are dis-
cussed, with a focus on the development of protocols for their eventual implementation in
this instrument. Finally, the progress made in the design and fabrication of test targets is
presented.
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6.2 Qnami Quantilever™
The optical scanning probe used in this instrument is the Qnami Quantilever™ [63], one
of two functionalised AFM probes designed for use in scanning probe NV magnetometry
that recently became commercially available. The Quantilever™ probe consists of a quartz
tuning fork which acts as a force sensor for the control of probe-sample separation and
measurement of the sample topography. The interaction between the probe and sample
is mediated through a 200 nm diameter diamond nanopillar protruding from a diamond
cantilever which is affixed to one tine of the tuning fork via a quartz rod, see Figures 6.1
and 6.2 for the working principle and dimensions respectively. The probe is designed to
be operated dynamically in lateral force mode, with the asymmetric motion of the tuning
fork tines producing motion of the diamond cantilever and nanopillar in a plane parallel
to the sample, with the directions of motion shown Figure 6.1 (a). The tuning fork is
driven either electrically or mechanically, resulting in the motion of the driven tuning fork
tines in-plane, which produces the lateral motion of the diamond cantilever. The 200 nm
diameter nanopillar both limits the interaction area for AFM operation and acts as a
waveguide to increase the optical collection efficiency of the NV centre PL from the NV
centres, which are typically implanted in the range 10-30 nm from the tip apex [62, 63].
Figure 6.1 (b) demonstrates the principle of the Quantilever™ probe operating as a scanning
probe magnetometer. The application of the MW magnetic field to drive the ground state
sublevel transitions is represented by a resized coil in Figure 6.1 (b), while a small wire
represents a sample. The typical flying distance of the NV centre or centres implanted into
the probe is 50 nm [62] enabling high sensitivity optical magnetometry when the sample is
scanned under the probe while the pillar is positioned in the optical collection/excitation
volume of a confocal microscope.
The recommended mode of operation for the Quantilever™ probe control is frequency
modulated AFM (FM-AFM), where the resonance frequency shift acts as the feedback
parameter for probe control and imaging. The tuning fork oscillation is electrically driven
in this instrument, using the same drive circuit as discussed for Akiyama probe operation
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Figure 6.1: 3D representation of the working principle of the Qnami Quantilever™ . Gold
represents the tuning fork which vibrates in the xy plane of the fork. A small diamond
cantilever with 200 nm diameter nanopillar is affixed via a quartz rod to the tuning fork.
(a) Shows principle of the probe as a dynamic AFM probe for topographic measurements
and tip-sample separation control, the in-plane motion of a tine of the fork produces motion
of the nanopillar above the sample. (b) The working principle as an optical magnetic field
sensor. The NV centres are addressed via the confocal MO shown by a green light cone.
The gold wire represents a magnetic target. The MW coil is resized and shown under the
sample to illustrate the application of the MW magnetic field.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Quantilever™ probe in housing prior to loading into the AFM, the ceramic
has the same footprint as an Akiyama probe, with dimensions of 6.5 mm by 5.1 mm (b)
Optical microscope image of tuning fork tip with quartz rod support rod visible and dia-
mond cantilever shown in the red box. (c) Image from manufacturer [63], showing diamond
nanopillar on sample facing side of the cantilever.
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in Chapter 4, see figure 4.3 for the circuit diagram. The oscillation of the tuning fork
is driven by the application of a drive voltage in the range 0 - 1 V which is generated
by the RHK R9 scanning probe controller. The voltage applied to the probe is stepped
down by a factor of 10 on the preamp board before application to the probe. The motion
of the tuning fork is measured electronically and recorded by the R9 controller following
the amplification of the measurement signal by a transimpedence amplifier with a gain
of 22 V µA−1, with the R9 controller controls the feedback loops using a digital PLL and
generates the stage/sample scanning voltages.
A typical response of the Quantilever™ probe mounted in this instrument as the fre-
quency of the drive signal is varied is shown in Figure 6.3(a). Two resonances are observed
in the range 28-32 kHz, with the higher frequency resonance and the associated phase lag
between the drive signal and probe response used to control the feedback loops in FM-
AFM mode. The two resonances in figure 6.3(a) correspond to two eigenfrequencies of the
coupled oscillator system that describes the behaviour of the two tines that comprise the
tuning fork. The lower frequency corresponds to in-plane motion of the tines in-phase and
the higher frequency oscillation in anti-phase [129]. The expected quality factor, Q, of the
high-frequency resonance is greater than 1000 (Q > 1000) when the Quantilever™ probe is
mechanically driven in the scanning probe instrument produced by the same supplier [70].
The Q factor in this instrument was determined by the RHK R9 software and estimated
be Q ≈ 80 with the probe ceramic loaded into the clips used to secure the Akiyama probes,
see Chapter 4 Figure 4.5(b). Firstly, the low Q factor seen in this instrument is attributed
to a mass imbalance between the tines of the tuning fork associated with the mass of the
quartz support rod when compared to balanced tines, such as the for the Akiyama probe
[129]. The lower Q compared to the manufacturer’s specification is also due to the probe
ceramic being poorly fixed to the AFM support structure in this instrument. Figure 6.3(b)
shows the response of the probe against the drive signal frequency after the probe ceramic
was secured using a gel adhesive (Pritt Glue dot). The Q factor of the higher frequency
resonance was estimated to be Q ≈ 120, an improvement by a factor of 1.5. The asym-
metry of the resonance seen in figure 6.3(b) suggests Q can be increased further with the
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Figure 6.3: (a) Qnami probe response to varying drive frequency, Q ≈ 80. (b) Resonance
of Qnami probe with the ceramic secured with gel adhesive, Q ≈ 120, an improvement by
a factor of 1.5 when compared to the unsecured resonances shown in (a). In both (a) and
(b) the drive level is set to 0.8V, corresponding to The asymmetry of the resonance in (b)
suggests Q can be further increased with improved parasitic capacitance compensation.
More fundamentally, the Q could be increased through the addition of a mass on the tine
without the quartz rod and diamond cantilever, re-balancing the tines [129].
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improvement of capacitance compensation. In addition, the tines of the probe could be
re-balanced with the addition of mass of the tine without the quartz rod attached [129].
The Quantilever™ probe is available with either single (MX series) or multiple NV
centres (DX series) implanted in the nanopillar tip of the probe [63]. A multi NV centre
probe offers a larger optical signal than a single NV centre probe at the expense of spatial
resolution. However, the larger optical signal can improve the sensitivity making a multi
NV probe ideal for test measurements on an instrument or sample of unknown response. A
common approach, when imaging using Quantilever™ probes, is to perform a measurement
with a multiple NV centre probe (DX series) and repeat the measurement achieving higher
spatial resolution using a single NV centre probe (MX series). The results presented in
the following section on optical alignment are from a Quantilever™ DX series probe [63],
which contain multiple NV centres.
6.2.1 Optical Alignment
Scanning probes for NV centre magnetometry, including the Quantilever™ probe, require
precise alignment of the excitation and readout optics and the optically active region of
the probe case, in this case, the diamond nanopillar. The nanodiamond pillar is 200 nm in
diameter and is approximately a factor of two smaller than the diffraction limit for high
NA lenses, demonstrating the nanometer precision of the optical alignment required. In
this instrument, scanning probe magnetometry will be performed with a stationary tip
and beam with the sample scanned to form an image. To align the probe and optics for
magnetometry the probe is moved relative to the stationary optics.
Coarse Alignment
The wide-field microscope is used to provide a visual reference for coarse alignment due
to the greater temporal resolution than available with the confocal microscope. The wide-
field microscope is combined with the confocal path using a mirror, resulting in the optical
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Figure 6.4: Wide-field images of Qnami probe taken during coarse alignment. (a) Show mi-
croscope configured in 100% wide-field mode. (b) Shows wide-field image with microscope
configured with the optical signal split 50/50 between wide-field and confocal detectors.
The confocal laser can be seen on the cantilever as a saturated area.
signal from the MO being directed entirely towards the wide-field camera (100% wide-field,
0% confocal mode). The use of the mirror ensures there is a large signal at the wide-field
microscope maximising the contrast and ensure maximum visibility during coarse align-
ment and focusing of the relatively thin (∼ 1 µm) and translucent cantilever. An example
image of the cantilever in the wide-field microscope is shown in 6.4(a). The cantilever is
coarsely aligned in the centre of the MO FOV using the AFM coarse positioning stages
controlled using Python. Following coarse xyz alignment of the cantilever and MO field
of view, the mirror coupling the wide-field and confocal optical paths is replaced by a
beamsplitter (50% wide-field, 50% confocal operation). The contrast of the wide-field im-
age is reduced. However, the confocal laser is now transmitted through the beamsplitter
and focused onto the cantilever. Fine adjustments to the cantilever’s alignment with the
MO can be made in this configuration as the cantilever’s position can be adjusted while
monitoring the confocal signal with the microscope configured in reflectance mode. Simul-
taneously operating the wide-field camera while monitoring the confocal signal provides a
visual confirming that the large confocal reflectance signal corresponds to the cantilever.
Once the probe is positioned under the confocal microscope with a large reflectance
signal from the cantilever, the confocal microscope is then reconfigured into PL mode by
replacing the filters on the signal path. The beam splitter is then also removed so the
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Figure 6.5: Side-camera images used to observe relative tip-sample separation during coarse
optical/probe/sample alignment. (a) wide-view with (b) showing a larger magnification
image focusing on the quartz rod/cantilever.
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microscope operating in 100% confocal mode (0% wide-field) to avoid attenuation of the
NV PL. The confocal microscope then provides the feedback signal for fine alignment,
utilising the NV centre PL rather than the wide-field image used for coarse alignment.
To approach the probe towards the sample plane the side-view camera is used to provide
a visual reference. Typical side view camera images are shown in Figure 6.5.
Fine Alignment
To align the NV centres in the scanning probe with the confocal microscope to within ∼
100 nm, this instrument uses confocal scanning routines to adjust the probe position on
the MO. The x and y motion of the probe is controlled using the AFM coarse positioning
stages; see Chapter 4 for hardware details. A custom Python routine was developed to
synchronise the acquisition of confocal measurements, using a NI PCIe-6323 multifunction
DAQ card with probe scanning.
A 10 µm x 10 µm scan can be performed either in reflectance mode or in PL mode to give
an approximate coordinate for the diamond nanopillar. However, Visual inspection in the
wide-field camera is often sufficient that a confocal scan of the probe in reflectance mode
is not required. Figure 6.6(a) shows a typical wide range PL scan used recorded during
probe alignment with the x and y coordinates of the actual value of x and y positioning
stage positions.
After a 10 µm x 10 µm confocal scan, the probe is set to the xy coordinates of best
NV-confocal alignment identified in the long-range scan. A reduced range (1 µm x 1 µm),
reduced-resolution (10 pixels) scan can then be performed about the updated position.
The optimum probe xy position can be determined from this smaller scan and the probe
xy coordinate subsequently updated. Figure 6.6(b) shows a typical small range scan with
the x and coordinates shown independent of the scanning probe coordinates.
To optimise the position of the MO relative to NV centres along the optical axis, the
MO is scanned in the z-direction using a piezoelectric stage (ASI MS-2000). The MO is
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Figure 6.6: Confocal microscope measurements of Quantilever™recording during optical
alignment, in images shown the PL count rate corresponds to data acquired by one of
the two counters. (a) 10 µm x 10 µm confocal PL scan produced by scanning the probe
(b) 1 µm x 1 µm confocal scan used to optimise xy alignment of confocal microscope (c)
Confocal depth scan centre on NV centres in recorded during autofocus routine, the count
rate is shown against the microscope objective position. (d) Reduced range depth scan.
(e) Typical saturation curves, the count rate is shown against the laser excitation power.
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scanned as opposed to the probe to prevent unwanted xy motion of the cantilever during
focusing. A Python routine was developed to scan the MO 5 µm above and below the
cantilever position identified via focusing with the microscope operating in wide-field mode,
while synchronously recording confocal data using the NI PCIe-6323 card. A smaller 2 µm
scan is performed about the maximum identified in the long-range MO scan to ensure the
MO is set the position of with maximum PL detection from the NV centres in the probe.
Figure 6.6(c) and 6.6(c) show the 10 µm and 4 µm MO scans of the probe recorded during
aligment.
Prior to scanning, the response of the NV centre PL intensity to laser power is measured
to determine a safe level of operation to avoid photobleaching. The ratio of the applied
power to the saturation power significantly alters the ODMR response [35], and therefore
the magnetic sensitivity [35, 32]. Figure 6.6(e) shows a saturation curve recorded following
xyz alignment. The laser power is shown as a control voltage in Figure 6.6(e) as the value
of an external control voltage as the laser power coupled into the waveguide of the probe
is not known.
6.3 Qualitative Imaging Modalities
One of the key appeals of NV centre based magnetometry is the quantitative and vecto-
rial nature of measurement, which can be performed in ambient conditions. This section
introduces two simple qualitative imaging modalities for scanning NV centre magnetome-
ters. The first mode, referred to as contour imaging, is a simplification of the full ODMR
sequence. The second qualitative imaging mode, referred to as PL quenching, provides a
means to image a sample when the off-axis magnetic field is large, and the mechanism for
ODMR sweep imaging becomes inefficient.
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6.3.1 Contour Imaging
There are two primary motivations for developing contour imaging mode capability in a
scanning NV centre magnetometer. Firstly, contour mode provides a demonstration of a
scanning probe magnetometer’s functionality with a relatively simple experimental control
sequence, with only a single microwave frequency applied at each spatial location. In
contour imaging mode, only a single optical measurement needs to be recorded at each
pixel, while the single MW frequency is applied to the coil for the total acquisition time.
In addition to the experimental simplicity of contour imaging mode, making it an ideal
first operating mode for the developed instrument, contour imaging mode also has practical
implications as the acquisition time compared to a full ODMR sweep is greatly reduced.
The comparatively short acquisition times of the contour field mode allow it to be used to
probe the frequency limits, setting the range for a full ODMR scan and therefore setting
the dynamic range for a given 2D scan. The contour imaging modality also represents
a time-efficient way to characterise samples where the exact magnitude and direction of
the local magnetic field is required while still benefiting from the NV centre’s high spatial
resolution. Targets of interest for contour mode imaging include ferromagnetic domains
where the direction and precise strength are not required to be measured.
To perform a contour scan, the NV PL intensity is recorded at the probe is scanned
above a region of interest. As the probe is scanned across the sample, the NV centre
resonance frequency varies spatially due to the Zeeman shift of the NV centre-ground state
levels caused by local variations in the magnetic field over the 2D scan. When the local
magnetic field induces a Zeeman shift equal to the single MW frequency, νcontour, applied
for the duration of the raster scan, the PL intensity decreases. The choice of the single
applied MW frequency sets the magnitude of the magnetic field that is probed, Bcontour,
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where h is Planck’s constant, D = 2.87 GHz the zero field splitting parameter, g = 2.000
the Lande g factor and µB the Bohr magneton [32].
The decrease in the PL intensity in the contour image is related to the lineshape of the




[(ν − νcontour)/γNV ]2 + 1
(6.2)
where γNV is the linewidth parameter and is related to the full width half maxima
(FWHM), ∆νNV , by ∆νNV = γNV /π.
To perform a contour scan in this instrument, a region of interest of a sample is aligned
with the microwave coil using the wide-field camera. The probe is also aligned with the con-
focal microscope using the procedure outlined above. The probe control will be performed
using the RHK R9, with the probe to be operated in FM-AFM mode with a constant drive
signal. In contour mode, the laser and microwave application are constant in signal level
and frequency throughout the entire scan, and therefore these instruments do not have to
be synchronised with the sample scanning and photon counting procedures. The synchro-
nisation of sample scanning, probe control and probe control will all be performed using
the RHK R9, using the procedure developed for simultaneous confocal/AFM, as discussed
in Chapter 4. However, with no offset between the optical and AFM image as the confocal
microscope will be aligned with the NV centre/centre prior to scanning.
In addition to performing xy scans utilising the RHK R9 a prebuilt routine referred to
as ’lift mode’ can be utilised, where a single topographic line is scanned at a given distance
above the sample plane. The measurement is then repeated at a range of preset heights,
enabling magnetic profiling in the vertical direction.
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6.3.2 NV PL Quenching
The most promising region of NV sensing is the weak off-axis field limit, resulting in simple
linear splitting for an on-axis magnetic field. When there is a large transverse component
the change of the resonance frequency becomes more complex, this was discussed in Chapter
2. When the magnitude of the transverse magnetic field is much greater than the on-axis




y) >> Bz, mixing of the spin states occur and the optical
readout of the spin states becomes inefficient [33]. However, the loss of ODMR contrast
is also accompanied by an overall decrease in PL [37]. While ODMR based magnetic field
sensing is inefficient where there are large transverse magnetic fields, the overall loss of PL
provides a qualitative means to map the transverse magnetic field onto the PL signal [38].
Therefore monitoring the decrease in the PL signal, referred to as quenching, the local
variation of large transverse magnetic fields can be imaged.
To image a sample in PL quenching mode in this instrument, the RHK R9 will be used
for probe control, sample scanning and acquisition of the optical signal. NV PL quenching
mode does not require the application of the high-frequency magnetic field generated by
the synthesiser, and so the experimental control will be performed using the same routine
as for developed for simultaneous confocal/AFM measurement, as discussed in Chapter 4.
6.4 Quantitative Imaging Mode
It was discussed in Chapter 2 how the on-axis magnetic field for an NV centre can be
determined using a CW-ODMR measurement scheme, with this measurement protocol
demonstrated on nanodiamonds in Chapter 5. The frequency of the MW magnetic field is
varied and the frequency that satisfies the local resonance condition is detected by a drop
in PL intensity. The measured resonance frequency can be converted to the magnetic field
projected along the NV centre axis, using equation 2 discussed in Chapter 2. To produce
a full 2D map of the local magnetic field variation, the probe is scanned and the MW
frequency swept across a wide range and the resonance frequency, and therefore magnetic
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field at each location determined. The magnetic field along the NV centre axis, in the
presence of a bias field is given by




To first measure the bias field strength, Bbias the sample is withdrawn vertically by 25 µm
using the sample scanning stages to reduce the target magnetic field strength, Bz. A full
ODMR sweep is then perfomed to accurately measure the bias strength, Bbias. In the case
the source field is a current, the bias field can be measured with the AFM feedback engaged
and the NV centres at the actual probe separation over the coarse of the measurement when
there the device is grounded.
A full B field image can be measured in a variety of ways, firstly a full ODMR sweep
can be recorded at each pixel, this is the approach taken the ProteusQ, manufactured by
Qnami [70]. Alternatively, when the dynamic range is low, the MW frequency can be fixed
on the slope of the ODMR dip and linear changes in on axis field produce linear changes
in the PL intensity.
The first full ODMR sweep scan performed with this instrument utilises the RHK R9
scanning probe software to control the probe scanning. The probe is scanned using a ’pixel
scan’ procedure where the dwell time at each pixel is set using the R9 software. The timing
of the optics and microwave application will be controlled using a digital pulse generator
(Swabian Instruments, Pulsestreamer) and preprogramming of the MW synthesiser via the
front panel. The optical signal will be measured by counting the SPAD produced TTL
pulses using a NI PCIe-6323 card with the optical signal binning defined by the digital
signal generator, the position of each optical measurement is recorded using an analogue
input of the same NI card, with an input for each axis. The input to the NI card will be
taken from the scanning stages which produce an analogue output signal relative to the
position on each axis. The scaling of the output signal is the same as the input control
signal, with 0 V corresponding to 0 µm on each axis and 10 V full extension, or 50 µm.
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6.5 Test Samples
This section presents the proposed test samples for this instrument. The first test sample
is a magnetic hard disk, chosen due to its magnetic stability and simplicity in sample
preparation. The second type of test targets are sets of micron-sized wires with simple
geometries. The simple wires will provide a model system to demonstrate the capability of
this instrument to measure magnetic fields produced by currents, representing a key step
towards the goal of measuring the magnetic fields produced by atom chips.
6.5.1 Magnetic Hard Disk
The use of a magnetic hard disk has previously been proposed as a test target for a range
of magnetometers operating in the high-spatial-resolution regime [148]. While showing
general potential as test targets for magnetometers, the stray field associated with hard
disks has previously been shown to be a suitable test target for scanning NV magnetometers
[38].
To simulate the expected response of this instrument operated in contour mode, a
simple model of a hard disk test sample was produced. The magnetic domains, which
produce the stray field detected by the NV centre above the hard disk, were modelled as
small current loops in the sample plane, with the loops equal to the size of the bits on
the disk drive. The small current loop model is based on a study by Maletinksy et al,
which demonstrated that this simple model could recreate the response of an NV centre
probe scanned above a hard disk [38]. To calculate the local magnetic field above the
disk the BSmag toolbox [149] for MATLAB was used, which provides a simple method of
numerical integration of the Biot-Savart law for arbitrary current-carrying filaments in the
magnetostatic approximation. As a demonstration of this model, the current loop sizes
were set to 200 nm x 125 nm squares to match typical domain sizes of the bits, while the
tracks were modelled as square loops of 50 nm x 125 nm. The magnitude of the current
was set to 1 mA in both the track and bit current loops.
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Figure 6.7: a) Hard drive model of current loops with dimensions matching the domain
size, red and blue show clockwise and counterclockwise currents respectively. (b) The
Black area shows the region for which the local magnetic field was evaluated, while red
rectangles show current loops evaluated in the simulation. The magnetic field projection on







φ = π162/180, in (e). The expected NV centre response when a contour image is recorded
with the NV centre orientated along the z-axis is shown in (d) and orientated along the
same arbitrary direction described above in (f). In both (d) and (f) the NV response
is shown for a MW detuning equal to 10 MHz and therefore, the resonance condition is
satisfied when on NV-axis magnetic field Bcontour = 0.36 mT.
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The local magnetic field was calculated in a plane 50 nm above the current loops to
approximate typical NV-sample distances. To convert the magnetic field calculated from
the Biort-Savart law to the NV centre response in contour imaging mode, the local magnetic
field was inserted into equations 6.1 and 6.2, giving the optical signal at each spatial
location. The ODMR resonance was assumed a typical response, with contrast, C = 0.2,
and a linewidth ∆νNV = 10 MHz. In Figure 6.7 the magnetic field projection on a given
axis and the response of NV centre orientated in the same direction are shown with MW
detuningof 10 MHz, which corresponds to the local magnetic field induced a Zeeman shift
of 0.36 mT. The magnetic field component in the z-direction is shown in Figure 6.7 (c) and
the response of an NV centre orientated on the z-axis shown in Figure 6.7 (d). In Figure
6.7 (e) shows the magnetic field projected onto an NV centre with an arbitrary orientation,






(5) with φ = π162/180 and the
predicted response of an NV centre oriented along this axis shown in Figure 6.7 (f).
The model shown can easily be adapted to a hard disk with a different geometry by
changing the current loop size, which can be estimated via AFM measurement.
6.5.2 Current-Carrying Test Samples
The design and construction of this instrument was primarily motivated by the application
of measuring the magnetic fields produced by currents in ambient conditions. The current-
carrying devices, atom chips, consist of arrays of micron and nanoscale wires designed to
produce a range of trapping potentials for on-device experiments. The fabrication of such
devices is beyond this thesis’s scope but is discussed at length in a review by Folman et al.
[150]. To provide a proof of principle experiment to demonstrate this instrument’s ability
to detect surface currents, test samples have been designed. The test samples allow simple
geometries with known current distributions to be measured by the instrument before
progressing towards the measurement from more complex devices. This section discusses
the progress made in the fabrication of test samples and the supporting components to
connect the microscopic devices to benchtop current sources.
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Test wires were designed to have similar dimensions to the wires that form atom chips,
however, with simpler geometries. Therefore, a contact structure was designed with two
purposes: to aid in the location of a wire several microns long and potentially hundreds of
nanometers wide and also provide robust electrical contacts. Figure 6.8 shows the layout of
the contact structure, with Figure 6.8(a) showing a 2 x 2 array of the contact structure for
fabrication on a 5 mm x 5 mm Si/SiO2 wafer. Figure 6.8(b) shows a single contact structure
in more detail. Each contact structure can host four devices connected to a central ground
contact. A range of features have been included on the central ground contact to aid the
alignment of the sample using the wide-field microscope. Each wire will be connected to
a large 400 µm x 400 µm pad, which facilitates bonding a wire which can then be directed
to a current source. The designs were produced in gds format for writing with electron
beam lithography. A combination of Python, KLayout - a 2D open-source CAD package
[151] and open-source software package enabling the development of scripted lithography
patterns [152] were used to generate the designs.
To provide a connection between the micron-scale contacts on the device arrays and a
benchtop source measure unit (Keysight B2901A), PCB samples holders were produced.
The PCB was produced in a 15 mm by 15 mm square to locate in the central recess of the
macor sample holders produced for NV magnetometry, ensuring the PCB is centred on the
MW antenna aperture. The PCB sample holders were produced from single-sided PCB, to
reduce the screening effect on the magnetic field produced by the planar antenna. The top
plane was written to remove the majority of the surface copper except for eight copper pads
to provide electrical contacts between the devices on the sample and the source measure
unit used to drive the current. A central region was milled into the PCB to locate the
sample as close to the MW antenna’s surface as possible. The recess also centres the 5 mm
by 5 mm wafers in the PCB and, therefore the antenna. Finally, the PCB was gold plated
to improve the electrical contact between the device, the PCB and eventually a source
measure unit. A picture of the PCB sample holder is shown in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.8: Contact design for electrical connection of test devices consisting of micron-
scale wires to a benchtop current source. (a) Shows a 2 x 2 array of contact devices designed
for writing onto a 5 mm x 5 mm silicon/silicon dioxide wafer. (b) shows alignment features
and four contact pads, allowing the connection of nanowires from the contact to the central
ground contact.
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Figure 6.9: PCB sample holders for scanning magnetometry of micron-scale currents. Sin-
gle sided PCB is used to limit screening of the high frequency magnetic field produced by
the antenna. The contacts are gold plated to improve conductivity.
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6.6 Remarks
While scanning probe magnetometry was not performed with the time available, substantial
progress has been made toward performing the first measurements with this instrument.
The first measurements focused on the probe in free space to limit damage to the probe in
the event that the phase-locked loop (PLL) or PI controls were set incorrectly. While the
free-space approach limited probe damage and potentially prolonged the life of the probe
for future use, the floating probe proved vulnerable to drift, affecting optical experiments
with long acquisition times. In addition to the probe being vulnerable to drift in free space,
this approach also represented a challenge in positioning the NV centre close to the MW
source. In this instrument, the MW source is fixed to the sample plane, which ensures the
MW power is always large when imaging a sample on the surface. As a result, the MW
power is substantially lower when the probe is above the sample.
6.7 Summary
To summarise this chapter has focused on the progress made in this instrument towards
performing scanning NV magnetometry. Alignment procedures have been developed to
align the 200 nm optically active region of a commercially available scanning NV centre
probe with the confocal microscope of this instrument. The measurement protocols for
different magnetic imaging modalities have been discussed along with and how they will
be realised in this instrument. Finally, suitable test samples have been identified with the






The development of this instrument was motivated by applications requiring the implemen-
tation of high-spatial-resolution magnetometry, specifically the measurement of magnetic
fields produced by micron-scale conductors that form atom chips. The magnetometer re-
quired the development and synchronous operation of a confocal microscope, to collect NV
centre PL, and an atomic force microscope (AFM), to scan an NV centre for magnetic
imaging. The constituent parts of the instrument provide a range of imaging modalities
that provide complementary tools to investigate samples on the sub-micron scale. In par-
ticular, this instrument has been optimised to collect optical emission in the 600-750 nm
range and investigate the spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics of such an emitter.
This chapter demonstrates the how this multi imaging mode instrument has appli-
cations beyond scanning probe NV centre magnetometry, particularly the investigation of
single-photon emitters, by presenting preliminary results from optical experiments on a 2D
material, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). While this chapter focuses on emitters in hBN,
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it also provides a blueprint for optical characterisation of any localised emitter that lumi-
nescences in the 600-750 nm detection band of this instrument, which could theoretically
be extended to 350-900 nm with minor hardware changes.
7.2 Hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN)
Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is a layered material with a wide bandgap material (6eV)
that consists of an equal number of sp2 boron and nitrogen atoms bonded in a hexagonal
structure [153]. The interaction between adjacent layers is of the weak van der Waals type
and thus has a structural composition similar to that of graphene. hBN based devices have
a wide range of applications which are discussed at length in the paper of Lopes [153]. In
particular, hBN shows promise due to its use in van der Waals heterostructures where a
thin hBN layer can act as an ultra-smooth substrate [154], an encapsulating layer [155] or
a tunnelling barrier [156].
Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has been shown to host stable defects that are optically
active at room temperature [157, 158, 159]. However, the exact structure of the defect and
the role of the fabrication process for introducing the defects in a controllable manner is an
active area of research [160]. The further investigation of localised defects in hBN showed
that the emission corresponded to some of the brightest single-photon emitters observed
at room temperature, with MHz count rates for ∼ 100 µW excitation power [157]. The
observation of single-photon sources from 2D materials is of great interest as the photon
collection efficiency can be greater than for defects hosted in bulk materials, including NV
centres in bulk diamond, where total internal reflection reduces the collection efficiency [96].
In addition to hosting bright single-photon emitters at room temperature, hBN displays
a range of interesting optical properties. A complete discussion of the functionality and
applications of photonics from defects in hBN is available in the paper of Caldwell et al.
[161].
The instrument is an ideal tool to probe the nature of defects in hBN, with Chapter
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3 demonstrating the ability to measure the spectral, spatial and temporal properties from
diffraction-limited sources excited by 515 nm light. Here I present preliminary findings
from a 7.18 ±0.05 nm thick layer of hBN grown on silicon carbide (SiC) substrate that
was cut at 8°. The sample was produced using high-temperature molecular beam epitaxy
(HT-MBE) at a growth temperature of 1390 ◦C. During the MBE growth, the N2 flow was
2 sscm while the boron flux generated by a high-temperature Knudsen source at 1875 ◦C.
This sample, reference number - hBN125, was produced by Dr Tin Cheng and Professor
Sergei Novikov at the School of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Nottingham.
7.3 Optical Characterisation
7.3.1 Wide-Field Microscopy
The first observations of any sample to be characterised in this instrument are performed
with the microscope configured in 100% wide-field operation and 0% confocal operation.
In this mode of operation, high contrast (compared 50%/50% confocal/wide-field splitting)
images with a large field of view are produced that update with video frame rates. The use
of the wide-field mode allows the targeting of devices with small regions of interest prior
to further investigation using confocal microscopy. The dimensions of the hBN sample
are ≈ 10 mm x ≈ 5 mm, substantially larger than the 50 µm x 50 µm scan range of the
confocal microscope, with the sample anticipated to be largely uniform. As there is no
specific target or reference marks on the hBN sample, the wide-field microscope is used to
produce images of the sample to identify surface contaminants several microns in size. The
identified features can then either be avoided during confocal operation, or aligned with
the sample scanning FOV, to provide a positional reference. Figure 7.1 shows a typical
wide-field image of the hBN sample surface featuring surface contaminants.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Optical microscope image of hBN125, hBN film on SiC substrate sample.
(b), (c) and (d) show wide-field images taken using the instrument of different regions of
the sample. The red box highlights areas where large surface features likely to correspond
to surface contamination can be seen, with the smaller green boxes highlighting specific
features.
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7.3.2 Confocal Microscopy
The primary motivation for the investigation of hBN samples using this instrument is
to characterise the nature of recently observed optically active defects [157]. Therefore
spatial maps of the PL were first produced to identify any localised emission. However,
the confocal microscope was first focused in reflectance mode, as this ensured a large signal
for focusing. In order to focus with the confocal microscope configured for PL collection
the xy position of a PL source must be known, this is often not the case when an initial
scan is recorded; for example, searching for NV centres in nanodiamonds dispersed on a
substrate with low density.
Following focusing in reflectance mode, the confocal microscope is reconfigured into PL
mode through the replacement of ND filters after the dichroic mirror, with a notch and
long-pass filter (see Chapter 2 for optical diagram and part numbers). As a result, the
confocal microscope has a typical collection window of ≈ 600-750 nm for PL measurement,
depending on the specific filters used. To characterise unknown defects, initially, laser
powers ∼100 µW are used; significantly greater power has the potential to bleach even
photostable emitters. Figure 7.2 shows typical scans of the hBN on SiC substrate.
Figure 7.2(a) and (b) show two xy scans performed on the hBN on SiC substrate
sample. The size of the emitter, ∆x ≈ 2 µm x ∆y ≈ 5 µm in Figure 7.2(a) suggests this
PL source is likely to be from a surface contaminant rather than from emission originating
from the hBN. Figure 7.2(c) shows a depth scan of emitter 1, with the y value fixed at the
position of greatest intensity in 7.2(a). The scan is shown with a logarithmic colour scale
to enhance the contrast between the weak background and the bright emitter. The scan
confirms the PL source is from a source is located ≈ 2 µm above the surface and therefore
a surface contaminant. This emitter was not characterised further. Figure 7.2(b) shows
a second scan of the hBN surface in which a smaller emitter was identified, labelled 2 in
figure 7.2(b). A depth scan was recorded to determine if the PL originates from the hBN
layer, this is shown in Figure 7.2(d). The PL source was found to be within ≈ 1 µm of the
surface. The spatial profile of emitter 2, shown in 7.2(b) and 7.2(d), corresponds to the
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Figure 7.2: (a) xy confocal scans of hBN on SiC substrate. (a) shows an extended PL
source, labelled emitter 1, approximately 5 µm in length and 2 µm wide. (b) xy scan of
sample approached 2 µm towards the MO compared to (a). Emitter 2 corresponds to PL
from a diffraction limited spot size. (c) xz scan of emitter 1 confirming the PL source is
2 µm above the sample surface and therefore not likely to correspond to a defect in hBN.
A log colour scale is used to enhance the contrast between the bright emitter and weak
background (d) xz scan focused on emitter 2, the emitter is shown to be close to the surface,
within the ≈ 1 µm axial resolution of the confocal microscope. The background count from
the surface can be seen as thin blue band.
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Figure 7.3: g2 measurement from diffraction limited PL source (labelled emitter 2 in
Figure7.2) in hBN on SiC. Total integration time was 2000 s. The black line shows a 30
point moving average.
diffraction limited size consistent with the source being a single photon emitter.
7.3.3 Single Photon Detection
To determine whether emitter 2 corresponded to emission from single photon emitter, the
second order correlation function was measured using HBT interferometry. To perform
g2 measurements in this instrument a series of small range xyz confocal scans are first
performed, with the scan stages set to the position of the recorded maximum intensity
along each axis. The SPAD signal is then redirected from a NI card, used to integrate
the counts for confocal scanning, into a time correlated single photon counting module,
see Chapter 3 for an in-depth discussion of the hardware configuration. Figure 7.3, shows
second order correlation function measurement. The PL signal from emitter 2 was not
attributed to a single photon emitter as g2 was not measured below the single emitter
threshold of g2 = 0.5.
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Figure 7.4: Emission spectrum of the object labelled as emitter 2 in Figure 7.2. The grating
was scanning in 1 nm steps with a 4 second measurement time per step.
7.3.4 Emission Spectroscopy
To record emission spectra in this instrument the xyz position of the sample under the
confocal microscope is first optimised by performing a series of small xyz scans, with the
sample position then set to the identified maximum. The fiber from the confocal aperture
is removed from the SPAD detection box and then directed into the spectrometer, see
Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion. The emission spectrum from emitter 2 (see
Figure 7.2) was record from 550-750 nm with the PL signal recorded in 1 nm wavelength
bins, with a 4 second integration time per bin. Figure 7.4 shows the recorded emission
spectrum of emitter 2, in which three isolated peaks can be seen. The appearance of
three distinct peaks suggests emitters with 3 different energy levels are contributing to
the PL measurement. The blue lines shown in Figure 7.4 correspond to estimates of the
zero phonon line associated with each isolated peak and are shown at 592 nm, 632 nm and
673 nm. However, the zero phonon of the lowest wavelength emitter could be significantly
lower than 592 nm, with frequencies lower than 593 nm greatly attenuated by the long pass
filter on the detection path. While the observation of a single peak in the emission spectrum
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would not confirm single photon emitters, the observation of three peaks is consistent with
the recorded g2 measurement shown in 7.3, showing this is not a single photon source.
7.4 Discussion
The sample investigated here, hBN125 grown on a SiC with the Si face orientated at 8° has
also been investigated by the group of Professor Igor Aharonovich at the School of Math-
ematical and Physical Sciences at the University of Technology Sydney. The investigation
of this sample and others with a range of growth conditions by Professor Aharonovich
found that that the inclusion of carbon atoms in the hBN is required to observe single-
photon emission [160]. In the study, two samples produced by Dr Tin Cheng and Professor
Sergei Novikov at the School of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Nottingham
were investigated with reference numbers hBN125 and hBN124, with both samples grown
under the same conditions (described at the start of the chapter). However, in hBN125,
the sample investigated in this chapter, the Si face of the SiC substrate was orientated
at 8° during MBE growth while hBN the Si face was orientated at 0°. Significantly, more
single-photon emitters were found in hBN125 than in hBN124 by Professor Aharonovich’s
group and this was attributed to variance in the amount of carbon incorporated into the
hBN from the diffusion of carbon from the SiC substrate during growth [160].
The investigation of hBN125 using this instrument did not observe single-photon emis-
sion. However, only a single emitter was characterised from this sample and further investi-
gation of this may lead to the observation of single-photon emitters. The emission spectrum
recorded by this instrument from hBN125 shows 3 isolated peaks, which is in agreement
with emitters in hBN125 measured by Professor Aharonovich’s group [160]. The repro-
duction of the findings of published work demonstrates the potential of this instrument for
future investigations of potential single-photon emitters in 2D materials.
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7.5 Summary
To summarise, preliminary measurements have been made on hBN on a SiC substrate, pro-
viding a demonstration of this instrument as a tool to characterise samples on a sub-micron
length scale. Confocal microscopy was performed and identified PL from a diffraction-
limited spot size in hBN, showing the instrument’s capability to observe localised PL
sources. The measurement of the second-order correlation function and emission spectrum
of the same PL source demonstrates the functionality of the instrument to measure spectral
and temporal characteristics of localised luminescent sources emitting in the 600-750 nm
band. So far, only a single emitter has been characterised, and single-photon emission
behaviour was not observed. Further investigation of this sample is required to determine
the nature of the optically active defects across the whole area of this sample. Future work
on both this sample and similar samples, such as flakes and thin films with localised lumi-
nescence, could also include investigation using the AFM integrated into the instrument.
The combined AFM/confocal imaging mode, either operated sequentially or simultane-
ously, is particularly beneficial for correlating topography/PL measurements on samples
such as films or flakes which do not have obvious reference marks. This instrument has
also previously been used to measure electroluminescence from exfoliated layers of hBN
placed between two thin layers of graphene connected to gold contacts [162]. While simul-
taneous AFM and confocal operation was not developed at this time, the AFM component
of this instrument has been shown to detect flakes thinner than the 3 nm noise floor. The
sub noise floor imaging was possible as when an Akiyama probe was operated in constant
drive mode, the dissipation of energy from the probe was less above a thin hBN flake than
above the silicon dioxide substrate [162]. The observation of localised luminescence in this
chapter combined with the previous demonstration of electroluminescence measurements
and AFM imaging of thin flakes demonstrate the potential of this instrument for future





This thesis has focused on the design, assembly and operation of a custom-built instrument
for characterising samples on the nanoscale based on a scanning NV centre magnetome-
ter. While this instrument has not yet been used to produce 2D magnetic field maps,
significant progress has been made in the development of the hardware and experimental
control sequences required; including the assembly of a custom-built confocal microscope
and atomic force microscope system that can be operated simultaneously. To complete the
hardware requirements for scanning NV magnetometry, this instrument has been equipped
with a robust microwave delivery system and a rotational mount to apply magnetic bias
fields with a range of strengths and orientations at the microscope focus. In the last cou-
ple of months of the project, work began to perform scanning probe magnetometry with
specialist AFM probes for scanning NV magnetometry that recently became commercially
available. Procedures for nanoscale probe-instrument alignment were developed along with
experimental routines to perform scanning probe magnetometry. Performing magnetome-
try in the very near future with this instrument is straightforward with the functionality of




The ability of the instrument to measure the spectral, spatial and temporal character-
istics of luminescent sources and correlate the optical measurements with topographical
measurements from the AFM open up a wide range of applications for this instrument.
In particular, the measurement of single-photon sources, such as deep band gap defects in
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN).
8.2 Summary of Work
A custom-built confocal microscope with the aim of collecting photoluminescence for NV
centre magnetometry has been constructed. The confocal microscope is primarily operated
in sample scanning mode giving a measurement area of 50 µm x 50 µm. The optical signal
from the confocal microscope can either be backscattered 515 nm laser light or photolumi-
nescence in the 600-750 nm range (which can easily be extended to 350-900 nm with minor
hardware modifications). When operated in PL mode, the primary mode of operation, the
lateral spatial resolution was shown to be ≤ 500 nm and ≈ 1.7 µm along the optical axis.
The functionality of the confocal microscope was extended further with the addition of a
spectrometer and a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometer, enabling the investiga-
tion of temporal and spectral characteristics from diffraction-limited luminescent sources.
The performance of the spectrometer was first shown using a red LED with a known pro-
file, while the HBT interferometer was used to verify photoluminescence corresponded to
the emission from two dipole emitters. Finally, a diffraction-limited wide-field microscope
was incorporated into the instrument without degrading confocal performance.
A custom AFM system was developed to work simultaneously with the confocal mi-
croscope in ambient conditions, for eventual scanning NV centre magnetometry. The xy
scan range is 50 µm by 50 µm with a z range of 50 µm, which is significantly larger than in
many commercial AFMs. The large range in the z-axis was chosen to enable scanning NV
magnetometry on atom chips, which have features that are several microns tall, with the
region several microns above the sample also of interest for scanning NV magnetometry
measurements. The performance of the AFM, when operated with an Akiyama probe (the
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primary probe for AFM measurement) was demonstrated using a calibration sample and
the noise floor calculated as ≈ 3 nm. The ability to perform confocal microscopy simulta-
neously during an AFM measurement was demonstrated by presenting measurements from
a test sample of nanodiamonds deposited onto a Si/Si02 substrate. The dual-mode of op-
eration shows that optical measurements from the confocal microscope and topographical
measurements from the AFM can be correlated with sub-micron accuracy and that the
tightly controlled tip-sample distance during a scan acts to refocus the MO with changes
in sample topography.
Chapter 5 introduced the final instrumentation required to observe optically detected
magnetic resonance in NV centres for magnetometry. The design of a mechanically robust
system for high power microwave generation, based on a planar coil was presented along
with a custom-built rotational mount for bias field generation. The rotational mount
produced is capable of generating 1-10 mT (depending on the magnet used) in a range
of radial orientations. The first measurements of optically detected magnetic resonances
from photoluminescent sources in nanodiamonds were presented in Chapter 5, contrasts
of up to 50% were observed and sufficient microwave power was generated to saturate the
resonance. While this signal has not yet been attributed to NV centres, it demonstrates
the capability to perform ODMR on an NV centre should one be addressed.
The progress made towards scanning NV centre magnetometry utilising a commercially
available AFM probe is presented in Chapter 6. Procedures for aligning the active area of
the probe with nanometer precision in this instrument were discussed. Finally, the design
of test samples for the scanning probe magnetometer were presented.
This thesis’s final chapter presents an investigation into localised photoluminescence in
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). A diffraction-limited region of localised emission from hBN
was identified in a thin film of hBN on a silicon carbide substrate via confocal microscopy.
The second-order correlation function of the localised source was measured, and it was
not found to correspond to emission from a single-photon source. However, this chapter
demonstrated the capability to investigate potential single-photon sources in 2D materials.
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The emission spectrum was recorded for the region of localised photoluminescence and
showed three distinct peaks, suggesting three energy levels contributed to the PL signal.
8.3 Future Work
The most immediate development for this instrument will be to demonstrate this instru-
ment’s functionality in scanning NV magnetometry mode. Following the observation of
the ODMR response, the magnetometer’s sensitivity can be estimated from features of
the resonance, namely the contrast, linewidth and count rate. It is anticipated that in
CW-ODMR, the sensitivity will be around ∼ 1 µT/
√
Hz.
The NV centres’ orientation in the probe can then be determined by monitoring the
ODMR response for a range of different magnetic field orientations and strengths at the
confocal microscope. With the NV centre quantisation in the lab reference frame known,
the magnetic sensing orientation will be determined, providing an insight into the sample
and the selection of an appropriate bias field direction. The first samples imaged will be
a magnetic hard disk, with the response compared to the simulation discussed in Chapter
7. The second sample measured will be the magnetic fields in micron-sized wires mounted
onto the contact structures discussed in Chapter 6.
The future work associated with this project can be considered in terms of two distinct
goals; the further development and optimisation of this instrument and future investiga-
tions utilising this versatile instrument.
8.3.1 Instrumental Development
Optical Instrumentation
The confocal microscope could be improved with a more accurate method to position the
scan and tube lens, which would enable more accurate alignment and, therefore, improve
the collection efficiency. A method to increase the precision in which the laser beam’s angle
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and position relative to the MO can be controlled would also offer greater control over the
alignment process, helping to maximise performance, both in terms of collection efficiency
and beam scanning field of view.
Hardware improvements could include the addition of a piezoelectric xy stage to scan
the microscope objective in-plane above the sample. Scanning the MO provides a method
to scan the beam in the sample plane without significantly modifying the optical path,
as is the case with galvanometric scanning mirrors. While this approach would not offer
an increased range compared to sample scanning, it provides a method of fine alignment
between the confocal microscope and AFM in the case where the probe must remain fixed.
Additional hardware improvements include the integration of electronic switches to
route the SPAD signal between the NI card for spatial mapping and the Picoharp ’time-
tagger’ for g2 measurements. Currently, the output from the SPADS is physically migrated
between the input terminals of the NI card and ’time-tagger’, and the use of a high-speed
switch would enable remote and time-efficient switching between imaging modes without
compromising signal integrity.
The introduction of a cooled CCD in the spectrometer would enable the spatial and
spectral profiling of weak emitters as well as shortening the acquisition times for measuring
spectra in this instrument.
Finally, the wide-field camera could be extended up to the theoretical limit of the MO
(265 µm) with an alternative camera and relay lens pair.
AFM
The AFM in this instrument was shown to have a noise floor of 3 nm. However, the
dominant source of the z noise was not identified. The instrumental development of the
AFM includes measuring the power spectrum of the noise on the AFM signal to identify
key frequencies and thus determine the dominant noise sources. The resolution of the AFM
could be improved by isolating and decreasing the sources of noise, which could include
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improved vibrational isolation or implementing hardware changes along the detection signal
line.
Scanning Probe Magnetometer
Scanning probe magnetometry will first be performed in this instrument using Qnami
Quantilever probes operating in FM-AFM mode. The Q factor of a Quantilever was
measured to be ≈ 120, an order of magnitude less than a bare tuning fork. To increase
the Q for improved AFM operation, a mass equal to that of the quartz rod and cantilever
could be added to the unloaded tine to rebalance the tuning fork, thus increasing the Q
factor.
The most sensitive magnetometry using NV centres utilises the pulsed application of
the laser and microwaves. The production of experimental routines would increase the






A key goal for this instrument is to investigate the performance of atom chip devices by
measuring the magnetic trapping potential above the chip. Following measurement of the
trapping potential via the scanning NV magnetometer, the local current density within
the atom chip conductors can be determined via numerical inversion of the Biot-Savart
law [163]. Imaging the spatial variation of the current density in the chip would provide
rapid feedback on the fabrication process enabling devices with improved performance to
be fabricated in future.
The scanning probe NV magnetometer will also be used to investigate the magnetic
properties of spintronic devices fabricated within the School of Physics at the University
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of Nottingham. In such devices, information is stored in magnetic order, and the study of
experimental structures is motivated by their potential in producing scalable devices for
computer memory. The properties that make spintronic devices promising for magnetic
memory applications, such as small domain sizes and weak stay fields, can make such de-
vices challenging to measure with conventional techniques. As such, the scanning probe
NV magnetometer represents a promising tool to observe magnetic order in spintronic de-
vices. There are two main types of spintronic devices currently being developed within the
School of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Nottingham that will be investigated
using this instrument.
Professor Andrew Rusthforth’s research group focuses on developing devices that ma-
nipulate the magnetic order in magnetostrictive materials such as Iron Galium (FeGa).
The devices consist of a piezoelectric element used to apply strain control to the magnetic
order in the FeGa [164].
The second type of spintronic device produced at Nottingham is based on antifer-
romagnetic materials. In particular, devices fabricated from copper manganese arsenide
(CuMnAs), which have shown considerable potential for antiferromagnetic based memory
[165].
Multimode Imaging
The instrument’s ability to measure the spectral, spatial and temporal characteristics of
luminescent sources and correlate the optical measurements with topographical measure-
ments from the AFM open up a wide range of applications for this instrument. In particu-
lar, the measurement of optically active defects in hexagonal boron nitride. One source for
such materials is the Nottingham high-temperature MBE (HT-MBE) group that continues
to research the growth and doping of hBN and heterostructures of hBN and graphene.
A new research program in Nottingham is aiming to grow Indium Selenide by MBE,
and this instrument provides the ideal tool to characterise such devices. The ability to cor-
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relate topographic information acquired via dynamic AFM measurements with the study
of luminescent properties is a powerful combination for samples, such as InSe flakes and
devices, which do not have defined location markers.
The instrument has been designed to measure ODMR from NV centres and, as such,
is well suited to measure ODMR for other point defects. The observation of ODMR from
defects of unknown composition can provide information on the defect structure as well
as demonstrate the potential of the defect for use in quantum information and sensing
applications [166]. For example, in 2019, ODMR was measured at room temperature from
point-like defects in hBN [167, 168].
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